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PROJECT OVERVIEW
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Opportunity and Constraints Study
for MacArthur Park will help shape the
development of a master plan for future
implementation of a revitalized, expanded
and improved community park in the heart
of La Mesa. The report sets the framework
for decision makers in the planning,
maintenance, and development and/
or rehabilitation of park and recreational
facilities. This study also supports the City's
General Plan Vision Statement:

"The City of La Mesa is a community
working together toward a common
goal which includes a safe and healthy
environment, state-of-the-art resources
and technology, unsurpassed quality of
life and an efficient and effectively run
government organization."

CA-125

I-8

The study assists in complying with the
following goal and "Targets for Action"
outlined in the General Plan:

MacArthur Park

"E. Enhanced recreation and quality of life
opportunities"
• Develop strategies as outlined in the
Parks Master Plan to increase open
space and recreation needs within the
community and seek funding for park
projects based on priorities outlined in
the Parks Master Plan

CA-94

• Develop and implement strategies to
increase participation in recreational
opportunities
Figure 1-1: La Mesa City Map
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City of La Mesa

Demographics

The City of La Mesa, incorporated in 1912, is
located within the county of San Diego with
a current population of almost 60,000 and
encompasses nine square miles. It is 15 miles
east of the Pacific Ocean and is bordered by
the cities of Lemon Grove, El Cajon, and the
County of San Diego. The City is divided by
two major freeways, Interstate 8 and State
Route 125.

Of the almost 60,000 people currently living
in the City of La Mesa, much of the population
ranges in ages between 30-59 with the median
age of 39.7. According to the 2010 SANDAG
Series 13 Population Reports, there are also a
significant number of individuals who are over
65 and under 14.

General Park Profile
The City manages a total of 144 acres of
parks including one regional park, three
community parks, an urban pocket park, and
ten neighborhood parks. MacArthur Park,
a community park, is located just south of
Interstate 8 in the center of the City and is
just blocks away from the downtown village.
The 22-acre park is located at the corner of
University Avenue and Memorial Drive. The
park includes a municipal pool, baseball field,
a basketball court, a community center, a
recreation center, a small children’s play area,
a historic building leased to an art gallery,
and a small cottage used for community
and private events. A portion of the park
was leased and operated as a nine-hole
executive golf course for traditional, foot,
and disc golf. Accompanying the course was
a driving range, and a putting and chipping
area. The operator opted to end the lease in
June 2017 at which time the City assumed
responsibility of the previously leased area.

History of MacArthur Park
MacArthur Park was named for General
MacArthur. The park was originally 27.5
acres, having slightly shrunk to today's
22 acres. The City originally came into
possession of the land for the park from
Mrs. June Jardin in 1939 when it was offered
to cover unpaid taxes with a small amount
left over paid to Mrs. Jardin. The land was
considered a good location for a recreational
area because of the natural setting of hills
and valleys around the site. In 1948, the
Recreation Center (7,650 sq. ft.) was the first
building to be built and was paid for with
matching funds from the citizens and the
City of La Mesa for a total cost of $75,000.
The next recreational project, the Municipal
Pool, was planned and completed in 1953, for
a total cost of $113,000. It included showers,
a locker facility, and a six lane, 25 meter pool.
Also completed in 1953 were two sections of
a tiny tot play area and an outdoor basketball
area. One of the play areas was equipped by
the La Mesa Woman’s Club Juniors and the
other was equipped by the Gerry Sprung
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Memorial Fund. The basketball area was
developed and equipped by the Kiwanis
Club of La Mesa.
In 1956, both the Nan Couts Cottage and the
Little League Field were completed. The field
was later renamed Kuhlken Field because of
the dedication and effort put forth by Wayne
C. Kuhlken to beautify the field and further
the youth baseball program. Nan Couts
Cottage, named after another prominent
citizen of La Mesa, was completed for a total
cost of $19,000. The Cottage Committee
raised $8,000 and the remaining $11,000
was provided by the City of La Mesa.

Figure 1-2: MacArthur Park Boundary Map
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Later, in 1958, the La Mesa Par 3 Golf Course
was opened. The course consisted of a ninehole par-3 golf course, practice putting
green, and a clubhouse building containing a
golf shop, snack bar, and maintenance shed.
Of the original 27.5 acres, the City sold
4.87 acres of the park to the California State
Division of Highways for $54,000 in 1961.
Having witnessed the development of the park,
City Council saw potential changes coming in
the future. On June 12, 1979, council directed
the Recreation-Park Commission to develop a
master plan for MacArthur Park which would
include La Mesa’s proposed community center.
The commission proceeded to develop a
plan by touring community parks and centers,
scheduling special workshops, and working
closely with staff and the general public. The
Community Center was opened in 1983 with a
banquet / meeting facility and offices to house
the department's administration. Playground
equipment at MacArthur Park was installed in
1999 at a cost of $39,288 (equipment only)
funded through a grant. The total project
cost was $129,143 and included extensive
grading for ADA compliance, relocating water
main, and adding a retaining wall. Today, the
park contains many of the original buildings,
and most of the recreation facilities remain
intact. The park provides a diverse range of
recreational opportunities and is a place for
everyone in La Mesa to enjoy.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

This study assesses the current uses and
conditions of facilities at MacArthur Park with
the goal to recommend opportunities for
future facilities, upgrades, expansions, and/
or potential additions. The study relies on
input from the City as well as the community
through visioning workshops and a
community survey. This plan will serve as a
guide to identify priority projects for future
development to maximize opportunities for
recreation, parks, open space, and urban
respite areas.

GUIDING PLANNING STUDIES
AND POLICIES

There are several planning studies and City
policies currently in place that support the
re-development of MacArthur Park and
this opportunities and constraints study.
Ultimately, these support the idea that the
City strives to create opportunities for its
citizens to have a healthy and active lifestyle.

City of La Mesa General Plan and
Recreation and Open Space Element
The goals in the General Plan include the
development of a variety of park types to
encourage the development of a range
of passive and active recreation uses and
healthy activities. It also calls for the design
and improvement of parks to take into
consideration that the community is varying
in age, athletic ability, physical agility and
recreational interest. In addition, it supports
a diverse range of recreational activities
and facilities to promote strong family
relationships, social interaction, individual
growth, and active, healthy lifestyles. The
plan recognizes the value of the City’s
natural assets and takes steps to protect the
character of the neighborhoods and quality
of the environment.

			

City of La Mesa Parks Master Plan

Water Conservation Ordinance

The City of La Mesa Parks Master Plan was
completed in 2012 with a goal of identifying
ways to link all its citizens to a recreational
facility within a 15-minute walking distance
of their residence. The plan identifies gaps
in the networks and barriers to access
recreational facilities. It makes several
recommendations to increase access to
parks and other facilities. During public
workshops, MacArthur Park was identified as
a park that could be enhanced by including
outdoor fitness equipment, an off-leash dog
area, an upgraded pool facility with splash
pad, running or walking trails, tennis courts,
community garden, horseshoes, shuffle
board and bocce courts.

The City of La Mesa Water Ordinance works
to conserve water used for landscaping.
Any new development and landscaping
proposed within MacArthur Park will need
to comply with the goals of the ordinance.
The purpose of the ordinance is to:
• Promote the values and benefits of
landscape while recognizing the need
to utilize water and other resources as
efficiently as possible
• Establish a structure for planning,
designing, installing, maintaining, and
managing water efficient landscape in
new construction
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Bicycle Facilities and Alternative
Transportation Plan
The Bicycle Facilities and Alternative
Transportation Plan identifies ways to
promote safe, convenient, and efficient
ways to travel via active transportation and
public transit as a means to move around
the City. The plan not only identifies issues
and barriers to walking and biking and
proposed priority projects to expand
the existing network, but also includes
educational program recommendations to
encourage commuters to ride or bike to
their destinations.

• Use water efficiently without waste
by setting a Maximum Applied Water
Allowance (MAWA) as an upper limit for
water use and reduce water use to the
lowest practical amount
• Encourage water users of existing
landscaping to use water efficiently and
without waste
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Climate Action Plan Analysis
The City of La Mesa adopted a Climate Action Plan (CAP) and its policies to help reduce
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and improve public health in March 2018. The CAP and
its policies help guide the City to incorporate amenities such as urban walking trails, the
Safe Routes to School Program, the Farmer’s Market, transit-oriented developments, and the
rehabilitation of existing buildings to aid in improving the quality of life for City residents.
It also includes goals to achieve the 1990 target level emissions set forth in California Senate
Bill AB32 (California Global Warming Solutions Act) by 2020. By adopting the CAP, there are
benefits to the community including improved air quality and public health, reduced energy
bills, improved transportation access, infrastructure improvements supporting alternatives to
driving, recycling, water conservation, and urban agriculture.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

MacArthur Park’s 22-acre property contains
a variety of indoor and outdoor recreational
facilities that allow visitors to engage in
either active or passive park activities.
The park is centrally located in La
Mesa, easily accessed by all modes of
transportation through Spring Street and
University Avenue. The park is situated
within a residential neighborhood that
includes single and multi-family housing
and is within walking distance of Downtown
La Mesa. Memorial Drive is the only road
that provides direct access into the park,
but three additional non-vehicular access
points are available utilizing easements to
the adjacent Porter Hill neighborhood on
the east side of the park. MacArthur Park has
a visitor use capacity of approximately 3,000
people and has parking available for 290
vehicles. The park’s facilities are in various
conditions with some needing upgrades,
repairs, or replacements. The park’s
topography presents unique opportunities
and challenges regarding accessibility and
activities.
The following section includes a detailed
inventory of the existing recreational
facilities available in MacArthur Park.
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Figure 2-1: MacArthur Park Existing Topography
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INVENTORY OF EXISTING
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

The inventory of the existing recreational
facilities within MacArthur Park occurred
over multiple days, and included walkthroughs with community services staff,
maintenance staff, and the design team.
The walks included an overview of the
existing conditions, a description of recent
improvements, and a discussion about
possible improvements.

Overall Park Site
• Entire park, including all facilities,
encompass 22.22 acres
• Children’s play area
• Basketball court
• Baseball field
• Picnic tables throughout park
• Vehicular access to the park off
University Avenue is the only way in and
out via Memorial Drive
• Parking for 290 vehicles

Possible Site Improvements Include:
• Improved pedestrian access from the
lower parking lot adjacent to the baseball
field up to the Community Center

Figure 2-2: MacArthur Park Google Earth Image

• Improved traffic safety for crossing
to and from the Community Center,
playground and Cottage to the sidewalk
• Additional parking
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Golf Course and Associated Facilities

The lease for the golf course and the
associated facilities was officially terminated
on June 30, 2017, with Sun Valley LLC after
20 years of operation.
The 13-acre site included a 9-hole, executive
golf course that allowed the play of footgolf,
disc golf, and traditional golf. Additional
recreational facilities included a clubhouse,
public restrooms, driving range, putting
area, and a temporary storage shed with
electrical inputs.

Area Previously Part of Golf Course
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Recent Improvements Include:
• Short-term improvements included tree trimming, repairing holes, and irrigation

Possible Improvements Include:
• Short-term solutions may include walking paths, a dog park, and a community garden
• At the time of this report, a request for proposals was issued by the City for a privatepublic partnership to make improvements and re-envision the spaces including the
clubhouse, putting area, and driving range area
• Potential long-term improvements and re-programming are addressed within this report
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Nan Couts Cottage
Nan Couts Cottage was built in 1956 at 2,170
square feet. It has a dedicated parking lot,
two single stall restrooms, a small kitchen,
fireplace, storage areas used for equipment,
tables and chairs, and an outdoor patio with
a temporary shade canopy. The space has a
100 person-capacity.

Current Uses Include:
• Day camp
• Scouts

Nan Couts Cottage Walkway to Entrance

Nan Couts Cottage Walkway

Community Room

Community Room Decorated for Wedding

• Weddings and special events
• Pre-school program
• Martial arts program

Recent Improvements Include:
• New flooring

Possible improvements include:
• New windows (currently plexiglass)
• Permanent shade structure
• Renovations in the kitchen and
bathrooms

Back Patio with Shade Awnings (during summer)
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Pool Facility

The pool facility was built in 1953 and has received several renovations throughout the past
64 years. The 3,832-square foot swimming pool has six lanes in the 25-meter direction and
five lanes in the 25-yard direction. The pool has three distinct sections: a shallow section
with depths ranging from 2’-0” to 3’-6”; the main lap area (25-meter) with depths ranging
from 3’-6” to 5’-0”; and a deep-water section with depths ranging from 5’-0” to 10’-0”. The
deep-water section of the pool includes a one-meter (1M) springboard diving board and
has anchors for competitive racing blocks for swimming. The shallow end features walk-in
stairs with a dual handrail. A chain link divider fence separates the shallow and deep ends.
The pool heater, as well as the auto fill float valve, were upgraded in 2018.

Pool:

Pool Facility Main Entrance

• A perimeter “J” style gutter
• Two 24” x 24” main drains
• Underwater lights
• Freestanding overhead light towers
• Six 25-meter lap lanes
• ADA accessibility is provided with an ADA compliant accessible
lift
• Vertical sand gravel filters with two year old media (make
unknown)
• Pentair EQ-Series Commercial Pump EQKT-750 7.5 HP

Pool Facility Picnic Area

• RayPak P-2500 Pool Heater, natural Gas, Cal Code, Cupro-nickel
tubes, H bypass, 1 Phase front mounted pump, left hand gas and
water connections, indoor construction with integral draft hood
• Controllers
• BECSys 5
• Sodium hypochlorite chlorine system
• Hydrochloric acid pH

Pool Facility Seating Area
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Spa

The spa was added to the facility in the
1970s and was renovated as part of a 1990
renovation project. The spa is separated from
the pool by a roughly 3’-6” tall metal fence
with swinging gate. The deck around the spa
appears to be in somewhat better condition
than the rest of the deck, although sections
of it are rough and will need attention over
the next few years. The spa area is covered
with a permanent roof and has a CMU block
wall floor to ceiling on three sides. There is
a permanent roof over the spa.
• 180 square feet, dimensions of 10’ x 18’
• A bench around three sides
• Walk-in stairs with a dual handrail
• ADA accessibility is provided with an
ADA compliant accessible lift

Mechanical Systems

The pool and spa mechanical and chemical
systems are located immediately adjacent
to the pool area, slightly northwest of the
diving board, in an enclosure separated from
the deck with a steel gate. The mechanical
and chemical systems are enclosed with a
combination of CMU and screened chain link
fence. The roof that covers the mechanical
and chemical systems is a combination of
corrugated metal and polycarbonate panels.
Much of the metal is rusted and many of the
polycarbonate panels are cracked and have
several large holes in them that allow water
to leak in.
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• Triton II Commercial high rate sand filter
• Pentair Challenger 5hp self-priming
pump
• Raypak heater
• BECSys 3 controllers
• Sodium hypochlorite chlorine system
• Hydrochloric acid pH

Pool Grounds

The facility’s main support building includes
a lobby area with central control, staff offices,
male and female locker rooms, and integrated
storage. The male and female locker rooms
have retractable roofs that are operational. A
chain link fence connects to the buildings
and provides the code required enclosure
around the swimming pools.
The pool deck is concrete with a broom
finish. Portions of the pool deck have been
repaired or replaced, while other portions
are in need of repairs or maintenance. The
deck drainage is handled with area drains.
On the southwest side of the site, there is
an 8’ chain link fence that separates a fourrow bleacher from the main pool area. Just
past the bleacher area, a 3’ chain link fence
partially separates the building and picnic
tables from the main pool deck. The deck is
also used to store various equipment such
as lane line and pool cover reels. To the
north of the site, there is a wooden storage
shed that was recently rebuilt.

Pool

Shower Room

Spa
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Possible Improvements Include:
• According to staff, the pool does not
have the proper depth, lane width,
or number of lanes for competitive
swimming, the right depths or
dimensions for water polo, or
configuration for competitive diving.
Programming could substantially grow
with a larger, appropriately-dimensioned
pool. Additionally, addressing the lack
of “fun” recreational components could
increase attendance and revenue
• The surfaces of both the pool and spa
show significant signs of staining

Pool Diving Board
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Recent Improvements Include:
• A recent major renovation occurred
in 1990 when the City converted the
pool from a skimmer based pool to a
perimeter gutter pool. That renovation
project included the addition of a surge
tank, a perimeter “J” style gutter, new
plumbing, a resurfacing of the pool
shell, and a new deck. Pool lights and
conduit were replaced during the 1990
renovation; however, the housing is
original. The pool inlets were replaced
in 2013 as staff reports they were the
source of leaks. Staff reports that the inpool lights are undependable and have
to be replaced quite frequently

• Renovations to address leaking issues
of the spa occurred in 2017. As part
of that renovation, the surface and jets
were replaced. The spa heater, chemical
controller, booster pump motor, and
rails were also replaced
• The deck has been spot repaired over
the years as budget allows so that
roughly 70% of the deck has been
replaced
• A new heater was installed in December
2017, which included the replacement
of some plumbing
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Current Uses Include:
• Adaptive teams
• Year-round swim lessons for children
»»Spring - 12 weeks

»»Summer - 8 weeks
»»Fall - 9 weeks
»»Winter -8 weeks
• Party rentals
• Special events
• Dive-in movies
• Scout rentals
• April Pools Day
• World’s biggest swim lesson
• Year-round swim team practice
• Water polo skill development programs
The pool is the home of a Heartland summer
league team with 50 swimmers who practice
three days a week during the season.

Water Polo Practice
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Community Center

The 11,631 square foot Community Center
was built in 1983. Outdoor spaces include a
large front patio and a large back patio with
a fireplace.

Community Center

Indoor facilities include the Arbor View
Room, a large event space with a 300-person
capacity that can be organized into two
smaller spaces with an existing divider. The
space includes a large stage, a dance floor,
and storage space.
The available kitchen is permitted for use
as a warming kitchen. A conference room
with a 22-person capacity, large conference
table and fireplace is also available.
Administrative facilities include office space,
a front reception area, a small break room,
and restrooms.
The upper floor is currently used for records
and janitorial supplies.

Recent Improvements Include:
Community Center Back Patio

• Refinished wood dance floor
• New modular conference center table
• New roof

Community Room Designed for a Special Event
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Current Uses Include:
• Business meetings
• Weddings and special events
• Luncheons

Possible Improvements Include:
• New flooring throughout (budgeted)
• New paint throughout (budgeted)
• New dividers in the event space to help
block out sound and enable more than
one event to take place simultaneously
(budgeted)
• Fencing or an enclosure at the patio
spaces to allow for events with alcohol
and to keep out guests who are not part
of the private party
• New rooftop A/C units (2 total)
• Drop ceiling tiles are difficult to repair
and no longer available
• Accessibility improvements in restroom
and throughout the building
• Replace rotted arbors

			

Recreation Center

The 7,380 square foot Recreation Center was built in 1949 with a 150-person capacity
recreation space. Outdoor spaces include a patio with a vine covered trellis. The kitchen is
permitted as a warming kitchen, and includes a stove, oven, refrigerator, sink, and cupboards.
The Recreation Center contained a stage that was replaced by a storage area used for
gymnastic equipment. Facilities include a conference room, a dance room, a waiting room,
and a small office.
There is an upper floor, but it does not have an accessible path of travel which limits the ability
to utilize this space. The upper floor was originally a caretaker apartment and is currently
being rehabilitated for the same use.
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Recent Improvements Include:
• New windows
• New roof

Current Uses Include:
• Weddings and special events
• Gymnastics program
• Recreational programs and classes
• Specialty community group meetings

Possible Improvements Include:
• New entry into the building
• Air conditioning
• Replace wood floors
• Update conference room for bridal
suite
• Accessibility upgrades in restrooms and
throughout the building

Porter Hall

Porter Hall is a 1,560 square foot historic
building that was constructed in 1925. It is
currently leased to an art gallery. It contains
a single stall restroom, sink and breakroom, A/C and heating, and a small patio
with picnic tables on the back side of the
building.

Recent Improvements Include:
• A new roof for all flat sections (not the tiles)

17
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CURRENT RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
MacArthur Park offers a variety of facilities and site amenities to the community of La Mesa. These features provide opportunities for people
of all age groups to connect and experience a wide range of recreational activities. The major programmatic elements of the park include
the La Mesa Municipal Pool and Spa facility, Nan Couts Cottage, the La Mesa Community Center, Porter Hall, Kuhlken Baseball Field, and
an outdoor basketball court at the northernmost portion of the park.
Many aquatic classes are offered throughout the year at the Municipal Pool and Spa facility, including private swimming lessons, watercise/
water walking classes, Starfish Swimming for youth and adults, youth water polo classes, and lap swimming sessions. Patrons can rent the pool
area if desired for use as a special event space. The pool facility building is paired with a small outdoor park area that offers several picnic
tables, lawn space and shade trees.
Nan Couts Cottage is an ideal setting for intimate gatherings of up to 100 people. The cottage is often rented for special events and is also
home to martial arts classes and educational sessions for all ages. A small fenced play area directly across the parking lot drive aisle provides
a space for parents and their kids. The play area includes a play structure, swing set, and picnic table.
The La Mesa Community Center is home to multiple organizations including Grace Church, which meets on Sundays, and dance schools
offering classes for all age groups. To accommodate its varied uses, the Community Center utilizes its four primary rooms, the Arbor View
Room, conference room, Performing Arts Room and West Terrace Room. The Arbor View Room is sometimes used for camp for children, but
mostly as a venue space for gatherings of up to 300 persons. The Arbor View Room and the adjacent patio are often rented out for weddings
and other events. The conference room serves its function for City meetings, but also doubles as a space for community classes including

Children’s Play Area

18
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babysitting training and other class types.
Finally, the Performing Arts and West Terrace
Room provide space for active use types
including a myriad of dance classes ranging
from Hawaiian, jazz, and hip-hop to ballet
and tap dancing, as well as gymnastics and
tumbling courses. These classes are offered
to all age groups from toddlers to adults.
Like the Arbor View Room, these rooms can
also be rented for private events.
Porter Hall is considered a historic building,
making La Mesa’s list of designated historic
landmarks due to its distinctive Orientalstyle roofline. The building is owned by the
City of La Mesa and rented and occupied by
the Foothills Art Association. This non-profit
association uses the building as an art gallery
to display and sell artwork from its members
in judged and juried shows. A range of art
classes, some open to the general public
and some only to members, are also held in
the building on a weekly and monthly basis.
Kuhlken Baseball Field is used by the public
and by adult/senior softball and Little
League baseball for competitive play. The
basketball court at the northern edge of the
park is used for casual basketball games
and occasionally for other events, including
basketball camps targeting beginners, and
dog obedience training sessions.
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SITE ANALYSIS

A site analysis was conducted to gain a better understanding of the existing conditions
throughout MacArthur Park. The team visited the park on three separate occasions to assess
and get an in-depth look at the pool facility, the community and recreation center, Nan Couts
Cottage, and the entire park space formerly occupied by the golf course. The topics listed
below are some of the key conditions observed:

Circulation

Memorial Drive provides multi-modal access into the park and to the parking lots. A
continuous sidewalk on the west side of the road provides pedestrian access to most of the
park. Several ADA circulation issues were identified.

Access Points

Pedestrian access points consists of key walkways, gates, and entrances to the major facilities
in the park.

Freeway Noise

The park’s northern boundary is bordered by I-8. Freeway noise levels were identified to help
determine appropriate future park uses.

Key Views

Key views into the space formerly occupied by the golf course were identified to highlight
potential spaces for passive recreation, safety, and comfort.

Topography

The park’s diverse topography provides unique opportunities and challenges for active and
passive recreational facilities.
Please refer to Figure 2-3 for additional site analysis elements.

20
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Figure 2-3: Site Analysis Map
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C.O.L.A.
The acronym C.O.L.A. stands for Constraints, Opportunities, Liabilities, and Assets. These
four topics help understand existing conditions and determine future recommendations.

Constraints

Liabilities

Constraints are features or conditions that cannot be
changed with planning or design and that need to be
addressed to reduce their problems.
•
•
•
•
•

Noise from I-8
Limited vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle access
Site topography (limits certain kinds of site uses)
Abutting residential neighborhoods
Location of baseball field and parking lot

• Water line and other utilities under the golf course

Opportunities

Opportunities are elements that have the
potential to be realized if additional resources
are added to the site.
• Potential pedestrian and bicycle connections to the surrounding
neighborhood
• Existing community services and structures that can be
improved/upgraded
• Site topography (provides opportunities for certain unique site
uses)
• Open, unprogrammed park space
• Abandoned golf shop and flat plaza at putting green (could be
repurposed as a concession)
• Flat plaza at abandoned driving range
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Liabilities are features or conditions that are problems
that can and should be addressed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site and facility ADA accessibility and compliance
Rodents
Limited vehicle, pedestrian, and bicycle access
CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design)
Parking
Pool facility (age and on-going maintenance needs)
Secluded basketball court
Unprogrammed space adjacent to basketball court
Abandoned 9-hole golf course and supporting golf facilities

• Existing tot lot location without sidewalks in the parking lot

Assets

Assets are items found on site that either could
be protected as-is or enhanced.
• Existing topography and grade separation from the
surrounding neighborhood
• Mature trees
• Baseball field
• Nan Couts Cottage
• Community/Recreation Center
• Multiple parking lots
• Centrally located in La Mesa
• Close to bus / transit

CHAPTER 3
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

A variety of outreach methods and materials were used to maximize public
engagement and gather public input.

Survey

An online and paper survey was created to collect feedback from the
community. The survey asked participants to answer eight questions
by ranking their highest and lowest priorities regarding park amenities.
Participants were also allowed to provide specific comments regarding
their likes and dislikes of the park’s current state. The survey was available
digitally on the City’s website and as hard copies at all community outreach
events and at the La Mesa Community Center. A full detailed list of survey
results can be found in Appendix A.

Flyers, Postcards, and Announcements

Additional public outreach materials included flyers, postcards, and email
announcements. Postcards announcing the workshop and the online
survey were mailed out to every address within 500 feet of the park one
week prior to the formal workshop. The materials were designed using the
project’s branding and most were available in both English and Spanish.

Project Branding Logo

Kick-off Study

The kick off of the study was held at a public outreach meeting on August 9, 2017
when the Community Services department proposed short term uses of the prior
golf course. There were approximately 100 community members in attendance.
Survey and Workshop Flyer
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Pop-Up Workshop 1 – Park Tour

The first community outreach event was a pop-up workshop scheduled
on Tuesday, September 19, 2017 between 5:00-6:30 pm. The pop-up
workshop was coordinated with the City’s “La Mesa Walks” walking
group that meets every Tuesday at various locations throughout La Mesa.
This specific walk was designed to tour the open park space that was
formally part of the golf course within MacArthur Park.
City staff and the project team gave a brief presentation about the purpose
and the goals and objectives of the project. After the presentation,
the group walked throughout the park and discussed possible future
amenities for both short and long term projects. The event concluded
at the Community Center and participants had the opportunity to fill
out the survey. Over 30 people participated in the walk and provided
valuable feedback.
Walking Group

Walking Group Project Introduction
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Formal Workshop

The second community outreach event was
a formal workshop on Wednesday, October
18, 2017 between 5:30-8:00 pm. The
community was invited to the Community
Center to learn about the project’s progress
and to engage in a charrette that would
allow them to brainstorm and comment on
their desired park amenities.
The project team gave a brief presentation,
answered general questions, and then
directed participants to begin the charrette
at the table where they were seated. Each
table contained an aerial map that depicted
the park boundary as well as cut-out
templates of typical park amenities such
as basketball courts, pickleball courts, 25m
pool, shade structures, etc. Participants
were given 30 minutes to discuss and draw
directly on the map or list their desired
amenities. Each table selected a person to
report back a summary of their discussion to
the entire group.

Table Exercise

Additional workshop materials included
exhibits of potential amenities printed
and mounted on easels around the room,
surveys, and fact sheets. Approximately 30
people attended the formal workshop.

Table Exercise Discussions
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Pop-Up Workshop 2 – Boulevard Stroll

The final community outreach event was
a pop-up workshop on Sunday, October
22, 2017 between 12:00-2:00 pm at the La
Mesa Boulevard Stroll. The Boulevard Stroll
is a free community event that takes place
several times throughout the year in La
Mesa’s downtown corridor and hosted by
the Village Merchant Association. This event
was advertised with a special Halloween
theme that included music, activities for
kids, a pet parade, and costume contests.
The project team set up a booth at “The
Lookout” at Legacy Park, an urban pocket
park with a colorful gazebo and plaza
space located at the northeastern end of
the downtown corridor. The project team
provided passersby the opportunity to
complete the survey and discuss their
desired park amenities.

Pop-up Workshop Discussion
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
RESULTS

MacArthur Park has the potential to evolve
into an updated community park with
facilities for all to enjoy. The site is rich with
history, natural character, and opportunities
for new and improved recreational
amenities. With insightful planning and
identification of new and desirable park
improvements, MacArthur Park can provide
the citizens of La Mesa with a highly activated
and amenitized community park.

What are your priorities for improvements /
additions to ACTIVE use park facilities?

The numbers are the average score based
on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest
priority and 5 being the highest priority.
A full detailed list of survey results can be
found in Appendix A.
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4.04

3.37
Walking Trails

Pool

3.54

3.08

Survey Results

Over 750 surveys were completed between
September and October 2017. The following
depicts a summary of some of the questions
asked in the survey. Participants were asked
to vote for their priority improvements.

What are your priorities for improvements /
additions to PASSIVE use park facilities?

Courts

Picnic Tables/
Benches

2.83
Fields

3.33
Playground

			

What are your priorities for amenities inside
community facilities at MacArthur Park?

What type of site amenities are important
to you?

3.31
Recreation Programs
/ Classrooms

3.43
Aquatics
Facility

Restrooms

4.22

3.89
Lighting

3.35
Event Spaces

Shade

2.82
Gymnasium

What type of revenue-generating activities
would you be in favor of to help offset the
cost of operation and maintenance?

4.25

2.90
Multi-Generational
Spaces
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3.31
Reservable Group
Picnic Areas
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What do you particularly like about the park?
1. Open space, natural setting, and range
of topography
2. Centrally located
3. Private, calm, and secluded feeling
4. Large park, lots of potential
5. Fenced tot lot
What do you particularly dislike about the park?
1. Lack of maintenance and poor condition
of several amenities, i.e. pool facility
2. Lack of variety of activities and sports
3. Lack of shade and lighting

Community Input Results

The three community outreach events that
took place during the planning process
provided the team a valuable overview of
the community’s concerns and desires for
the future of MacArthur Park. The following
is a summary of the major topics and issues
discussed at the workshops:
1. Overwhelming desire to maintain the
quiet and natural park setting of the space
formally part of the golf course
2. Walking trails with benches, a dog park,
pickleball courts, bike skills park, safety
lighting, shade, and an upgraded aquatics
center were among the most popular
desired amenities

4. Uncomfortable due to questionable
activity by homeless and young adults
5. Freeway noise levels

Community Members Listening to Preliminary Survey Results
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3. People would like to see additional
programs that activate the park spaces
and bring the community together
4. No new access to the park from Pine
Street
5. Concerns about additional vehicular
traffic impacting the existing parking
with the addition of new program
features at the park
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CURRENT TRENDS

The provision of public parks and recreation
services can be influenced by a wide
variety of trends, including the desires of
different age groups within the population,
community values, and popularity of
a variety of recreational activities and
amenities. Within this section, a number of
local and national trends are reviewed that
should be considered by the City when
determining where to allocate resources
toward the provision of parks, recreational
facilities, and recreational programming to
its residents and visitors.

National Demographic Trends in
Recreation

The 2017 Participation Report from the
Physical Activity Council characterized
generational participation in recreation,
sports, fitness, and other physical activities
by demographic categories as:
Adults – Baby Boomers
Baby Boomers are defined as individuals
born between 1946 and 1964, as stated in
“Leisure Programming for Baby Boomers.”
They are a generation that consists of nearly
76 million Americans.
In the leisure profession, this generation’s
devotion to exercise and fitness is an
example of its influence on society. When
boomers entered elementary school,
President Kennedy initiated the President’s
Council on Physical Fitness; making physical

Figure 3-1: Breakdown of Fitness Sports Participation Rates by Generation
Source by Physical Activity Council 2017 Participation Report

education a key component of public education. As boomers matured and moved into the
workplace, they took their desire for exercise and fitness with them, and have continued to
participate at high rates in their retirement. Boomers are second only to Generation X and
Millennials in participation in fitness and outdoor sports.
Adult - Generation X
This generational group is comprised of individuals currently in the 37 to 52 year old age
range. Many members of this generation are in the peak of their careers, raising families, and
growing their connections within the community.
As suggested by the 2017 Participation Report from the Physical Activity Council, members
of Generation X were “all or nothing” in terms of their levels of physical activity; with 37
percent reported as highly active, and 27 percent reported as completely inactive. As further
noted in the report, over 50 percent of Generation X was likely to have participated in fitness
and outdoor sports activities. An additional 37 percent participated in individual sports.
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Adult – The Millennial Generation
The Millennial Generation is generally
considered those born between about 1980
and 1999. In April 2016, the Pew Research
Center reported that this generation had
surpassed the Baby Boomers as the nation’s
most populous age group.
Millennials tend to be more tech-savvy,
socially conscious, and achievement-driven
than other age groups, with more flexible
ideas about balancing wealth, work and
play. They generally prefer different park
amenities and recreational programs
than their counterparts in the Baby
Boomer generation. Engagement with this
generation should be considered in parks
and recreation planning. In an April 2015
posting to the National Parks and Recreation
Association’s official blog, Open Space,
Scott Hornick, CEO of Adventure Solutions,
suggests the following seven things to
consider to make parks millennial friendly:
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•

Group activities

•

Wireless internet/Wi-Fi access – being
connected digitally is a Millennial statusquo, and sharing experiences in real time
is something Millennials enjoying doing

•

Having many different experiences Millennials tend to participate in a broad
range of activities

•

Convenience and comfort

•

Competition - Millennials enjoy winning,
recognition, and earning rewards

•

Facilities that promote physical activity,
such as trails and sports fields, and activities
like adventure races are appealing

•

Many Millennials own dogs, and want
places they can recreate with them

In addition to being health conscious,
Millennials often look for local and relatively
inexpensive ways to experience the outdoors
close to home; on trails, bike paths, and in
community parks . They, along with the Baby
Boomer generation, highly value walkability,
and in a 2014 study by the American Planning
Association, two-thirds noted that improving
walkability in a community is directly related
to strengthening the local economy. The
study also noted that 46 percent of Millennials

and Baby Boomers place a high priority on
having sidewalks, hiking trails, bike paths
and fitness choices available to them in their
community. In fact, these community features
were viewed by study respondents to be
of higher preference than a great school
system, vibrant centers of entertainment
and culture, and affordable and convenient
transportation choices.
Youth – Generation Z
As of the 2010 Census, the age group under
age 18 forms about a quarter of the U.S.
population. Nationwide, nearly half of the
youth population is ethnically diverse and
25 percent is Hispanic.
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Characteristics cited for Generation Z, the
youth of today, include:
•

Widespread use of technology

•

Generation Z members live their lives
online and they love sharing both the
intimate and mundane details of life

•

Tend to be acutely aware they live in a
pluralistic society and tend to embrace
diversity

•

Generation Z tends to be independent they don’t wait for their parents to teach
them things or tell them how to make
decisions, they Google it

With regard to physical activity, a 2013 article
published by academics at Georgia Southern
University noted that the prevalence of
obesity in Generation Z (which they describe
as individuals born since the year 2000) is
triple that of Generation X (born between
1965 and 1981). It suggests that due to
increased use of technology, Generation Z
spends more time indoors, is less physically
active, and more obese compared to
previous generations. The researchers noted
that Generation Z seeks social support from
peers more so than any previous generation.
This is the most competent generation from
a technological standpoint, but Generation Z
also tends to fear, and often struggles with,
some basic physical activities and sports.
Multiculturalism
The United States is becoming increasingly
racially and ethnically diverse. In May
2012, the U.S. Census Bureau announced

that non-white babies now account for
the majority of births in the United States.
“This is an important tipping point,” noted
William H. Frey, senior demographer at the
Brookings Institution, describing the shift as
a “transformation from a mostly white baby
boomer culture to the more globalized
multi-ethnic country that we are becoming.”
Cultural and ethnic diversity adds unique
character to communities expressed through
distinct neighborhoods, multicultural learning
environments, and restaurants, places of
worship, museums, and nightlife. More than
ever, recreation professionals will be expected
to work with, and have significant knowledge
and understanding of individuals from many
cultural, racial, and ethnic backgrounds.

Facilities

According to Recreation Management’s 2016
State of the Industry Report, an annual survey
of parks and recreation facility operators and
service providers, current national trends
influencing recreation facilities included:
•

Partnerships – the popularity of
partnering with outside organizations
to share facility spaces to extend
programming capabilities or potentially
increase funding is continuing to grow
in popularity nationally. Over 87 percent
of agencies reported partnering with
another agency in 2016. Of these
partnerships, nearly 60 percent were
with local schools, and nearly 52 percent
with local government agencies
33
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•

•

•
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Cost Recovery – more recreation, sports,
and fitness providers are being tasked
to recover higher percentages of their
operating costs through increasing
revenues. The average level of cost
recovery from public organizations
nationwide was approximately 43
percent; with levels of cost recovery
varying widely between different types
of providers and facilities. The most
common operating cost reduction action
taken by parks and recreation providers
was to improve the energy efficiency of
facilities. Over half of agencies surveyed
reported investing in energy efficiencies
as an overall cost reduction strategy

•

»»Playgrounds
»»Picnic shelters
»»Outdoor sport courts
»»Community centers
»»Bike trails
»»Skate parks
»»Dog parks
»»Community gardens
»»Disc golf courses

Memberships and Usage Fees – nearly
60 percent of service providers surveyed
charged membership or usage fees
for their facilities. The vast majority of
YMCAs (93.1 percent), health clubs (90.6
percent), and community recreation
centers (69.3 percent) charged fees for
memberships or facility use
Facility Use – in 2014 and 2015, the
majority (59.8 percent) of survey
respondents reported they had expected
use of their facilities to increase. In 2016,
over 54 percent of survey respondents
reported increased facility usage in the
previous two years. Providers in urban
areas were 10 percent more likely to have
reported increased usage of their facilities
when compared to rural providers

Existing Facilities – park agencies
reported providing a variety of facilities
and amenities. Compared to other
recreation providers, parks agencies
were more likely to provide:

»»Fitness trails/outdoor fitness equipment
»»Splash play areas
»»Golf courses
»»Water parks
»»Ice rinks
•

•

»»Bikes/BMX parks

The average age of the “main” recreation
facility operated by survey respondents
increased from 27.5 years in 2013 to
32.6 years in 2016. Over 60 percent of
respondents noted their main facility
was at least 21 years old.
Construction Plans - with aging facilities
being commonplace, and general
increase of facility usage reported

nationally, the majority (66.4 percent)
of 2016 survey respondents reported
having plans to renovate existing facilities
or construct new ones to enhance service
provision. This percentage of recreation
service providers planning capital
investments increased 3.7 percent from
2013 to 2016. The average planned
capital improvement budget for public
organizations in 2016 was expected to
be $3,887,000
Nationally there has been a trend by public
parks and recreation agencies toward the
construction of “one-stop” indoor recreation
facilities to serve all age groups. These
facilities are typically large, multipurpose
regional centers that have been observed
to help increase operational cost recovery,
promote user retention, and encourage
cross-use. Parks and recreation agencies
across the United States are generally
working
toward
increasing
revenue
production and cost recovery. Providing
flexible or multiple use space allows for one
area to be adapted to serve programming
and free-play opportunities. “One-stop”
facilities often attract young families,
teens, and adults of all ages. In addition
to their large indoor recreation spaces,
the sites of regional recreation centers are
often developed with outdoor recreation
amenities such as sports fields and courts,
or playgrounds. In many communities that
have them, these regional recreation centers
often serve as a major community hub.

			

Swimming and Aquatic Recreation
Swimming and aquatic recreation continues
to grow in popularity and is often seen by
cities as amenities that must be offered to
their citizens. Typically, this includes some
sort of subsidy. In order to reduce the
amount of that subsidy, modern aquatic
centers include as much shallow and warm
water as possible to offset the money spent
on the deeper and colder competitive water
that provides opportunities for swimming,
water polo, diving, fitness swimming, and
deep-water aerobics programming. In
general terms, the more recreational water
provided, the less the subsidy.

Dog Parks
Dog parks are increasingly popular
community amenities and have remained
among the top planned additions to parks
and recreational facilities over the past three
years. In fact, the 10 largest cities in the U.S.
increased the number of dog parks in their
parks system by 34 percent between 2005
and 2010. Dog parks not only provide safe
spaces for animals to socialize and exercise;
they are also places where dog owners
socialize and enjoy the outdoors. They help
build a sense of community and can draw
potential new community members and
tourists traveling with pets.
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In 2014, the National Dog Park Association
was established and focused their mission
on providing informational resources for
establishing and maintaining dog parks.
Recreation Magazine suggested that dog
parks can serve as a relatively low-cost
way to provide an often-visited, popular
community amenity. Dog parks can be as
simple as a gated area, or more elaborate
with “designed-for-dogs” amenities such as
water fountains, agility equipment, and pet
wash stations. Even splash pads are being
designed for dog parks. Well-designed dog
parks cater to users with design features
for their comfort and pleasure. Some park
agencies even offer creative programming at
dog parks for owners and their dogs.
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PROGRAMMING
Current National Trends in Public Parks
and Recreational Programming

$

According to Recreation Management’s
2016 State of the Industry Report, 96.5
percent of survey respondents provided
recreation, sports, fitness, and leisure
programs of some kind. The most common
programming offered included:
•

Holiday/special events

•

Fitness programs

•

Educational programs

•

Day and summer camps

•

Youth sports teams

•

Mind-body/balance programs

•

Sports tournaments and races

•

Swimming programs

•

Adult sports teams

•

Active senior/older adult programs

Approximately 31 percent of survey
respondents indicated that they were
planning to expand programming over
the next several years. According to the
2016 State of the Industry Report, the most
commonly planned new or expanded
programs included:
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•

Educational programs

•

Fitness programs

•

Mind-body/balance programs

•

Teen programs

•

Active senior/older adult programs

•

Environmental education

•

Arts and crafts

•

Day camps and summer camps

•

Sports tournaments and races

•

Holiday events and other special events

Fitness Programming
Fitness programming, and the popularity of
various activities has significantly evolved
over the past ten years. The American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Health
and Fitness Journal has conducted annual
surveys since 2007 to gauge trends that
would help inform the creation of standards
for health and fitness programming. The
survey focuses on trends in the commercial,
corporate, clinical, and community health
and fitness industry. Table 2 compares the
results of ACSM’s original 2007 survey, and
findings from their survey conducted for
2017, preferences in fitness programming
change over time. Some trends first

Nearly 60% of
Recreation Facilities
Charged Usage Fees
identified in 2007 have remained popular
while other activities and associated
programs were widely popular for short
durations. For example, Zumba was a top
ten fitness trend/activity in 2012, but quickly
declined in popularity. Two years later, in
2014, it failed to register in the top twenty.
Body weight training and high-intensity
interval training were highly popular in
2015. Fitness programs for older adults had
been in the top ten for a decade, but ranked
as 11th in the 2017 survey.
According to the 2017 Participation Report
by the Physical Activity Council, over half
of each generation participates in fitness
sports; with roughly 66 percent of Millennials
and Generation Xers participating in fitness
activities. Generation Z, those generally
under the age of 18, participated at higher
rates than their older peers in individual,
team, and outdoor sports. Baby Boomers
participated the least, however, roughly
25 percent of this generation participated
in individual sports, more than one-third
participated in outdoor sports, and nearly
60 percent participated in fitness sports.

			

Older Adults and Senior Programming

parks or recreation centers who enjoy their
experience may want to return for another
event or program, or simply to enjoy the park
or recreation facility. Participants in these
special programs can become interested in
visiting other parks and recreation facilities,
or participating in programs.

Many older adults and seniors are choosing
to maintain active lifestyles and recognize
the health benefits of regular physical
activities. With the large number of adults in
these age cohorts, many communities have
found a need to offer more programming,
activities, and facilities that support the active
lifestyle this generation desires. Public parks
and recreation agencies are increasingly
expected to be significant providers of
such services and facilities. The American
Academy of Sports Medicine issues a yearly
survey of the top twenty fitness trends. It
ranks senior fitness programs eighth among
most popular fitness trends for 2015.
Whether it’s Silver Sneakers, a freestyle lowimpact cardio class, or water aerobics, more
Americans are realizing the many benefits
of staying active throughout life. According
to the National Sporting Goods Association,
popular senior programming trends include
hiking, birding, and swimming.
Festivals and Special Events
Festivals and other special events are
often popular activities in communities
that not only entertain, generate economic
activity, and serve to celebrate community
identity, they are also fantastic means of
introducing people to the community’s
public parks and recreation system. Public
parks and recreation agencies play a major
role in planning, managing, and hosting
festivals and other community programs
that often serve to draw new users into their
facilities. Attendees to events hosted in
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In 2014, festivals grew in popularity as
economic drivers and urban brand builders.
Chad Kaydo describes the phenomenon
in the January 2014 issue of Governing
Magazine:
“Municipal
officials
and
entrepreneurs see the power of cultural
festivals,
innovation-focused
business
conferences and the like as a way to spur
short-term tourism while shaping an image
of the host city as a cool, dynamic location
where companies and citizens in modern,
creative industries can thrive.”

Popular Senior
Activities Include
Hiking, Birding,
and Swimming

There are also a growing number of smaller,
more local, community-based festivals
and events, most often supported by local
councils that have been spawned partly as a
reaction to larger festivals that have become
prime economic-drivers. These communitybased festivals often will re-claim cultural
ground based on their social, educational,
and participative value.
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HEALTHY LIFESTYLE TRENDS
AND ACTIVE LIVING
Active Transportation – Bicycling and
Walking

In many surveys and studies on participation
in recreational activities, walking, running,
jogging, and cycling are nearly universally
rated as the most popular activities among
youths and adults. Walking, jogging, and
running are often the most highly participated
in recreational activity, and cycling often ranks
as the second or third most popular activity.
These activities are attractive as they require
little equipment or financial investment to
get started, and are open to participation to
nearly all segments of the population.
For these reasons, participation in these
activities is often promoted as a means of
spurring physical activity and increasing
public health. The design of a community’s
infrastructure is directly linked to physical
activity – where environments are built with
bicyclists and pedestrians in mind, more
people bike and walk. Higher levels of
bicycling and walking also coincide with
increased bicycle and pedestrian safety and
higher levels of physical activity. Increasing
bicycling and walking in a community can
have a major impact on improving public
health and life expectancy. The following
trends, as well as health and economic
indicators, are pulled from the Alliance
for Biking and Walking’s 2012 and 2014
Benchmarking Reports.
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Public Health Trends
• Quantified health benefits of active
transportation can outweigh any risks
associated with the activities by as
much as 77 to 1, and add more years to
our lives than are lost from inhaled air
pollution and traffic injuries
•

•

Between 1966 and 2009, the number of
children who bicycled or walked to school
fell 75 percent, while the percentage of
obese children rose 276 percent
Bicycling to work reduces absenteeism
due to illness. Regular bicyclists took 7.4
sick days per year, while non-bicyclists
took 8.7 sick days per year

Economic Benefits
• Bicycling and walking projects create
8 to 12 jobs per $1 million spent,
compared to just 7 jobs created per $1
million spent on highway projects
•

Cost benefit analyses show that up to
$11.80 in benefits can be gained for every
$1 invested in bicycling and walking

National Bicycling Trends
• Gradual increase in bicycling
walking to work since 2005

and

•

Bicycling infrastructure is becoming
more commonly funded in communities

•

Bike share systems, making bicycles
available to the public for low-cost, shortterm use, have been sweeping the nation
since 2010. Twenty of the most populous
U.S. cities have a bike share system

Bicycle-friendly communities have been
emerging over the last ten years. In addition
to being a popular recreational activity,
cycling has become a desirable, regular
mode of transportation as people consider
the costs and challenges of commuting by car
or public transportation, a desire for better
health, and a concern for the environment.
Trails and Health
Trails can provide a wide variety of
opportunities for physical activity, such
as
walking/running/hiking,
wheelchair
recreation, and bicycling.
Trails and
community pathways can be a significant
cost to recreational and alternative
transportation infrastructure, but are most
effective in increasing public health when
they are part of a network. In fact, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
Trails for Health Initiative concluded that
a connected system of trails increases the
level of physical activity in a community.
Several groups, including American Trails,
have created resources explaining the many
benefits of trails: http://www.americantrails.
org/resources/benefits.
The health benefits are equally as high for trails
in urban neighborhoods as for those in state
or national parks. A trail in the neighborhood,
creating a ‘linear park’, makes it easier for
people to incorporate exercise into their
daily routines, whether for recreation or nonmotorized transportation. Urban trails need
to connect people to places they want to go,
such as schools, transit centers, businesses,
and neighborhoods.

			

Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure is a strategy that, when
effectively applied, elevates parks to a more
central role in our communities as part of our
vital civic infrastructure. There are two types
of green infrastructure used throughout: a
regional land protection strategy (such as
greenways, conservation easements and
floodplain protection), and a site-based set
of technical tools (such as rain gardens and
bioswales). This range of actions spans the
spectrum from state, county and municipal
scale, to construction of specific water
quality enhancement projects at a site scale.
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General Trends

The Benefits of Parks: Why America Needs More City Parks and Open Space, a report from
the Trust for Public Land, makes the following observations about the health, economic,
environmental, and social benefits of parks and open space:
•

Access to parks increases physical activity and makes people healthier

•

Contact with the natural world improves physical and physiological health

•

Residential and commercial property values increase

•

Value is added to community and economic development sustainability

•

Benefits of tourism are enhanced

•

Trees are effective in improving air quality and act as natural air conditioners

•

Trees assist with storm water control and erosion

•

Crime and juvenile delinquency are reduced

•

Recreational opportunities for all ages are provided

•

Stable neighborhoods and strong communities are created
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Park Exercise Equipment
A growing trend in the United States is the
installation of “outdoor gyms” by park and
recreation departments. Equipment in these
outdoor gyms is comparable to what would
be found in an indoor workout facility, such
as leg and chest presses, elliptical trainers,
pull down trainers, etc. With no additional
equipment such as weights and resistance
bands, the equipment is fairly easy to install.
Outdoor fitness equipment provides a
new opportunity for park and recreation
departments to increase the health of their
communities, while offering residents the
opportunity to exercise outdoors. Such
equipment can increase the usage of parks,
trails, and other outdoor amenities while
helping to fight the obesity epidemic and
increase the community’s interaction with
nature.
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Trends in Adult Recreation
Pickleball
No adult recreational sport is taking off
faster than pickleball. Pickleball is a racquet
sport played on a badminton court with
a lowered net, perforated plastic ball,
and wood paddles. While it originated in
the Pacific Northwest in the 1960s, it has
grown exponentially since 2000. The USA
Pickleball Association (USAPA) estimates
that there were about 500 pickleball
players in 2000, with that number growing
to 125,000 in 2013. It’s especially popular
with the 50+ crowd because it is low impact
but gets the heart rate pumping. Pickleball
is an attractive programming option for
recreation managers because it is adaptable
to a variety of existing facilities – eight
pickleball courts fit into two tennis courts.

			

Sport Teams
Adult sports teams of all sorts, from
competitive volleyball to local flag football
teams to casual kickball, are becoming
more popular around the country, especially
among Millennials who grew up with a full
extra-curricular schedule of team sports.
While adult team sport participation is not
limited to the Millennial generation, a recent
survey conducted on behalf of the Sports
Fitness Industry Association (SFIA) found that
Millennials are twice as likely as Generation
Xers (born between 1965 and 1979) to
participate in team sports as adults.
Adult team sports are attractive as ways to
be social, get exercise, or just for something
to do after work. Instead of the bar scene,
this provides a more comfortable form of
interaction for many.

Therapeutic Recreation
The Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 (ADA) established that persons with
disabilities have the right to the same
access to parks and recreation facilities
and programming as those without
disabilities. In 2004, The National Council
on Disability (NCD) issued a comprehensive
report, Livable Communities for Adults
with Disabilities. This report identified six
elements for improving the quality of life for
all citizens, including children, youth, and
adults with disabilities. The six elements are:
1. Provide housing that is affordable,
appropriate, and accessible
2. Ensure accessible, affordable, reliable,
safe transportation
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4. Provide work, volunteer, and education
opportunities
5. Ensure access to key health and support
services
6. Encourage participation in civic, cultural,
social, and recreational activities
Therapeutic services bring two forms of service
for persons with disabilities into play: specific
programing and inclusion services. Individuals
with disabilities need functional skills as
well as physical and social environments in
the community that are receptive to them
and accommodate their individual needs.
Inclusion allows individuals to determine their
own interests and to follow them.

3. Adjust the physical environment for
inclusiveness and accessibility
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Therapeutic recreation includes a renewed
focus on serving people with the social/
emotional challenges associated with
“invisible disabilities” such as ADHD,
bipolar disorders, spectrum disorders,
and sensory integration disorders. A
growing number of park and recreation
departments are making services for those
with invisible disabilities a successful part of
their programming. When done well, these
same strategies improve the recreation
experience for everyone.

In summary, in the United States, both states
and local communities share the enormous
task of reducing the health and economic
burden of obesity. While numerous programs,
policies, and products have been designed to
address the problem, there is no magic bullet
to make it go away. The role of public parks
and recreation as a health promotion and
prevention agency has come of age. What
matters is refocusing efforts to insure the
health, well-being, and economic prosperity
of communities and citizens.

The traditional relationship with education
and the sharing of facilities through jointuse agreements is evolving into cooperative
planning and programming aimed at
addressing youth inactivity levels and
community needs.

•

Role and Responsibility of Local
Government

Administration Trends for Parks and
Recreation

Level of subsidy for programs is lessening
and more “enterprise” activities are being
developed, thereby allowing subsidy to
be used where deemed appropriate

•

Information technology allows for better
tracking and reporting

•

Pricing is often determined by peak, offpeak, and off-season rates

•

More agencies are partnering with
private, public, and non-profit groups

Collectively, these trends have created
profound implications for the way local
governments conduct business. Some local
governments are now accepting the role of
providing preventative health care through
parks and recreation services. The following
concepts are from the International City/
County Management Association:
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•

Parks and recreation departments
should take the lead in developing
communities conducive to active living

•

There is growing support for recreation
programs that encourage active living
within their community

•

One of the highest priorities is a cohesive
system of parks and trails and accessible
neighborhood parks

Municipal parks and recreation structures and
delivery systems have changed, and more
alternative methods of delivering services
are emerging. Certain services are being
contracted out, and cooperative agreements
with non-profit groups and other public
institutions are being developed. Newer
partners include the health care system,
social services, justice system, education,
the corporate sector, and community service
agencies. These partnerships reflect both
a broader interpretation of the mandate
of parks and recreation agencies and the
increased willingness of other sectors to
work together to address community issues.
The relationship with health agencies is vital
in promoting wellness.

Additional administrative national trends
include:

Funding

According to Recreation Management
Magazine’s 2015 State of the Industry Report,
survey respondents from parks and recreation
departments/districts reporting about their
revenues from 2012 through 2014 indicated
a continued recovery from the impact of the
recession of 2008. From 2013 to 2014, 44.1
percent of respondents reported that their
revenues had increased, and another 44.1
percent reported revenues staying steady.
About 48.7 percent of respondents said they
expected revenues to continue to increase in
2015, while 44 percent expected no change.
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Trends in Marketing by Parks and Recreation Providers

Active Network offers expertise in activity and participation management. In its blog, they
offered the following marketing mix ideas:
•

Updated booths and community event presence - utilization of a tablet or laptop to show
programs and provide event participants the opportunity to register on the spot

•

Facebook redirect app - this application redirects people automatically to the link you provide
from your Facebook page

•

Instagram challenge - contest during an event set up as a scavenger hunt with participants
taking pictures of clues and posting them on Instagram

•

Social media coupons - posting an event discount on your social networks redeemable
by accessing on phone or printing out

City of La Mesa Facebook page

La Mesa Park and Recreation Foundation Twitter page
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Mobile marketing is a growing trend. Social websites and apps are among the most used
features on mobile phones. Popular social marketing electronic tools include Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, Snapchat, Instagram and LinkedIn. Private messaging apps such as Snapchat and
WhatsApp are being used more for live media coverage.
Ninety-one percent of Americans own a cell phone, and most use the devices for much more
than phone calls. Young adults engage in mobile data applications at much higher rates than
adults ages 30 and older. Usage rates trends indicate that Millennials tend to get information
most frequently using mobile devices such as smartphones. For example, 97 percent of cell
phone owners ages 18 to 29 send and receive text messages, compared to 94 percent of
ages 30 to 49, 75 percent of ages 50 to 64, and 35 percent of those 65 and older. In 2016, the
vast majority of the population in the United States had access to a smartphone, computer or
other device, and is nearly always “connected”.
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NEW VS. RENOVATIONS / ADDITIONS
The City of La Mesa 2012 Parks Master Plan
identified several features that could be
incorporated into MacArthur Park based on
community input and spatial requirements.
Features
included
outdoor
fitness
equipment, off-leash dog areas, an updated
pool facility or splash pad, walking or running
trails, tennis courts, pickleball, and smaller
court game areas like bocce, horseshoes,
and shuffleboard. The majority of these
recommendations have been validated
through the outreach process for this
Opportunities and Constraints study and are
the guiding factors of the recommendations
for this report. In addition, the short-term
improvements identified during the site
walks by staff are encompassed within capital
improvement projects already established
by the City and listed in Chapter 5, Table 5-1.
Parking was a concern by many individuals
who participated in the workshops and online survey. When additional facilities and
amenities are added to a site, additional
parking may be required.
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Project Priority List

Based on community and staff input and the
overall conditions of the current facilities
and buildings within MacArthur Park, the
following project priority list was developed
to help guide the City and inform the
development of a plan for the park. Elements
such as shade, benches and tables, lighting,
and parking were high priorities for the
community and should be incorporated
into every new project that gets developed
within the park when appropriate.
•

Updated Pool Facility

•

Walking / Running Paths

•

Restroom Facilities

•

Pickleball Courts

•

Dog Park(s)

•

Group Picnic Areas

•

Playground

•

Bike Skills Park

•

Skate / Wheel Friendly Park

•

Snack Shack / Café/ Bar

•

New Recreation and Community Center

•

Keep Porter Hall

•

Keep Ball Field

•

Keep Nan Couts Cottage updated

Pool Facility

The La Mesa Municipal Pool and Spa has
done an admirable job of servicing the needs
of generations of La Mesa’s users for over 64
years. However, many of the facilities have
exceeded their useful life span.
Specific areas of concern include:
•

Pool Decks - The decks are cracked,
and the previously applied top coat is
delaminating and peeling off in large
sections. This potentially poses concerns
for slips and falls, cuts and abrasions,
and algae / bacteria / germ growth

•

Pool Coping - The coping around the
pool is showing signs of separating from
the pool tile. This is a cause of concern
as it could lead to leaks, broken tile, cuts
and abrasions, and areas where black
algae could gain a foothold and ruin the
pool plaster

•

Plumbing Lines - Based on the age of the
pool, the plumbing lines into the locker
rooms and support buildings most likely
need to be replaced. During the site
investigation, City maintenance workers
replaced a collapsed drain line from the
male locker room out of the building

•

Pool Dimensions and Depths - The pool
dimensions do not support competitive
swimming, diving, or water polo. The
dimensions are such that when one
program is in the pool, it is difficult or
impossible for other programs to operate

			

•

Pool Ladders - Further complicating the
fact that the pool has insufficient lanes
is the fact that the pool does not have
inset steps and grab rails. Instead, the
pool features ladders that extrude close
to 8” from the pool wall into the outside
lanes. This is a safety hazard, and makes
the pool less desirable for users

•

Pool and Spa Surface - Both surfaces are
significantly stained and will need to be
refinished in the coming years. There is a
large crack in the floor of the pool which
should be addressed in the near future to
prevent water from infiltrating the pool
shell and causing structural damage, as
well as preventing leaks from occurring

•

Pool Mechanical Systems - Despite the
recent upgrades to the heater and the
auto fill float, the majority of the poolspecific mechanical equipment is in
poor condition. As pool equipment
ages, it becomes harder to maintain. This
increases the demand on maintenance
staff and can lead to loss of revenue
if the pool needs to be shut down for
maintenance to occur. Older systems are
not as efficient as newer systems, which
also contributes to increased costs

•

Lack of Modern Amenities - Modern
aquatic centers are geared towards multigenerational programming. The pool(s)
and support spaces provide opportunities
for competitive, recreational, leisure,
therapy, and other programs – ideally in a
manner that allows for multiple programs
to run simultaneously. The support spaces
provide comfortable and safe experiences
for users and spectators

•

Access - The entrance to the facility is
at the opposite end of the site from the
parking. This makes the site inherently
harder to access for all users and
especially for those with limited mobility

•

Locker Rooms - The facility does not have
gender neutral, family, or companion
care changing rooms. This makes the
facility less attractive for parents with
small children, the elderly, the disabled,
and transgender users

•

Support Spaces - There is no party room
or training room at the facility. Adding
such spaces could increase revenue
opportunities and bring the facility up to
current industry standards
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The recommendations include several different
alternatives: renovation of the existing pool(s)
with no change in programs; the removal
and replacement of the existing pool(s) with
moderate program enhancements; and the
removal and replacement of existing pool(s)
with significant program enhancements. The
estimated costs are hard cost projections
only and do not include any soft costs or
contingencies. Soft costs and contingencies
typically comprise approximately 33% of
aquatics center project costs. It is assumed that
the maintenance costs of a renovated existing
pool would decrease. For a new aquatic center,
the annual operations and maintenance (O&M)
could range from $10-$12 per square foot.

The anchor of this new MacArthur Park
could be the aquatics center. Options II and
III would drastically improve the financial
viability of a new aquatics center with Option
III resulting in a venue that could service all
the City’s programs for the next 30-40 years.
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Option I: Renovation of the existing pool(s)
with no change in programs
The existing buildings and pools do
not include sufficient amenities that are
consistent with modern aquatic centers.
However, if the City deems that the existing
pool, spa, decks, and support buildings
are sufficient to meet their programmatic
needs, it would be possible to renovate the
facility at a lesser cost than it would be to
build an entirely new one. Such a renovation
would need to address all code, safety and
maintenance concerns, as well as improve
the efficacy of the support spaces.
The total (not including soft costs such
as design, environmental review, or
engineering) for the renovation of the
existing pool with no changes in the
program highlighted in Option I would
be $1,011,000. Such a renovation might
include items that essentially provide a
newer version of the existing complex:
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•

Resurfacing of the swimming pool
including the removal and replacement
of existing in-pool lights with new LED
lights, housing, and conduit, the creation
of inset steps at each ladder location,
and fixing of the crack. Estimated Cost:
$291,000

•

Removal and replacement of the pool
deck and deck drainage. Estimated
Cost: $175,000

•

Adding permanent shade and a more
attractive and accessible spectator area.
Estimated Cost: $98,000

•

Renovating locker rooms, including new
floors with improved drainage, modern
lockers, and new fixtures. Estimated
Cost: $180,000

•

Renovating the entry and lobby space
to create a more modern feel. Estimated
Cost: $87,000

•

Remove and replace the swimming pool
filters, pump, and associated piping, as
required. Estimated Cost: $180,000

			

Option II: Removal and new replacement
of the existing pool, spa, and building with
moderate program enhancements
With moderate changes, the existing facility
could be enhanced to deliver an experience
in keeping with modern aquatic centers.
Given the litany of issues with the existing
facility, this type of renovation in which the
existing footprint of the facility is kept but
the pieces comprising it evolve and are
configured in a more efficient manner, may
be the best option for the City

of the L would be located towards the
building in the northeast direction. The
new spa would be roughly the same size
and shape as the existing spa. Estimated
Cost: $1,800,000
•

The expansion of the pool decks,
including the addition of a splash pad
to the southeast of the site (towards
the existing golf course concession
building). Estimated Cost: $400,000
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•

Site work, including replacing / rerouting
existing underground site utilities, new
site lighting, shade sails on the deck,
bleachers, landscaping, fencing, and
restriping of the lower level of the
parking lot, including the addition of four
new ADA accessible spaces. Estimated
Cost: $1,100,000

In such a renovation, the total (not including
soft costs such as design, environmental
review, or engineering) would be $5,300,000
for Option II. Considerations include:
•

Improve the overall flow of users from
their vehicles into the facility, through
check-in, the locker rooms, and into the
pool area. This would include removing
and replacing the existing buildings
with a new building configured so that
the main entrance is on the northeast
of the site towards the parking lot. The
new building would essentially replace
existing spaces, not add new offerings.
Estimated Cost: $2,000,000

•

Removing and replacing the existing
pool, spa, and pool decks with a new 25yard x 8 lane L-shaped pool in which the
foot of the L is shallow for swim lessons
and recreational purposes, and the eight
lap lanes are deep enough to support
swimming and water polo. The lap lanes
of the pool would run from southeast
to northwest on the site, and the foot

Figure 4-1: Option II Conceptual Site Plan
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Option III: Creation of a new, modern aquatic
center on the existing site
The existing site has some unique character
and views that are not properly being
showcased. Parking is on three levels and
not close to the entrance to the facility.
There is a significant amount of space not
being fully utilized due to now defunct
overlapping programs and spaces with the
golf course.

•

A new three pool complex including
a 25Y x 33M competition pool, a 5,000
square foot multipurpose pool with
interactive play elements, moving water,
and water slides, and a 250 square foot
hot tub. Estimated Costs: $3,300,000

A new, modern aquatic center could
be housed on the existing site. Such an
effort would require the regrading and
reconfiguring of the entire site. Option III
would be a total (not including soft costs
such as design, environmental review, or
engineering) of $9,050,000.
This would include:
•

Regrading the site to create a one or two
level site to maximize space and simplify
pedestrian and vehicular ingress and
egress. This includes demo, relocating
utilities, site lighting, and the addition of
two new retaining walls. Estimated Cost:
$1,200,000

•

Add new parking spots and reconfigure
how cars enter, move through, and exit
the site. Estimated Cost: $800,000

•

A new aquatics center building with
offices, entry, female, male, and gender
neutral locker room / restrooms, a subdividable wet-dry multipurpose room,
offices for staff, and storage rooms.
Estimated Cost: $1,950,000
Figure 4-2: Option III Conceptual Site Plan
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•

A new pool deck with site lighting, shade
sails, bleachers near the competition
pool, and lounge style seating, including
cabana rentals, near the multipurpose
pool. Estimated Cost: $600,000

•

Other project costs include site work such
as landscaping, sidewalks, fencing, and
FFE items. Estimated Cost: $1,200,000
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Walking or Running Paths

MacArthur Park is large enough and could
ideally accommodate a one mile route. The
best surface for running or walking with less
impact to the body is a decomposed granite
(DG) path. Typically, this type of path requires
a metal, wood or concrete header. Concrete
is the most durable material. As an alternative,
a concrete walk could be used for a path. The
trail at MacArthur Park might be a combination
of concrete and DG surfaces, and could
also potentially utilize existing paths. More
recently, exercise equipment is typically
associated with exercise paths and can be
spaced at regular intervals to provide another
physical challenge within a circuit. This allows
for variety of activity during a looped exercise.

Restroom Facilities

Whenever possible, restroom facilities
should be incorporated into new projects.
Adding restroom facilities to an existing
or proposed building facility may help to
reduce utility build-out costs. Newer trends
in these types of facilities are taking a more
urban, European approach by using smaller
single stall, stainless steel structures that
meet the requirements for gender neutral,
accessible, and family restrooms. They are
designed with Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CEPTED) concepts
to minimize safety issues typically associated
with restroom facilities. Many of the structures
can incorporate solar powered LED fixtures
for night lighting and skylights for daytime.
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Pickleball Courts

Pickleball is one of the fastest growing
sports in America as the baby-boomers are
moving into retirement. This is a fast paced
game similar to tennis, but with a smaller
court. Courts that are 30’ x 60’ are ideal to
allow for an athletic level of play and provide
adequate room to navigate to both the
back and the sides of the true dimensions
of the 20’ x 44’ court. Courts can be hard,
but cushioned pickleball courts are easier
on joints and reduce body fatigue. Both
court types are topped with a non-slip color
finish. Incorporating court divider fencing
allows for multiple courts to be located next
to each other, but also keeps the flow of
the game moving and prevents collisions
between players on different courts.
Benches, perimeter fencing, gear storage,
restrooms, lighting for evening play, and
stadium seating for tournaments should be
considered in a design.

Dog Parks

There is a lot of variety when it comes to
dog park features, from the surfacing to
the fencing, and the amenities within the
park. Selecting the right surfacing is critical
when it comes to design, and the surfacing
can include decomposed granite, grass,
artificial turf, or mulch/wood chips. All have
positive and negative features related to
maintenance, surface temperature, costs
associated with installation, irrigation and
water requirements, drainage, smells and
bacteria, and aesthetics. Fencing should be
used to enclose the entire park, and can also
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be used to provide a separation between
large and small dog areas. The entry should
include double-entry, self-closing gates to
prevent dogs from escaping. Additional
amenities should include benches, tables,
trees, drinking fountains, plant material
that can tolerate extreme conditions and
are non-toxic, waste disposal areas, shade
structures, cooling stations, restrooms
nearby, and leash posts. Agility training is
becoming popular, and an area that can be
reserved could be used for training classes
and shows. Dog runs for individual dogs
not comfortable with interacting with other
dogs can be incorporated into dog parks
as another feature. Some larger dog parks
include water features for dogs to swim and
exercise.

Playground

A new playground should include areas for
both younger, ages 2-5, and older kids 5-12.
Shade should be incorporated into these
play areas and can be accommodated with
trees, structures, or a combination of the
two. Resilient rubber surfacing is the least
maintenance intensive surface. It complies
with accessibility codes without annual
maintenance, but can be more expensive
in comparison to sand or engineered wood
play mulch. Themed playgrounds can
become destinations. Accessibility and a
variety of physical and cognitive challenges
are important playground features.
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Bike Skills Park

Bike skills parks are gaining popularity
throughout the nation. However, there
are currently only a few, all private, within
San Diego County. Skills parks usually
include bike pump tracks, and may have
obstacle areas. The pump track is typically a
compacted, stabilized decomposed granite
track on rolling terrain. Asphalt is sometimes
used for surfacing. In addition to the pump
track, obstacles including log overs, rock
gardens, rollers, berms, jumps, jump lines
and drops are often included. Successful
parks will include skills progression obstacles
to attract individuals at all levels.

Skate / Wheel Friendly Park

Skate / wheel friendly parks can be located
in areas that are typically less than ideal
for traditional park features because of
topography or noise constraints, but function
well for wheel sports. Skate / wheel friendly
parks can also become destination features.
They typically include grind ledges that can
be fairly flat or sloped, and stairs that can be
used for jumping and grinding. They might
also include bowls, rails, and bank features.
The size allocated for the skate park will
determine the recommended features. Skate
parks typically range in size from 5,000 SF for
a small neighborhood skate plaza to 35,000
SF for a very large destination park with all
the features incorporated.
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Recreation and Community Center

La Mesa currently offers a variety of
recreational programs in MacArthur Park at
the Recreation Center and the Community
Center. Both facilities are in need of
maintenance, repairs, and mechanical
systems upgrades.
Option I Update the Existing Recreation
and Community Center with No Change in
Programs
A site walk of the existing facility occurred at
the beginning of the project and all of the
desired improvements were identified by
staff. The total for these renovations would
be $301,500 and includes:
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•

New flooring, wall coverings, and paint
at the Community Center. Estimated
Cost: $100,000

•

Replace the divider wall in the
Community Center at the large meeting
room. Estimated Cost: $65,000

•

Replace the banquet room doors in the
Community Center. Estimated Cost:
$26,500

•

Replace office furniture and partitions in
the Community Center. Estimated Cost:
$10,000

•

Replace the bathroom
Estimated Cost: $30,000

•

Refinish the dance floor in the Recreation
Center. Estimated Cost: $15,000

•

Replace the HVAC in the Recreation
Center. Estimated Cost: $55,000

tile

floors.

Option II Modernization of the Existing Recreation and Community Center with Potential
Changes in Programs
Based on the age of the current building facilities, programming spaces are out-of-date with
regards to accessibility. In addition, not all spaces within the building are being used to their
full potential. An assessment of the current layout and the current uses could help to guide
the reconfiguration of the interior spaces while maintaining the existing exterior footprint,
or making slight alterations to the existing footprint. Reconfiguration of the interior spaces
might allow for additional or enhanced programing opportunities. Depending on the extent
of the modifications, tenant improvements could range from $500-$600 per square foot.
•

Estimated costs to modernize the existing Recreation and Community Center could range
between $15,250,000 to $18,300,000

			

Option III: Creation of a New, Modern
Community Center
Current spaces do not meet the City’s
recreational programming needs. Nationally,
there is a trend by public parks and recreation
agencies toward the construction of “onestop” indoor recreation facilities to serve
all age groups. These facilities are typically
large, multipurpose centers that provide
flexible or multiple use space that allows for
one area to be adapted to serve revenuegenerating programming, rentals, and
free-play opportunities. These “one-stop”
facilities often attract young families, teens,
and adults of all ages, including seniors.
In addition to their large indoor recreation
spaces, the sites of the recreation centers
are often developed with outdoor recreation
amenities such as sports fields and courts, or
playgrounds. In many communities that have
them, these recreation centers often serve as
a major community hub. These facilities can
also provide additional revenue-generation
to offset expenses.

Parking

New program features added to MacArthur
Park will have to ensure that there are
adequate, well-distributed parking spaces
accessible and available to the activity it is
serving. In support of the Parks Master Plan,
the majority of individuals visiting the park
would walk or bike. However, depending on
the type of amenities that are incorporated,
to draw of people from areas of the city and
the region, accessing the park by car may
be their only option. The number of spaces
required will need to be carefully planned
with City staff.
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Shaded Group Picnic Areas

Amenities like group picnic areas can be
revenue generators as rental opportunities
for special events and parties. A space like
this would include a large concrete pad,
picnic tables, and trash and recycle bins.
Ideally, it would include a shade shelter,
which could be a prefabricated structure or
some type of shade sail structure.

There are a number of different factors that
should be considered when estimating
operations and maintenance (O&M) cost
projections; staffing (agency’s staffing
philosophy), programming and what
elements or spaces located at the facility.
Each facility and each operation is different.
For a community recreation center of
approximately 60,000-square feet with an
event center, gym, and community center,
the O&M budget estimate could range
between $12.00 and $18.00 per square foot.
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Community Garden

As the populations of cities increase, the
density of new developments is increasing
and reducing the amount of private outdoor
green space. Community gardens provide a
great opportunity for people to reconnect
with the outdoors and the people within
the community where they are living.
Community gardens are typically tended
collectively, or individuals are alloted a plot
of land to grow plants and harvest. Most
gardens charge a nominal fee for water,
tools, and other expenses, and gardeners are
asked to participate in general maintenance,
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garden meetings, and working parties. The
administration of the garden can be done
by a municipal department or a voluntary
elected committee. Either way, events and
programs can be coordinated to enhance
the garden, and might include educational
workshops, seed swaps, and harvest
parties. The gardens could be linked to
programming for schools, and typically a
portion of the food produced is donated to
local food banks or shelters. The gardens
may be open to the public as a place to
walk, sit, socialize, reflect and learn.

			

ADA Improvements Throughout Park

The City completed an ADA Transition
Plan that included cost estimates to make
ADA improvements throughout the park.
The Transition Plan detailed improvements
needed for indoor and outdoor facilities,
including the Community and Recreation
Center.
•

•

ADA
improvements
within
the
Community and Recreation Centers
are estimated to cost approximately
$394,970
ADA improvements in the rest of the
park are estimated to cost approximately
$392,331

Aquatic Facility
• Renovation of the existing pool with no
program changes - $1,059,000
•

•

Creation of a new aquatic center on
the existing site (includes site work and
parking) - $9,050,000

Walking and Running Path
• Concrete path (1/2 mile x 6’ wide) $125,000 - $160,000
•

Decomposed granite path with concrete
curb (1/2 mile x 6’ wide x 4” deep) $143,000 - $170,000

•

Exercise equipment and surfacing
- $5,000 - $20,000 each piece of
equipment

Priority Project Improvements

Several potential projects were identified
based on community input. Using the
design assumptions and recommendations
discussed previously in this chapter, a
summary of potential costs associated with
construction are listed below. It should
be noted that this does not include soft
costs or contingencies. It also doesn’t
include any site improvements (grading,
landscape, irrigation, utilities, lighting, etc.)
to accommodate these new features unless
noted.

Removal and replacement of the
existing pool and moderate program
enhancements (includes site work and
parking) - $5,300,000

Restroom Facility
• 270 flushes per day, single stall, stainless
steel structure and fixtures - $130,000 $140,000
•

Prefabricated building with 
family/
gender neutral stall, four women’s
toilets, two men’s toilets and two men’s
urinals - $500,000

Pickleball Courts
• Eight court complex, including fencing
and lighting - $250,000 - $300,000
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Dog Park (1 acre)
• $100,000 - $125,000
Playground
• Ages 2 - 5 equipment - $100,000 $150,000
•

Ages 5 - 12 equipment - $150,000 $200,000

•

Rubber surfacing - $75,000 - $85,000

•

Shade - $80,000 - $100,000

Shaded Group Picnic Area
• $80,000 each
Bike Skills Park (1/2 acre)
• $40,000 - $50,000
Skate Park (20,000 SF)
• $650,000
Recreation and Community Center
• Option 1: Update of the existing
Recreation and Community Center with
no program changes - $301,500
•

Option 2: Modernization to the existing
Recreation and Community Center
with potential program changes $15,250,000 to $18,300,000

•

Option 3: New Community Center
30,500 SF - $20,000,000 - $30,000,000
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NEXT STEPS: MASTER PLANNING

Once a desired program is established to meet the recreational needs of the community, a master plan for the entire site needs to be developed.
Different options are indicated in the chart on this page to either renovate existing facilities or develop new facilities with the opportunity to add
amenities in both options. This process should start with a bubble diagram to determine the best location and relationships between different
program features, as well as allow for adequate infrastructure such as road and trail access, parking, and restrooms throughout the site. Once spatial
relationships are established, a detailed design with estimates for construction for new spaces can be designed in an ultimate master plan. This plan
will need to consider phasing related to potential funding sources and user needs, and should be used as a guide for future development.

Renovate Existing Facilities and Add
New Park Amenities

Develop New Facilities and Add New
Park Amenities

a. Renovate Pool with no changes to the program

a. New Pool Facility

b. Walking Paths

i. Remove and replace within the same footprint

c. Park Restrooms

ii. New Aquatics Center

d. Pickleball Courts with Lighting

b. Walking Paths

e. Dog Park

c. Park Restrooms

f. Shaded Picnic Areas

d. Pickleball Courts with Lighting

g. Parking

e. Dog Park

h. Community Garden

f. New Children’s Playground

i. Renovate Cottage

g. Bike Skills Park

j. Renovate Recreation and Community Center

h. Skate / Wheel Friendly Park

i. Renovation / Face-lift of the existing buildings

i Shaded Picnic Areas

ii. Upgrades to the existing buildings

j. New Multi-generational Community Center
k. Parking

Other Amenity Options:
a. Bike Skills Park
b. Skate / Wheel Friendly Park
c. Additional Playground
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l. Community Garden
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FINANCING

The Community Services Department’s
existing programs and facilities are currently
funded through a combination of sources,
including the General Fund and User Fees.

2017-2019 Budget

An overall review of the La Mesa, 20172019 Final Budget adopted documents
were analyzed to provide an overview of the
financial status of the recreation services.
Expenses
The La Mesa Community Services
Department’s expenses are broken down
into four Service Areas:
•

Aquatics

•

Facilities

•

Classes/Events

•

Adult Enrichment Center

The City of La Mesa currently tracks the
maintenance of their parks within the
Public Works division of their financials.
The maintenance cost for Briercrest, a
3-acre park, and Harry Griffin, a 53-acre
park, are tracked separately. The 20182019 preliminary budget summary for park
maintenance for the remaining 136 acres
of parks within the city is $1,432,550, which
averages to $10,534/acre. This means it
might cost about $234,058 to maintain
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the 22.22 acres at MacArthur Park. This
number includes approximately 2.4 full
time maintenance staff, and also includes
supplies and services and capital outlay. The
maintenance of the park includes general
planting and trimming of the landscape,
debris pickup, graffiti removal, playground
inspections and repairs, weekly turf mowing,
turf fertilization and renovations, chemical
application, and special projects.
In addition to park maintenance, the aquatics
program is tracked separately. One full-time
Recreation Supervisor is funded 75% to
oversee programs, including recreational,
competitive teams, lessons, and exercise
programs. In addition, the program relies
on part-time staff. Analyst, Administrative
Coordinator, and the Director of Community
Services are all funded about a quarter of
their time, as well as volunteers. In the 20182019 final budget, the total cost of $473,020
includes personnel costs for the equivalent
of 1.47 full time staff, supplies and services,
and capital outlay. The goal of generating
revenue with increased participation in upto-date programs and pool rentals will help
to offset the costs of running the pool facility.
The Facilities Division is run by one full-time
Recreation Supervisor who is responsible
for the oversight of rental marketing and
scheduling the community recreation
buildings and park pavillions. All janitorial
staff are contracted out and managed

by the Supervisor. Similar to the aquatics
program, the Administrative Coordinator
and the Director of Community Services
are all funded about one-quarter of their
time to provide direction, administrative
and clerical services for a total equivalent of
1.72 persons. The final budget for Facilities
for 2018-2019 is $400,530.
A total of $467,910 is budgeted for the
Classes and Events Division with the
equivalent of one regular position dedicated
to the program. The Recreation Supervisor
is responsible for the management oversite of a wide range of classes and camps at
25% of their time, as well as serving as the
department’s representative on partnership
programs. Grants and fundraising activities
are coordinated by a Management Analyst
to offset the costs of the programs. Classes
are taught by part-time instructors and
contract program providers. Both youth and
adult sports are handled by 25% of one fulltime Recreation Supervisor. The Recreation
Supervisor also coordinates schedules
between the City and the school districts.
Administrative support comes from a portion
of a Management Analyst, an Administrative
Coordinator, and the Director of Community
Services.

			

Last, the Adult Enrichment Center is
budgeted at $373,180 in 2018-2019 with an
equivalent of 2.70 persons. The center offers
a variety of services and activities for older
adults and is run by a Recreation Supervisor
at 98% of their time. In addition, a full-time
custodian maintains the Adult Enrichment
Center complex, supports the Municipal
Pool and arranges supply deliveries for the
Community Services Department facilities.
Volunteers provide support for various
administrative duties and recreational
programing. The remaining quarter of
the Management Analyst, Administrative
Coordinator, and the Director of Community
Services duties are utilized at the Adult
Enrichment Center to provide administrative
and clerical services.

La Mesa Park and Recreation Foundation
The La Mesa Park and Recreation Foundation
is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that
is dedicated to facilitating projects and
programs that strengthen the La Mesa
community and foster pride in the City’s
parks. The Park and Recreation Foundation
was originally established in 1999 to lead
fundraising efforts to complete the 23-acre
sports complex now known as the Seau
Sports Complex. They have also led many
other parks and recreation efforts in La Mesa.

Revenues
Revenues generated though the Community
Services Department facilities, programs,
and services also include a number sources
that include:

Cost Analysis for Proposed
Improvements

•

Swimming Pool Admissions

•

Recreation Classes

•

Senior Activities

•

Sports Activities

•

Indoor and Outdoor Rental Facilities

The foundation has had success with the
construction of a teen center, as well as other
park playgrounds. Their current campaign
is called “It’s Child’s Play” and is focused on
renovating five park playgrounds.

There area several anticipated projects
within MacArthur Park. Currently, the desired
upgrades identified by staff during the
initial site walks are being tracked through
the Capital Improvements Projects. Projects
have also been identified associated with
ADA upgrades throughout the park. Lastly,
there are projects identified as priority
projects by the public outreach and survey
analysis discussed in earlier chapters.
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ADA Upgrade Projects
While new projects within the park can be
built per current codes, MacArthur Park
includes many older facilities that do not
comply with the current codes. Within the
ADA analysis of MacArthur Park, a breakdown
of costs was provided to address all the issues
through the park and within the facilities,
along with written recommendations totaling
approximately $680,283. ADA upgrades
should be included in all renovations.
Capital Improvements Projects
Several of the CIP projects identified by La
Mesa for 2018-2022 include projects within
MacArthur Park. The CIPs associated with
MacArthur Park are listed in Table 5-1.

Funding Mechanisms

The City was provided with a list of traditional
and alternative potential funding sources,
with brief explanations.
A summary of the mechanisms that are
currently in use or could be considered within
the City are provided on the following page.
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Traditional Parks and Recreation Operations
and Capital Funding Sources
There are a variety of mechanisms that La Mesa
can employ to provide services and to make
public improvements. Parks and recreation
operating and capital development funding
typically comes from conventional sources
such as sales, use, and property tax referenda
voted upon by the community, along with
developer exactions. Operating funds are
typically capped by legislation, may fluctuate

based on the economy, public spending,
or assessed valuation, and may not always
keep up with inflationary factors. In the
case of capital development, “borrowed
funds” sunset with the completion of loan
repayment, and are not available to carryover or re-invest without voter approval.
Explained below are the salient points of
traditional funding sources.

Table 5-1: Current CIP Projects

CIP Project Description

Cost

FY

Funding Source

MacArthur Park Improvements 2018

$94,920

FY 2018

Park Fees

Recreation Center Re-roof Center Slope Areas

$20,000

Completed

General Funds

Recreation Center Re-roof Flat Areas

$19,000

Completed

General Funds

Community Center Building Re-roof

$25,000

FY 2018

Encumbered Funds

Community Services Sign (MacArthur Park Marquee)

$2,290

FY 2018

Other Grant Funds

Pool Deck Replacement Phase 3

$21,650

Completed

General Funds

Pool Deck Replacement Phase 4

$22,071

Completed

General Funds

$45,000 / $45,000

FY 2018/ FY 2019

General Funds

Community Center Replace Office Furniture and Partitions

$10,000

FY 2018

General Funds

Community Center Bathroom Tile Floor

$30,000

FY 2018

General Funds

Community Center Upgrade Alarm to Wireless System

$10,000

FY 2018

General Funds

Community Center Banquet Room New Wall Paper / Paint

$26,500

FY 2018

General Funds

Community Center HVAC Replacement

$25,000

FY 2018

General Funds

Municipal Pool Renovations - Upgrade Pool Heater

$70,000

Completed

General Funds

Municipal Pool Deck Maintenance
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Traditional Tax and Exactions-Based Funding
Resources
• General or Operating Fund - Parks and
recreation services are typically funded by
an agency’s General or Operating Fund,
which can be comprised of property tax,
sales tax, and other compulsory charges
levied by a government for the purpose
of financing services performed for the
common benefit of a community. These
funds may also come from resources
such as inter-governmental agreements,
reimbursements, and interest, and
may include such revenue sources as
franchise taxes, licenses and permits, fees,
transfers in, reserves, interest income,
and miscellaneous other incomes
Development Funding
• Park Land Dedication Ordinance - Park
land dedication requirements typically
state that all residential subdivisions of
land (and often commercial), with some
exemptions, are to provide for parks by
either dedicating land, paying an inlieu fee (the amounts may be adjusted
annually), or a combination of the two
•

Development
Impact
Fees
Development impact fees are one-time
charges imposed on development
projects at the time of permit issue to
recover capital costs for public facilities
needed to serve new developments and
the additional residents, employees,
and visitors they bring to the community.
State laws, with a few minor exceptions,
prohibit the use of impact fees for ongoing
maintenance or operations costs

Traditional Parks and Recreation
Earned Revenue Resources
Fees and Charges
• Ticket Sales/Admissions - This revenue
source is for accessing facilities for
self-directed or spectator activities
such as splash parks, ballparks, and
entertainment activities. Fees may also
be assessed for tours, entrance or gate
admission, and other activities, which
may or may not be self-directed. These
user fees help offset operational costs or
fund new projects
•

•

Registration Fees - This revenue source
is for participating in programs, classes,
activities, and events which typically
require pre-registration to ensure a
place. These services may or may not
have limited space. These participant
fees attempt to recover most if not all
of the direct expenses, and are often
revenue positive due to market demand.
Scholarships are typically available to
those who might not be able to afford
the full cost
Daily Admission and Annual Pass Sales
or Vehicle Permits - Daily and annual
pass fees can apply to regional parks
and aquatics centers. The consultant
team recommends consideration of bulk
discount buying of daily admission fees
marketed as “monthly, seasonal, 3-month,
6-month, and/or annual passes”
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•

Parking Fee - This fee applies to parking
at selected destination facilities such
as destination parks, beaches, sports
complexes, stadiums, and
other
attractions to help offset capital and
operational cost. Many communities
collect parking fees only on events days,
for special events, or during the “season”,
leaving parking free to residents during
other times of the year

Alternative Parks and Recreation
Operations and Capital Funding
Sources

Alternative funding sources include a variety
of different or non-conventional public
sector strategies for diversifying the funding
base beyond traditional tax-based support.
Included are known industry funding
practices, potential sources, and strategies.
NOTE: Not every funding mechanism on
this list may be allowable by law, as the
laws, regulations, statutes, ordinances, and
systems of governance vary from county
to county, and state to state. The authority
to put forth referenda or institute exactions
must be researched for validity within each
agency’s local and state jurisdictions, as this
list is comprised of the financial practices from
across the nation. Some referenda are passed
by simple majority of those who vote, while
others require a larger percentage to pass. In
certain circumstances, referenda are passed
by the majority of eligible voters versus just
those who vote.
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Loan Mechanisms
•

General Obligation Bonds - Bonded
indebtedness issued with the approval of
the electorate for capital improvements
and general public improvement

•

Revenue Bonds - Bonds used for capital
projects that will generate revenue for
debt service where fees can be set aside
to support repayment of the bond. These
are typically issued for water, sewer or
drainage charges, and other enterprise
type activities

•

Full Faith and Credit Bonds - Bonds that
are payable from the general resources
of the agency. They are not tied to a
specific revenue source, but the payment
of principal and interest uses available
operating funds

Alternative Service Delivery and
Funding Structures
•

•
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Inter-local Agreements - Contractual
relationships could be established
between two or more local units of
government and/or between a local
unit of government and a non-profit
organization for the joint usage/
development of sports fields, regional
parks, or other facilities
Commercial
Property
Endowment
Model (Operating Foundation) - John
L. Crompton discusses in Volume 28
of the Journal of Park and Recreation
Administration
how
governments
have used the Commercial Property

•

Endowment Model to deliver park
and recreation services. He cites two
case studies in the United Kingdom
and in San Diego, California. A nonprofit organization may be established
and given park infrastructure and/or
land assets to manage as public park
and recreation services along with
commercial properties as incomeearning assets or commercial lease fees
to provide for a sustainable funding
source. This kind of social enterprise is
charged with operating, maintaining,
renovating, and enhancing the public
park system, and is not unlike a model
to subsidize low-income housing with
mixed-use developments

Creating synergy based on expanded
program offerings and collaborative efforts
can be beneficial to all providers as interest
grows and people gravitate to the type of
facility and programs that best suit their
recreational needs and schedules. Potential
strategic alliance partnerships where
missions run parallel, and mutually beneficial
relationships can be fostered may include:

Privatization (Outsourcing the management) - Typically used for food and
beverage management, golf course operations, ball field, or sports complex
operations by negotiated or bid contract

Partnership Opportunities

Partnerships are joint development funding
sources or operational funding sources
between two separate agencies, such as
two government entities, a non-profit and
a government agency, or a private business
and a government agency. Two partners
jointly develop revenue producing park
and recreation facilities and share risk,
operational costs, responsibilities, and asset
management based on the strengths and
weaknesses of each partner.

•

YMCA

•

School districts

•

Medical centers or hospitals

•

Boys and Girls Club

•

Kiwanis, Optimists, VFWs, Elks, Rotary,
and other service and civic organizations

•

Chamber of commerce

•

Convention and visitor’s bureau

•

Homeowner / neighborhood associations

•

Youth sports associations

•

Neighboring counties/communities

•

Private alternative providers

•

Churches

Community Resources

The following subsections summarize
research findings on potential funding
sources that could enhance capital
expenditures for capital repair, renovation,
and new construction and operating
budgets for the City. These findings do not
recommend any particular funding strategy

			

over another. The economic conditions
within the service area may vary with time,
and La Mesa should explore the best means
of achieving its goals toward the operations
of the agency, the programs, and the facilities
on an ongoing basis.
Philanthropic
Philanthropy can be defined as the concept of
voluntary giving by an individual or group to
promote the common good and to improve
the quality of life. Philanthropy generally
takes the form of donor programs, capital
campaigns, and volunteers/in-kind services.
The time commitment to initiate a
philanthropic campaign can be significant.
If the City decides to implement a capital
fundraising campaign and current resources
that could be dedicated to such a venture
are limited, it may be recommended that La
Mesa outsource some or most of this task to
a non-profit or private agency experienced
in managing community-based capital
fundraising campaigns. Capital campaigns
should be limited to large-scale capital
projects that are desired by the community,
but for which dedicated funding is not
readily available.
Relevant methods are discussed below.
•

Friends Associations - These groups are
typically formed to raise money for a
single purpose that could include a park
facility or program that will benefit a
particular special interest population or
the community as a whole

•
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Volunteers/In-Kind Services - This
revenue source is an indirect source in
that persons donate time to assist an
agency in providing a product or service
on an hourly basis. This reduces cost
in providing the service, plus it builds
advocacy for the system

To manage a volunteer program, an agency
typically dedicates a staff member to
oversee the program for the entire agency
Volunteer Programs
• Adopt-a-Park/Adopt-a-Trail - Programs
such as adopt-a-park may be created
with and supported by the residents,
businesses, and/or organizations located
in the park’s vicinity. These programs allow
volunteers to actively assist in improving
and maintaining parks, related facilities,
and the community in which they live
•

Neighborhood Park Watch - As a way to
reduce costs associated with vandalism
and other crimes against property, the
City may consider a neighborhood park
watch program. This program develops
community ownership of La Mesa’s
facilities

•

Foundation/Gifts - These dollars are
received from tax-exempt, non-profit
organizations. The funds are private
donations in promotion of specific
causes, activities, or issues. They offer a
variety of means to fund capital projects,
including capital campaigns, gifts
catalogs, fundraisers, endowments, etc

•

Gift Catalogs - Gift catalogs provide
organizations the opportunity to let the
community know what their needs are on
a yearly basis. The community purchases
items from the gift catalog and donates
them to the City
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Gifts in Perpetuity
• Maintenance Endowments - Maintenance
Endowments are set up for organizations
and individuals to invest in ongoing maintenance improvements and infrastructure
needs of specific/targeted facilities. Endowments retain money from user fees,
individual gifts, impact fees, development
rights, partnerships, conservation easements, and for wetland mitigations
•

•
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Irrevocable Remainder Trusts - These
trusts are set up with individuals who
typically have more than a million dollars
in wealth. They will leave a portion of
their wealth to the City in a trust fund that
allows the fund to grow over a period of
time and then is available to use a portion
of the interest to support specific park
and recreation facilities or programs that
are designated by the trustee
Life Estates - This revenue source is
available when someone wants to leave
their property to the City in exchange
for their continued residence on the
property until their death. La Mesa could
use a portion of the property for park and
recreational purposes, and then use all of
it after the person’s death. This revenue
source is very popular for individuals
who have much wealth and their estate
will be highly taxed at their death. Their
benefactors will have to sell their property
because of probate costs. Life Estates allow
individuals to receive a yearly tax deduction
on their property while leaving property for
the community. Agencies benefit because
they do not have to pay for the land

Grants
Grants often supplement or match funds
that have already been received. Grants can
be used for program purposes, information
technology infrastructure, planning, design,
seed money, and construction. Due to their
infrequent nature, grants are often used to
fund a specific venture and should not be
viewed as a continuous source of funding.
•

•

General Purpose or Operating Grants When a grant maker gives an operating
grant, it can be used to support the
general expenses of operations. An
operating grant means the fund provider
supports the overall mission and trusts
that the money will be put to good use.
Operating grants are generally much
harder to procure than program or
support grants
Program or Support Grants - A program
or support grant is given to support a
specific or a connected set of activities
that typically have a beginning and
an end, specific objectives, and
predetermined costs. Listed below are
some of the most common types of
program or support grants:
»»Planning Grants - When planning a
major new program, the City may need
to spend a good deal of time and money
conducting research. A planning grant
supports this initial project development
work, which may include investigating
the needs of constituents, consulting
with experts in the field, or conducting
research and planning activities

»»Facilities and Equipment Grants These grants help buy long-lasting
physical assets, such as a building. The
applicant organization must make the
case that the new acquisition will help
better serve its clients. Fund providers
considering these requests will not only
be interested in the applicant’s current
activities and financial health, but they
will also inquire as to the financial and
program plans for the next several years.
Fund providers do not want to allocate
resources to an organization or program
only to see it shut down in a few years
because of poor management
»»Matching Grants - Many grant makers
will provide funding only on the condition
that an amount equal to the size of the
grant can be raised from other sources.
This type of grant is another means by
which foundations can determine the
viability of an organization or program.
»»Seed Money or Start-up Grants These grants help a new organization
or program in its first few years. The
idea is to give the new effort a strong
push forward so it can devote its energy
early on to setting up programs without
worrying constantly about raising
money. Such grants are often for more
than one year, and frequently decrease
in amount each year
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»»Management or Technical Assistance
Grants - Unlike most project grants,
a technical assistance grant does not
directly support the mission-related
activities of La Mesa. Instead, they support
management or administration and the
associated fundraising, marketing, and
financial management needs
Program-Related Investments (PRIs)
In addition to grants, the Internal Revenue
Service allows foundations to make loans—
called Program-Related Investments (PRIs)—
to nonprofits. PRIs must be for projects that
would be eligible for grant support. They
are usually made at low or zero interest. PRIs
must be paid back to the grant maker. PRIs
are often made to organizations involved in
building projects.
Private Grant and Philanthropic Agencies
Many resources are available which
provide information on private grant and
philanthropic agency opportunities. A
thorough investigation and research on
available grants is necessary to ensure
mutually compatible interests and to confirm
the current status of available funding.
Examples of publicly accessible resources
are summarized below.
•

Information on current and archived
Federal Register Grant Announcements
can be accessed from The Grantsmanship
Center (TGCI) at: http://www.tgci.com

•

For information on government product
news and procurement, visit GovPro at
www.govpro.com

•

Another resource is the Foundation
Center’s RFP Bulletin Grants Page on
Health at: www.fdncenter.org

•

Research www.eCivis.com for a contract
provider of a web-based Grants Locator
system for government and foundation
grants specifically designed for local
government

Corporate Sponsorships
The City can solicit this revenue-funding
source itself or work with agencies that
pursue and use this type of funding.
Sponsorships are often used for programs
and events where there are greater
opportunities for sponsor recognition
(greater value to the sponsor).
Naming Rights
Many agencies throughout the country
have successfully sold the naming rights
for newly constructed facilities or when
renovating existing buildings. Additionally,
newly developed and renovated parks
have been successfully funded through the
sale of naming rights. Generally, the cost
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for naming rights offsets the development
costs associated with the improvement.
People incorrectly assume that selling the
naming rights for facilities is reserved for
professional stadiums and other high profile
team sport venues. This trend has expanded
in recent years to include public recreation
centers and facilities as viable naming rights
sales opportunities.
Naming rights can be a one-time payment
or amortized with a fixed payment schedule
over a defined period of time. During
this time, the sponsor retains the “rights”
to have the park, facility, or amenity
named for them. Also during this time,
all publications, advertisements, events,
and activities could have the sponsoring
group’s name as the venue. Naming rights
negotiations need to be developed by legal
professionals to ensure that the contractual
obligation is equitable to all agents and
provides remedies to change or cancel
the arrangements at any time during the
agreement period.
Advertising Sales
Advertising sales are a viable opportunity
for revenue through the sale of tasteful
and appropriate advertising on items such
as program guides, scoreboards, dasher
boards, and other visible products or
services. This could be a viable strategy in the
future if appropriate opportunities present
themselves, such as the acquisition of
scoreboards, etc. Current sign codes should
be reviewed for conflicts or appropriate
revisions.
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Fundraising
Many park and recreation agencies have
special fundraisers on an annual basis to
help cover specific programs and capital
projects. This can include selling bricks,
benches, pavers, tiles, and commemorative
tree plantings, etc.
Raffles
Some agencies offer annual community
raffles, such as purchasing an antique car
that can be raffled off in contests.
Community Service Fees and Assessments
• Recreation Service Fee - A dedicated
user fee can be established by a
local ordinance or other government
procedure for the construction and
maintenance of recreation facilities. The
fee can apply to all organized activities
that require a reservation of some type,
or other purposes as defined by the City.
Examples of such generally accepted
activities that are assigned a service
fee include adult basketball, volleyball,
and softball leagues; youth baseball,
soccer, and softball leagues; and special
interest classes. The fee, above and
beyond the user fee, allows participants
to contribute toward the construction
and/or maintenance of the facilities
being used
•

Capital Improvement Fees - These
fees are on top of the set user rate for
accessing facilities such as sport and
tournament venues and are used to
support capital improvements that
benefit the user of the facility

			

•

Residency Cards - Non-residents may
purchase “residency” on an annual basis
for the privilege of receiving the resident
discounts on fees, charges, tours, shows,
reservations, and other benefits typically
afforded to residents only. The resident
cards can range in price, but are often at
least equivalent to what a resident pays
in taxes annually to support operations,
maintenance, and debt service

•

Security and Clean-Up Fees - La Mesa may
charge groups and individuals security
and clean-up fees for special events and
other type of events held at facilities

•

Lighting Fees - Some agencies charge
additional fees for lighting as it applies
to leagues, special use sites, and special
facilities that allow play after daylight
hours. This fee may include utility
demand charges

•

•

•

Equipment Rental - This revenue source is
generated from the rental of equipment
such as tables and chairs, tents, stages,
bicycles, roller blades, boogie boards,
etc. that are used for recreation purposes

•

Parking Fee - This fee applies to parking
at selected destination facilities such as
sports complexes, stadiums, and other
attractions to help offset capital and
operational cost

•

Utility Roundup Programs - Some park
and recreation agencies have worked
with local utilities on a round up
program whereby a consumer can pay
the difference between their bill and
the next highest even dollar amount as
a donation to the agency. Ideally, these
monies would be used to support utility
improvements such as sports lighting,
irrigation cost, and HVAC costs

Signage Fees - This revenue source
charges people and businesses with
signage fees at key locations with high
visibility for short-term events. Signage
fees may range in price from $25-$100
per sign based on the size of the sign and
location

•

Dog Park Fees - These fees are attached
to kennel clubs who pay for the rights
to have dog park facilities for their own
exclusive use. Fees are on the dogs
themselves and/or on the people who
take care of other people’s dogs

•

Franchise Fee on Cable - This would
allow the City to add a franchise fee
on cable designated for parks and
recreation. The normal fee is $1.00 a
month or $12.00 a year per household.
Fees usually go toward land acquisition
or capital improvements
Flexible Fee Strategies - This pricing
strategy would allow La Mesa to maximize
revenues during peak times and premium
sites/areas with higher fees, and to fill in
excess capacity during low use times with
lower fees to maximize play
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•

Trail Fee - These fees are used for access
to closed bike trails to support operational
costs. Fees for bike trails are typically $35
to $50 a year. This arrangement works for
bike trails if the conditions of dedicated
use, fencing for control, and continuous
patrolling/monitoring are in place. Multipurpose trails that are totally open for
public use without these conditions in
place make it difficult to charge fees and
are nearly impossible to monitor

•

Processing/Convenience Fees - This
is a surcharge or premium placed on
electronic transfers of funds, automatic
payments, or other conveniences

Contractual Services
• Private Concessionaires - Contracts
with private sector concessionaires
provide resources to operate desirable
recreational activities. These services
are typically financed, constructed, and
operated by a private business or a
non-profit organization with additional
compensation paid to the City
•

Concession Management - Concession
management is the retail sale or rental of
soft goods, hard goods, or consumable
items. Through contracting, the agency
either receives a percentage of the gross
sales or the net revenue dollars from the
revenue above direct expenses. Net
proceeds are generally more difficult to
monitor
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•

•
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Merchandising Sales or Services - This
revenue source comes from the public
or private sector on resale items from
gift shops, pro-shops, restaurants,
concessions, and coffee shops for either
all of the sales or a defined percentage
of the gross sales. Typically, agencies
engage in this type of service as a
convenience to their patrons and as a
means of enhancing overall operational
cost recovery
Cell Towers and Wi-Fi - Cell towers sited
in strategic park locations are another
potential source of revenue that La
Mesa may consider. Typically, agencies
engage in this service as a means of
enhancing overall operational cost
recovery. Another type of revenue for
a facility or complex can come from
providing sites for supporting Wi-Fi
technology. In California, the State Park
System is providing wireless internet
access and is charging $7.95 for 24 hours
of connectivity (approximately $.33 per
hour) within its service area. They have
connected 85 state parks with SBC
Communications. For more information,
contact California State Parks at www.
parks.ca.gov

Permits, Licensing Rights and Use of
Collateral Assets
• Special Use Permits - Special permits
allow individuals to use specific park
property for financial gain. The agency
receives either a set amount of money or a
percentage of the gross service provided
•

Catering Permits and Services - This is a
license to allow caterers to work in the
system on a permit basis with a set fee
or percentage of food sales returning to
La Mesa. Also, many agencies have their
own catering service or an authorized
provider list and receive a percentage of
dollars from the sale of food

•

Licensing Rights - This revenue source
allows the City to license its name on
all resale items that private or public
vendors use when they sell clothing
or other items with La Mesa’s name on
it. The normal licensing fee is 6 to 10
percent of the cost of the resale item

•

Surplus Sale of Equipment by Auction
- Agencies often have annual surplus
auctions to get rid of old and used
equipment,
generating
additional
income on a yearly basis

•

Leasebacks on Recreational Facilities Many agencies do not have adequate
capital dollars to build desired revenueproducing facilities. One option is
to hire a private investor to build the
facility according to the specifications
requested with the investment company
financing the project. The City would

then lease the property back from
the investor over 20+ years. This can
be reversed whereby La Mesa builds
the facility and leases it to a private
management company who then
operates the property for a percentage of
gross dollars to pay off the construction
loans through a subordinate lease
•

Booth Lease Space - Some agencies
sell booth space to sidewalk vendors in
parks or at special events for a flat rate
or based on volume of product sold.
The booth space can also be used for
sporting events and tournaments

•

Manufacturing Product Testing and
Display - The City may work with specific
manufacturers to test their products in a
park, recreation facility, or in a program
or service. The City may test the product
under normal conditions and report
the results back to the manufacturer.
Examples include lighting, playground
equipment, tires on vehicles, mowers,
irrigation systems, seed and fertilizers,
etc. La Mesa may receive the product
for free, but must pay for the costs of
installation and for tracking results

•

Film Rights - Many agencies issue
permits so that park sites may be used
for commercial film and photography
activities. The production company pays
a daily fee for the site plus the loss of
revenue the City would incur during use
of the community space

			

Funding Resources and Other Options

Many federal and state taxation resources,
programs, and grants are used by the City
or may be available.
•

•

Positive Cash Flow - Depending on
how aggressively the City incorporates
marketing and management strategies,
there may be a positive fund balance
at the end of each year. While current
facilities, projections, and fee policies do
not anticipate a positive cash flow, the
climate can change. The ending positive
balance could be used, for example, to
establish a maintenance endowment
for La Mesa recreation facilities, to set
aside funds for capital replacement and/
or repair, or to generate a fund balance
for contingency or new programming
opportunities. It is suggested that the
City be challenged to generate a fund
balance and it not be returned to the
general fund
Cost Avoidance - The City must maintain
a position of not being everything for
everyone. It must be driven by the
market and stay with its core businesses.
By shifting roles away from being a
direct provider of facilities, programs,
or services, La Mesa may experience
additional savings. This process is
referred to as cost avoidance. The
estimated savings could be realized
through partnering, outsourcing, or
deferring to another provider in the
provision of a service and/or facility
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Cost Saving Measures
In addition to aligning cost recovery with
goals, charging appropriate fees, and
using traditional and alternative funding
mechanisms, several cost saving measures
can improve the overall cost recovery picture
for the City.

Green Practices
Implement the following green practices ideas:

Cost Saving
Explore and implement the following cost
savings ideas:
•

Bulk purchasing

•

Re-negotiating contracts

•

Employing green practices

Change Maintenance Standards/Practices
• Consider adding one extra day onto
the mowing interval; thus reducing the
amount of mowing in a season.

Greening Trends – Rooftop Gardens
and Park Structures

Rooftop gardens (both public and private)
create respites in a densely built environment
and help reduce the urban heat island
effects. In addition, the lack of availability
and affordability of urban real estate has
continued the trend of parks built over
structures such as parking garages (e.g.,
Millennium Park and Soldier Field Stadium/
Burnham Park re-design in Chicago, San
Diego County Waterfront Park) and other
structures (such as Freeway Park in Seattle).

•

Use light, water, and motion sensors

•

Conduct energy audits

•

Update to energy efficient ballasts,
motors, appliances

•

Use electric and hybrid vehicles

•

Develop “Pack It Out” trash program

•

Use greywater

•

Use solar and wind energy

•

Implement green operating practices

Many agencies miss the easiest green
practices in their everyday operating
procedures and policies. These include
administrative procedures, best operating
standards, and sustainable stewardship
performance measures. Many of the industry
best practices outlined below may be currently
and successfully employed by La Mesa.
Administrative
• Recycle office trash
•

Go paperless

•

Conserve resources

•

Flex scheduling

•

Virtual meetings
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Operating Standards
• Preventive maintenance
•

Reduce driving

•

Eliminate environmentally
chemicals and materials

•

Green purchasing policies

•

LEED and SITES design

negative

Sustainable Stewardship
• Re-analyze and revised practices and
standards
•

Monitor and report results

•

Lead by example

•

Incorporate principles in all park and
recreation services

•

Seek available
initiative awards

Financial Analysis

grant

funding

and

The Community Services Department’s
programs and facilities are currently funded
through a combination of sources, including
the General Fund and User Fees. GreenPlay
conducted a review of the La Mesa,
2017-2019 Preliminary Budget adopted
documents to provide an overview of the
financial status of the recreation services.
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Expenses
The La Mesa Community Services
Department’s expenses are broken down
into four Service Areas:
•

Aquatics

•

Facilities

•

Classes/Events / Sports

•

Adult Enrichment

Revenues
Revenues generated though the Community
Services Department facilities, programs,
and services also include a number sources
that include:
•

Swimming pool admissions

•

Recreation classes

•

Senior activity

•

Sports activity

•

Facility and park rentals

Cost Recovery and Financial Sustainability
Parks and recreation facilities, programs,
and services are essential to maintaining
La Mesa’s desirable community appeal.
However, not all facilities, programs, and
services are equal. In general, the more
a facility, program, or service provides
a community benefit to its citizens as a
whole, the more that element should be

paid for by all citizens as part of the City’s
general fund. The more a facility, program,
or service provides individual benefits, the
more that element should be paid for by
user fees. This funding and cost recovery
philosophy acknowledges the tremendous
public benefits of park and recreation to
the community. Park and recreation services
also promote and support a community’s
economic development, crime prevention,
and community health. The City should seek
to leverage partnerships wherever possible
to help fund the facilities, programs, and
services that it provides to the community.
Table 5-2 illustrates the current expense,
revenue, and cost recovery anticipated of
the budget cycle. Further analysis will be
needed on current programs to determine
future needs for facilities and budgets.
Summary Conclusions
The review of the current and anticipated
financial situation shows:
•

General Fund allocations have reduced
by 7 percent over the past three budget
cycles from $1,831,660 to $1,741,640

•

Revenues have also decreased by 17
percent from $662,300 to $564,400

•

Expense to revenue (cost recovery) has
decreased over the same three budget
cycles from 36 percent to 33 percent
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Table 5-2: Expenses, Revenue, and Cost Recovery

Amended Final Budget
2016-2017

Preliminary Budget
2017-2018

Preliminary Budget
2018-2019

Aquatics

$474,500

$490,030

$473,020

Facilities

$433,840

$412,740

$400,530

Classes / Events / Sports

$564,980

$491,330

$467,910

Adult Enrichment

$358,340

$391,370

$373,180

$1,831,660

$1,785,470

$1,714,640

Swimming Pool Admissions

$185,000

$146,200

$148,200

Recreation Classes

$314,000

$269,000

$274,100

Senior Activities

$56,300

$65,000

$66,000

Sports Activities

$107,000

$74,000

$76,100

Total Revenue:

$662,300

$554,200

$564,400

Expenses:

Total Expenses:

Revenues:
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q1 How would you best describe your relationship with La Mesa? (Check
all that apply)¿Cómo describirías tu relación con La Mesa? (Seleccione
todas las opciones que apliquen)
Answered: 650

Skipped: 17

ResidentResiden
te
Property Owner
Propietario
Business Owner
Propietario ...
Employee
Empleado
Student
Estudiante
Visitor /
Patron...
Other (please
specify)Otro...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

ResidentResidente

74.31%

483

Property Owner Propietario

47.08%

306

Business Owner Propietario de negocio

7.54%

49

Employee Empleado

6.31%

41

Student Estudiante

2.00%

13

Visitor / Patron Visitante

12.92%

84

Other (please specify)Otro (por favor especifique)

6.31%

41

Total Respondents: 650
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)OTRO (POR FAVOR ESPECIFIQUE)

DATE

1

Chula Vistan who visits LaMesa MWF for pball, shopping, and lunch.

10/26/2017 8:47 PM

2

Live nearby in Del Cerro

10/26/2017 9:29 AM

3

Former resident

10/25/2017 11:33 PM

4

I live in a neighboring zip code. I do frequent the city though, the restaurants, Oktoberfest, the
parks, etc.

10/25/2017 1:56 PM

5

Live just outside la mesa

10/25/2017 10:44 AM

6

I live just outside La Mesa

10/24/2017 10:06 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

7

Live nearby in Serra Mesa

10/24/2017 9:40 PM

8

Friends live there.

10/24/2017 8:14 PM

9

Born in La Mesa

10/24/2017 7:10 PM

10

Retired employee

10/24/2017 4:24 PM

11

Neighbor

10/24/2017 3:38 PM

12

Grew up there

10/24/2017 3:06 PM

13

Former employee / Retired

10/24/2017 3:04 PM

14

own and rent out our 2nd house

10/24/2017 2:20 PM

15

Former resident for 13 years and wish I still was; visit the area and library a few times each week

10/18/2017 4:44 PM

16

Children play sports, shop, dine, doctor, dental, much more

10/17/2017 9:41 AM

17

Grew up in la mesa and teach at helix charter high school

10/15/2017 6:13 AM

18

Flag Day Committee Volunteer

10/14/2017 6:37 PM

19

Native (born at Grossmont hospital)

10/13/2017 10:41 PM

20

On the La Mesa parks and REC board

10/13/2017 10:37 AM

21

considering a move to la mesa

10/13/2017 8:32 AM

22

I have clients in La Mesa.

10/12/2017 11:45 PM

23

Kid's school is in La Mesa.

10/12/2017 4:24 PM

24

School and youth sports volunteer

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

25

Deep family roots--four generations here

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

26

Born and raised. Lived there and started my family there until we recently had to move.

10/12/2017 1:18 PM

27

Run a non profit in La Mesa

10/12/2017 10:18 AM

28

Old survey

10/2/2017 3:03 PM

29

Old Survey

10/2/2017 2:52 PM

30

Old Survey

10/2/2017 2:42 PM

31

Old Survery

10/2/2017 2:29 PM

32

Old Survey

10/2/2017 2:07 PM

33

Old Survey

10/2/2017 2:00 PM

34

Old Survey

10/2/2017 1:46 PM

35

Old Survey

10/2/2017 1:27 PM

36

Old survey

10/2/2017 1:09 PM

37

Old Survey

10/2/2017 1:00 PM

38

Old Survey

10/2/2017 12:35 PM

39

Old Survey

10/2/2017 12:24 PM

40

Old Survey

10/2/2017 12:16 PM

41

Old Survey

10/2/2017 11:44 AM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q2 Courts (basketball, tennis, pickleball)Canchas (básquetbol, tenis)
Answered: 506

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 161

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,477

506

Total Respondents: 506
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:05 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 6:59 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

8

3

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 4:30 AM

13

5

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

15

5

10/26/2017 10:44 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 9:41 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:52 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:45 PM

22

4

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q3 Ball Fields (soccer, baseball, football)Campos de pelota (fútbol,
béisbol, fútbol americano)
Answered: 490

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 177

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,417

490

Total Respondents: 490
#
1

DATE
5

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

1

10/27/2017 7:05 AM

4

4

10/27/2017 6:59 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:30 AM

12

2

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:44 PM

14

5

10/26/2017 9:41 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 8:52 PM

17

2

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

18

2

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

21

2

10/26/2017 8:30 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q4 Swimming PoolAlberca
Answered: 497

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 170

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,732

497

Total Respondents: 497
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:05 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 6:59 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

8

2

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

12

5

10/27/2017 4:30 AM

13

3

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

15

1

10/26/2017 10:44 PM

16

2

10/26/2017 9:41 PM

17

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:52 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q5 Disc GolfDisco golf
Answered: 441

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 226

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
2

10

RESPONSES
998

441

Total Respondents: 441
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:05 AM

4

1

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

6

2

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:30 AM

12

4

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 10:44 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 9:41 PM

16

4

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

1

10/26/2017 8:52 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:30 PM

22

3

10/26/2017 8:08 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q6 Action Sports (obstacle/ropes course, skate park, BMX pump
track)Área de juegos de aventura (curso de obstáculos, pista de patinaje
o BMX)
Answered: 495

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 172

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,421

495

Total Respondents: 495
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

2

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:05 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 6:59 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:38 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:51 AM

8

4

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:04 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:58 AM

12

5

10/27/2017 4:30 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

1

10/26/2017 10:44 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 9:41 PM

16

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:52 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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MacArthur Park Opportunities and Constraints Study- Public Survey Estudio de
Oportunidades y Limitaciones de MacArthur Park- Encuesta Pública

SurveyMonkey

Q7 OtherOtro
Answered: 231

Skipped: 436

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Dogpark

10/27/2017 5:27 AM

2

Looking for dedicated pickleball courts, possibly 8 like Melba Bishop in Oceanside. Would like
them lighted, permanently lined and parking available.

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

3

Dedicated Pickleball courts

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

4

Pickle ball improvements

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

5

Dedicated Pocklrball courts

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

6

Pickleball

10/26/2017 8:08 PM

7

Family friendly and safe

10/26/2017 7:47 PM

8

Walking trails

10/26/2017 7:37 PM

9

Playground, dog park, open space

10/26/2017 1:07 PM

10

Running track/trails 5

10/26/2017 12:55 PM

11

Stationary workout area

10/26/2017 10:04 AM

12

Bike park!

10/26/2017 9:27 AM

13

Playground ages 1-12

10/26/2017 9:20 AM

14

Splash pad, water play

10/26/2017 8:13 AM

15

walking trails

10/26/2017 7:16 AM

16

An open-space habitat and park setting for walking. = a "5"

10/26/2017 5:22 AM

17

Large Children's playground

10/26/2017 5:14 AM

18

Keep rec centers in good shape for dance classes and gymnastics!

10/25/2017 9:07 PM

19

passive areas for walking and picnicking

10/25/2017 9:01 PM

20

Family gathering space, more picnic tables, places to bbq, better bathrooms.

10/25/2017 6:14 PM

21

Off-leash areas for dogs.

10/25/2017 5:30 PM

22

Running track/pathway

10/25/2017 5:09 PM

23

Playgrounds & exercise stations

10/25/2017 4:53 PM

24

Off leash dog area.

10/25/2017 4:28 PM

25

Dog Park

10/25/2017 3:38 PM

26

Fenced dog park with grass

10/25/2017 11:46 AM

27

Bike park

10/25/2017 11:39 AM

28

Bike Park

10/25/2017 11:39 AM

29

Kids play areas and walking paths

10/25/2017 10:46 AM

30

Pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:44 AM

31

Bike park

10/25/2017 8:23 AM

32

Gym equiptment stationed. on a walking path

10/25/2017 8:23 AM

33

concert venue

10/25/2017 8:16 AM

34

Bocceball, corn hole

10/25/2017 7:59 AM
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35

please keep the driving range and putting green!!

10/25/2017 7:43 AM

36

Dog park

10/25/2017 5:43 AM

37

Dog park

10/25/2017 5:14 AM

38

Interactive play structure (kinetic)

10/25/2017 5:03 AM

39

Heated pool for year round use as the population is aging

10/25/2017 2:17 AM

40

Community garden

10/24/2017 10:22 PM

41

dog park

10/24/2017 9:56 PM

42

Off leash dog park

10/24/2017 9:54 PM

43

Bike Park (not just BMX)

10/24/2017 9:41 PM

44

Bike paths!

10/24/2017 9:33 PM

45

Dog park

10/24/2017 8:47 PM

46

Splash park/aquatic center.

10/24/2017 8:30 PM

47

More bike features suck as progressive jump track... Bike repair stands etc

10/24/2017 8:16 PM

48

Dog Park

10/24/2017 7:50 PM

49

Dog park!!

10/24/2017 7:37 PM

50

dog park

10/24/2017 7:21 PM

51

Walking/running paths; large playground; bathrooms

10/24/2017 7:21 PM

52

Trails

10/24/2017 7:17 PM

53

open space; area for dogs; trees

10/24/2017 7:00 PM

54

Dog park, garden,

10/24/2017 6:48 PM

55

fenced, grass dog area

10/24/2017 6:43 PM

56

Dog Park

10/24/2017 6:33 PM

57

Progressive bike trail

10/24/2017 5:49 PM

58

Walking paths

10/24/2017 5:45 PM

59

Progressive jump line for bikes

10/24/2017 5:45 PM

60

Dog park

10/24/2017 5:28 PM

61

Dog part

10/24/2017 5:19 PM

62

Anything a 6 year old can do

10/24/2017 5:14 PM

63

Flat, handicapped-accessible picnic areas. One or two are ridiculously inadequate for La Mesa' s
population.

10/24/2017 5:08 PM

64

Bike Park

10/24/2017 4:48 PM

65

Mountain biking

10/24/2017 4:38 PM

66

Dog park 5!!!

10/24/2017 4:36 PM

67

On question 6, I like the obstacle/ropes course more than a skate park or BMX pump track.

10/24/2017 4:26 PM

68

dog park

10/24/2017 4:22 PM

69

Picnic grounds with tables

10/24/2017 4:21 PM

70

Native Plants! Shade! a bigger better playground. with shade.

10/24/2017 4:18 PM

71

Community garden

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

72

dog park

10/24/2017 4:13 PM

73

Soccer Stadium

10/24/2017 4:11 PM
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74

Bike pump track, progressive jump lines, balance/skills features for bikes, kids/tots bike area,
natural surface perimeter trail, bike racks, bike repair stations

10/24/2017 4:10 PM

75

Off leash dog park. Separate dogs by size

10/24/2017 4:04 PM

76

Strider balance bike trail for the tots.

10/24/2017 4:03 PM

77

Picnic areas

10/24/2017 3:55 PM

78

Grass/walking paths/gardens/amphitheater

10/24/2017 3:54 PM

79

Bike park for mountain bikes

10/24/2017 3:48 PM

80

Bike park

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

81

Natural surface perimeter trail for off road bicycles, pump track, mtb bicycle park features (north
shore boardwalks, teeter totters, log rides & drops)

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

82

BMX pump track / dirt jumps

10/24/2017 3:40 PM

83

Bike Park

10/24/2017 3:35 PM

84

Dog park

10/24/2017 3:34 PM

85

Mountain bike skills park.

10/24/2017 3:32 PM

86

Mountain bike trails! Skills park

10/24/2017 3:32 PM

87

Captain obvious says you already have a pool really close by!

10/24/2017 3:32 PM

88

Walking/Fitness Trail, Picnic Areas & Shelters

10/24/2017 3:28 PM

89

Something action sport related would be incredible!!

10/24/2017 3:12 PM

90

all of the above

10/24/2017 3:12 PM

91

What is wrong with OPEN SPACE??? Otherwise archery range

10/24/2017 3:11 PM

92

Mtn Bike Trails

10/24/2017 3:08 PM

93

Full Bike park including pump tracks, perimeter nature based multi use trail, balance features, tot
tracks, progressive jump lines

10/24/2017 3:07 PM

94

Shaded playground structures

10/24/2017 3:01 PM

95

Pickle ball is the fastest growing sport for seniors

10/24/2017 2:59 PM

96

Running trails

10/24/2017 2:42 PM

97

Playground

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

98

Dog Park

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

99

Picnic tables - 5

10/24/2017 2:37 PM

100

Lounging

10/24/2017 2:36 PM

101

Dog Area

10/24/2017 2:33 PM

102

More safety and supervision, the park is constantly abused by people that rent the building
adjacent to MacArthur park.

10/24/2017 2:23 PM

103

Dog park

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

104

Outdoor Rock Climbing/Bouldering

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

105

Small Dog Park 25lbs and under, Walking Trails,

10/24/2017 2:09 PM

106

Dog park area

10/24/2017 2:05 PM

107

Dog Park

10/24/2017 2:05 PM

108

Groomed grass for boot camps and other group activities.

10/24/2017 2:05 PM

109

an enlarged / enhanced swimming pool or aquatic center with longer hours and greater access
would be my top priority.

10/24/2017 2:03 PM

110

Walking trails, fitness stations, doggie friendly areas

10/23/2017 4:02 PM
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111

Dog park with grass

10/21/2017 6:11 PM

112

Keep golf

10/20/2017 10:41 AM

113

Cornhole

10/20/2017 9:25 AM

114

Space for cultural events

10/19/2017 7:18 PM

115

Fitness equipment, fitness trail

10/19/2017 4:56 PM

116

Wedding / banquet facilities, fitness equipment/activities

10/19/2017 4:52 PM

117

A sports recreational area like in santee and Lakeside

10/19/2017 11:29 AM

118

large playground

10/18/2017 7:19 PM

119

Picnic areas, Learning spaces, craft center

10/18/2017 5:43 PM

120

A place to experience peace and quiet while walking through the greenway (I know, one must
block out the freeway traffic noise but it CAN be done)

10/18/2017 4:45 PM

121

Walking trails, Info & statues of local wildlife indigenous to La Mesa, such as coyote, raccoon,
squirrel, owl, rat, etc.

10/18/2017 4:27 PM

122

Open space with walking/jogging/fitness trails

10/18/2017 3:34 PM

123

picnic areas

10/18/2017 1:39 PM

124

Jogging/hiking trails

10/18/2017 12:21 PM

125

Walking/Running Trail

10/18/2017 11:34 AM

126

Community Garden, Pub/Restaurant

10/18/2017 11:33 AM

127

I would love to see a section of the park made in to a small concert venue.

10/18/2017 11:07 AM

128

shade trees and picnic tables

10/17/2017 7:19 PM

129

Dog Park with Grass

10/17/2017 12:12 PM

130

Sports Complex

10/17/2017 9:46 AM

131

walking and bike trails

10/17/2017 9:05 AM

132

Dog Park

10/17/2017 7:11 AM

133

Dog Park

10/17/2017 7:06 AM

134

Dog park

10/16/2017 2:15 PM

135

Dog Park

10/16/2017 1:20 PM

136

Park left natural.

10/16/2017 11:01 AM

137

I use regularly the pool.

10/16/2017 10:46 AM

138

Playground needs additional sun coverage/ enhanced options for our kids to play on.

10/16/2017 10:08 AM

139

getting rid of coyotes

10/16/2017 7:42 AM

140

walking trails

10/15/2017 7:28 PM

141

walking path

10/15/2017 3:44 PM

142

Hiking trails

10/15/2017 1:32 PM

143

Walking paths

10/15/2017 1:10 PM

144

bocci ball, horseshoes, amphitheather

10/15/2017 1:03 PM

145

Safe Walking Trails

10/14/2017 6:40 PM

146

Clubhouse

10/14/2017 8:35 AM

147

Dog park

10/14/2017 6:40 AM

148

Playground - 5

10/13/2017 10:58 PM

149

large kid friendly playground

10/13/2017 9:57 PM
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150

playground

10/13/2017 8:18 PM

151

Dog park WITH GRASS - not dirt, please, and shade.

10/13/2017 7:13 PM

152

walk and picnic and photo; pedestrian

10/13/2017 6:20 PM

153

Walking trails, Girl Scouts building

10/13/2017 6:03 PM

154

walking trails, open space

10/13/2017 5:00 PM

155

walking paths; fitness paths; ponds

10/13/2017 4:53 PM

156

more play equipment

10/13/2017 4:47 PM

157

Play equipment for ages 5 and up.

10/13/2017 4:38 PM

158

Dog park

10/13/2017 4:19 PM

159

Nice grassy park

10/13/2017 4:08 PM

160

New large multi-story Senior center with bridge to existing community center

10/13/2017 4:04 PM

161

Location for small outdoor venues - free concerts, outdoor movies, beer fests, etc.

10/13/2017 3:55 PM

162

Dog Park

10/13/2017 3:05 PM

163

I like walking and picnicking there so it's good now - just too many gofer holes

10/13/2017 2:08 PM

164

Dog Park

10/13/2017 1:32 PM

165

Outdoor concert area, walking trail, multipurpose area (for classes that can be done outdoors such
as yoga, painting, cardio kickboxing, family activities, etc.)

10/13/2017 1:32 PM

166

Walking trails and outdoor workout space. Outdoor yoga would be amazing!

10/13/2017 1:19 PM

167

Walking course w/exercise/obstacle stations

10/13/2017 11:42 AM

168

fenced dog park

10/13/2017 11:31 AM

169

Walking trails

10/13/2017 11:06 AM

170

Major community center

10/13/2017 10:40 AM

171

Play ground. Picnic areas.

10/13/2017 9:58 AM

172

Bocce Ball

10/13/2017 9:42 AM

173

Bigger off leash dog park

10/13/2017 7:52 AM

174

excercise stations like at AEC

10/13/2017 7:34 AM

175

Dog park

10/13/2017 7:18 AM

176

long concrete paths and large concrete areas (kids place to chalk on the ground or learn to ride
skates/bikes)

10/13/2017 7:06 AM

177

A dog park area with grass

10/13/2017 6:50 AM

178

Trails

10/12/2017 11:28 PM

179

Nature space. Habitat for birds, reptiles, and other wildlife.

10/12/2017 9:20 PM

180

Quiet activities

10/12/2017 8:37 PM

181

Restaurant, cafe, etc

10/12/2017 8:08 PM

182

Beach volleyball courts where the driving range used to be

10/12/2017 7:45 PM

183

Gardens, fountains, concert space

10/12/2017 7:12 PM

184

Just keep it a park. No Apartments!!!

10/12/2017 6:43 PM

185

Walking trails

10/12/2017 6:40 PM

186

Playground

10/12/2017 6:38 PM

187

Dog park with grass water play area

10/12/2017 5:40 PM

188

walking/jogging paths

10/12/2017 5:37 PM
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189

Waking/hiking trails

10/12/2017 5:28 PM

190

Nature, shade trees, running and walking paths, playground.

10/12/2017 5:13 PM

191

Dog park, walking trails.

10/12/2017 4:52 PM

192

Dog park

10/12/2017 4:51 PM

193

Motocross Track

10/12/2017 4:50 PM

194

Fountains, trails, open spaces

10/12/2017 4:31 PM

195

Protect existing and migratory wildlife.

10/12/2017 4:31 PM

196

Picnic area, splash pad for kids, walking paths, dog park

10/12/2017 4:25 PM

197

Disability friendly Water park!

10/12/2017 4:25 PM

198

Skate park, obstacle course

10/12/2017 4:20 PM

199

playground

10/12/2017 4:17 PM

200

Small Dog Park

10/12/2017 3:58 PM

201

dog park

10/12/2017 3:56 PM

202

Small Dog Park (under 30 lbs.)

10/12/2017 3:55 PM

203

Some sort of walking/hiking trails.

10/12/2017 3:51 PM

204

Splash pad!

10/12/2017 3:40 PM

205

Grassy off-leash dog park

10/12/2017 3:33 PM

206

Walking paths around permiter of park

10/12/2017 3:24 PM

207

Dog park

10/12/2017 3:20 PM

208

Lights 5

10/12/2017 3:18 PM

209

Off leash fenced dog park

10/12/2017 2:48 PM

210

Dog park, softball fields (yes, they are different from baseball...

10/12/2017 2:44 PM

211

Walking paths and exercise stations

10/12/2017 2:44 PM

212

Volleyball court

10/12/2017 2:34 PM

213

Fitness station course

10/12/2017 2:29 PM

214

exercise stations

10/12/2017 10:20 AM

215

Picnic area

10/11/2017 3:32 PM

216

Gymnasium

10/10/2017 8:07 AM

217

SPLASh pad

10/9/2017 9:46 PM

218

pickleball courts

10/2/2017 4:09 PM

219

Pickleball courts

10/2/2017 3:49 PM

220

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 3:40 PM

221

Pickle ball courts.

10/2/2017 3:04 PM

222

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:52 PM

223

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:43 PM

224

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:31 PM

225

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:02 PM

226

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 1:28 PM

227

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 1:10 PM

228

Designated Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 1:01 PM

229

Pickle ball

10/2/2017 12:36 PM
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230

Pickleball

10/2/2017 12:17 PM

231

Pickle ball

10/2/2017 11:46 AM
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Q8 Community GardenJardines comunitarios
Answered: 517

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 150

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,700

517

Total Respondents: 517
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

1

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

4

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

5

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

4

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

10

4

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

12

2

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:49 PM

15

5

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

16

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

21

4

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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Q9 Playground / Tot LotÁrea de juegos para niños
Answered: 517

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 150

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,771

517

Total Respondents: 517
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

4

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

12

2

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:49 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

16

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

17

2

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

18

5

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

2

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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Q10 Dog ParkParque para perros
Answered: 499

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 168

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,629

499

Total Respondents: 499
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

5

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

4

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

10

4

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

12

3

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

13

5

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

3

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

2

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 8:09 PM
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Q11 Group Picnic AreasZonas de picnic para grupos
Answered: 509

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 158

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,719

509

Total Respondents: 509
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

5

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

3

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:49 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

16

4

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

2

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM
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Q12 Event Spaces (weddings, birthdays, quinceañera)Zonas para
eventos (bodas, cumpleaños, quinceañera)
Answered: 474

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 193

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,382

474

Total Respondents: 474
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

6

2

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

7

4

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

13

3

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

2

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

21

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM
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SurveyMonkey

Q13 Walking TrailsSenderos para caminar
Answered: 545

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 122

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
2,261

545

Total Respondents: 545
#

DATE

1

3

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

2

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

13

4

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:49 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

18

5

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

4

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

21

4

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

22

2

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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Q14 Picnic Tables / BenchesMesas o bancas para picnics
Answered: 520

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 147

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
1,889

520

Total Respondents: 520
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

6

4

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:37 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

14

3

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

21

4

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

2

10/26/2017 8:09 PM
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SurveyMonkey

Q15 Outdoor Exercise EquipmentEquipo para ejercicio
Answered: 472

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 195

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,395

472

Total Respondents: 472
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

2

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

2

10/27/2017 6:48 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

11

4

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

14

2

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

15

4

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

17

2

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

4

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

19

1

10/26/2017 8:42 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

2

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

3

10/26/2017 8:32 PM
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Q16 Splash PadÁrea de juegos de agua para niños
Answered: 473

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 194

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,384

473

Total Respondents: 473
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:47 AM

2

2

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

1

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

6

2

10/27/2017 5:29 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:05 AM

8

3

10/27/2017 4:59 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 4:31 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 12:55 AM

11

5

10/26/2017 10:45 PM

12

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

13

2

10/26/2017 8:58 PM

14

5

10/26/2017 8:53 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

16

4

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

18

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

19

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:09 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 7:50 PM

22

2

10/26/2017 7:50 PM
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SurveyMonkey

Q17 OtherOtro
Answered: 69

Skipped: 598

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Dog with grass only

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

2

4-6 Pickleball cpurts

10/26/2017 10:49 PM

3

shade areas for pickleball players

10/26/2017 8:48 PM

4

Pickleball

10/26/2017 8:45 PM

5

Quality bathrooms for pickleball players

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

6

PIckleball Courts-Dedicated

10/26/2017 7:38 PM

7

Disc Golf

10/26/2017 12:54 PM

8

Multi-use trails!

10/26/2017 9:28 AM

9

I have no idea what a "splash pad" is. ????

10/26/2017 7:18 AM

10

Skateboard area at top to replace basketball courts No one uses

10/25/2017 9:10 PM

11

Bicycle, mountain bike, BMX oblstacles / courses

10/25/2017 5:16 PM

12

Bike park

10/25/2017 1:16 PM

13

Bike Park!

10/25/2017 11:40 AM

14

Bike park

10/25/2017 11:39 AM

15

Pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:45 AM

16

driving range and putting green

10/25/2017 7:47 AM

17

Bicycle pump track

10/25/2017 5:03 AM

18

Dog Park

10/24/2017 10:42 PM

19

Bike park

10/24/2017 6:26 PM

20

Water features

10/24/2017 5:17 PM

21

Bike Park

10/24/2017 4:49 PM

22

Mountain bike trails with features

10/24/2017 4:39 PM

23

Dog park 5

10/24/2017 4:37 PM

24

Native Plants!

10/24/2017 4:18 PM

25

Soccer Stadium

10/24/2017 4:11 PM

26

Pump track for bikes

10/24/2017 4:04 PM

27

Off road bicycle features

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

28

Multiuse nature based perimeter trail.

10/24/2017 3:34 PM

29

Basketball/Volleyball Court

10/24/2017 3:23 PM

30

Small Outdoor Amphitheater (Facing towards the freeway to keep residents happy)

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

31

Tot track for bikes, pump track, bike racks, biking trails

10/24/2017 3:08 PM

32

Bocce Ball and Horseshoes

10/24/2017 2:31 PM

33

golf, frisbee golf, restaurant, music at night, cornhole, bocce, shuffleboard

10/20/2017 10:41 AM

34

Open space, zipline

10/20/2017 9:26 AM

35

Natural Play

10/20/2017 9:15 AM
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36

outdoor wedding space (like Harry Griffen)

10/19/2017 4:56 PM

37

outdoor wedding space (like Harry Griffin)

10/19/2017 4:53 PM

38

A lot of the existing natural surroundings, intimate though they are

10/18/2017 4:46 PM

39

If we have exercise equipment it should fit all sizes of bodies. The equipment at the senior center
it's one size and is very heavy, can fall on ankles and hurt a smaller person

10/18/2017 4:29 PM

40

I'm not crazy about much of these ideas as it could be valuable space for other ideas other than
possibly a nice park and playground, but the concern is not attracting more of the wrong crowd into
our community.

10/17/2017 9:52 AM

41

Dogs on leash only.

10/16/2017 11:03 AM

42

Keep playground where it is. Improve municipal pool area to accommodate birthday parties and
events.

10/15/2017 1:05 PM

43

Picnic tables and benches could attract homeless to camp out. I work near Old Town and the
picnic tables that the City of SD put next to the softball fields attract homeless camping out at
night, early mornings and weekends. The police have to come and clear the area before the
children can play and for the parents to use them. Also with HepA not going away anytime soon,
this would only be another surface that has to be washed with bleach.

10/14/2017 6:47 PM

44

Natural area splash pad

10/14/2017 11:18 AM

45

Native flower/ butterfly garden (briercrest park)

10/14/2017 11:15 AM

46

I would love a walking labyrinth in the garden

10/14/2017 8:46 AM

47

California Native Plant Garden

10/13/2017 6:47 PM

48

day time family use

10/13/2017 6:23 PM

49

Concrete stake park - open free use

10/13/2017 4:05 PM

50

Aqua Center

10/13/2017 2:39 PM

51

What is a Splash Pad???

10/13/2017 11:44 AM

52

Restaurant

10/13/2017 11:39 AM

53

Dog park needs to have grass. La Mesa residents do not like the dirt at Harry Griffin

10/13/2017 6:51 AM

54

Quiet spaces

10/12/2017 8:40 PM

55

Shade trees, mature trees.

10/12/2017 5:15 PM

56

Wildlife viewing

10/12/2017 4:41 PM

57

Small Dog Park

10/12/2017 4:00 PM

58

Freeway noise

10/12/2017 3:38 PM

59

Sitting areas with shade structures

10/12/2017 3:26 PM

60

Lights 5

10/12/2017 3:21 PM

61

Add a large gazebo with tables with an electric source so it can be rented/ reserved.

10/12/2017 2:36 PM

62

Pickleball court

10/2/2017 4:24 PM

63

Pickleball courts

10/2/2017 3:56 PM

64

Pickleball courts

10/2/2017 3:31 PM

65

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 3:16 PM

66

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:53 PM

67

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:32 PM

68

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:09 PM

69

5 pickle ball courts at MacArthur

10/2/2017 12:38 PM
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Q18 Meeting / Banquet RoomsSalas para reuniones o banquetes
Answered: 446

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 221

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,201

446

Total Respondents: 446
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

4

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:30 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:00 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:56 AM

13

3

10/26/2017 10:46 PM

14

2

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

2

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:39 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:34 PM

21

3

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 7:51 PM
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Q19 Recreation Programs / Educational Class RoomsProgramas de
recreación o salas de clases educativas
Answered: 503

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 164

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,718

503

Total Respondents: 503
#

DATE

1

2

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

5

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

3

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:30 AM

10

4

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 5:00 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:56 AM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 10:46 PM

16

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

18

2

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:39 PM
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Q20 Multi-generational SpacesEspacios multigeneracionales
Answered: 448

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 219

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,323

448

Total Respondents: 448
#

DATE

1

2

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:52 AM

8

2

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:30 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 5:00 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

13

1

10/27/2017 12:56 AM

14

1

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

1

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:39 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:34 PM

21

3

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

2

10/26/2017 8:09 PM
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Q21 Gymnasium (basketball courts, volleyball courts)Gimnasio ( canchas
de básquetbol, canchas de voleibol
Answered: 467

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 200

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,315

467

Total Respondents: 467
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:31 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:06 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:00 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:39 AM

6

2

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

7

1

10/27/2017 5:30 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:00 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 12:56 AM

12

5

10/26/2017 10:46 PM

13

4

10/26/2017 9:42 PM

14

2

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

16

4

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

18

4

10/26/2017 8:39 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:34 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

21

2

10/26/2017 8:09 PM
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Q22 OtherOtro
Answered: 50

Skipped: 617

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Leave it open & beautiful for walking

10/27/2017 5:30 AM

2

We could use the ability to play indoor pickleball in a gym for bad weather conditions.

10/27/2017 12:56 AM

3

Pickleball courts

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

4

Indoor pickleball joint use with gym

10/26/2017 10:46 PM

5

Pickle ball courts

10/26/2017 8:43 PM

6

Ques 21 8 dedicated pickleball courts

10/26/2017 8:34 PM

7

Disc Golf

10/26/2017 12:54 PM

8

"Multi-generational spaces" needs more explaining.

10/26/2017 7:20 AM

9

Bicycle, mountain bike, BMX oblstacles / courses

10/25/2017 5:16 PM

10

No real on the interior amenities... except maybe restrooms.

10/25/2017 1:58 PM

11

Bike Park

10/25/2017 1:17 PM

12

Bike Park

10/25/2017 11:41 AM

13

Bike park

10/25/2017 11:39 AM

14

Bike park

10/25/2017 10:46 AM

15

Pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:45 AM

16

Unclear on the meaning of "multigenerational spaces"

10/25/2017 9:23 AM

17

Bicycle skills park

10/25/2017 5:04 AM

18

dog park

10/24/2017 9:57 PM

19

Bicycle track facilities. Velodrome

10/24/2017 8:18 PM

20

Bike park

10/24/2017 6:26 PM

21

Mountain bike Trail riding

10/24/2017 4:39 PM

22

Dog park

10/24/2017 4:37 PM

23

Soccer Stadium

10/24/2017 4:11 PM

24

Jump lines for bikes

10/24/2017 3:49 PM

25

Bike racks, bike repair stands, bike skills features

10/24/2017 3:35 PM

26

Just keep it up

10/20/2017 9:15 AM

27

AIR CONDITIONING IN COMMUNITY CENTER!!!!

10/19/2017 4:57 PM

28

A safe place for socializing with others

10/18/2017 4:46 PM

29

Raquetball

10/17/2017 12:13 PM

30

dog park

10/16/2017 2:01 PM

31

Park quiet and natural.

10/16/2017 11:03 AM

32

Outside basketball and volley ball courts. Don't make the community center any larger.

10/15/2017 1:06 PM

33

Open natural spaces are hard to come by. Over devoloping the park space to accommodate
buildings is less important than enhancing a public nature space.

10/14/2017 6:48 PM

34

An indoor court is a good idea!

10/14/2017 6:48 PM
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35

educational: non-political topics areas; open air; studies/classes all ages

10/13/2017 6:27 PM

36

play equipment for older children

10/13/2017 4:49 PM

37

Dual purpose usage of indoor space.

10/13/2017 2:43 PM

38

concert, movie venue

10/13/2017 8:05 AM

39

Dog park with grass

10/13/2017 7:19 AM

40

Gym would be awesome, La Mesa needs a rec center gym

10/12/2017 7:47 PM

41

Badminton courts

10/12/2017 5:23 PM

42

Art studio/gallery

10/12/2017 5:16 PM

43

Security

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

44

Inside badmiton

10/12/2017 3:44 PM

45

Gym can also be used for dances

10/12/2017 3:27 PM

46

Make spaces available for local girl scouts/ boy scouts to meet since schools can no longer
accommodate them.

10/12/2017 2:40 PM

47

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:53 PM

48

Indoor pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:34 PM

49

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:09 PM

50

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 1:03 PM
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Q23 ParkingEstacionamiento
Answered: 529

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 138

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
1,953

529

Total Respondents: 529
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

5

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

12

5

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

3

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

15

3

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

16

1

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

18

4

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:46 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:35 PM
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Q24 Lighting for Evening UseIluminación para uso de noche
Answered: 532

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 135

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
2,076

532

Total Respondents: 532
#

DATE

1

3

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

12

5

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

14

5

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

15

4

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

18

4

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:46 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:35 PM
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Q25 Restrooms in ParkBaños en el Parque
Answered: 554

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 113

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
2,354

554

Total Respondents: 554
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

8

4

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

12

5

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

14

3

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

5

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:46 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:43 PM

21

4

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:35 PM
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Q26 BBQ's
Answered: 453

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 214

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,205

453

Total Respondents: 453
#

DATE

1

3

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

3

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

4

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

9

4

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

12

3

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

3

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:35 PM

21

2

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 7:53 PM
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Q27 ShadeSombra
Answered: 551

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 116

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
2,373

551

Total Respondents: 551
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

5

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

6

4

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

7

1

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

8

5

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

11

4

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

12

5

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

14

4

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

15

4

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

5

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:46 PM

20

4

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

21

3

10/26/2017 8:35 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:32 PM
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Q28 Drop-off / Pick-up ZonesZonas de entrega/recogida
Answered: 441

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 226

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,188

441

Total Respondents: 441
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:48 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 7:01 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:49 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:38 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:31 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:07 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:01 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:32 AM

12

2

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:47 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 9:43 PM

15

4

10/26/2017 8:59 PM

16

4

10/26/2017 8:54 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:49 PM

19

2

10/26/2017 8:40 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:35 PM

21

1

10/26/2017 8:32 PM

22

2

10/26/2017 7:53 PM
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Q29 OtherOtro
Answered: 40

Skipped: 627

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Pickleball courts!

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

2

drinking fountains near courts

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

3

Pickleball equipment available for dedicated pickleball courts

10/26/2017 8:35 PM

4

Pool

10/26/2017 3:20 PM

5

Disc Golf

10/26/2017 12:55 PM

6

multi-use trails connecting to a bike park

10/26/2017 9:31 AM

7

drinking water foutnains

10/25/2017 5:17 PM

8

Pickleball courts a must, Please

10/25/2017 9:46 AM

9

Disabled accessibility

10/25/2017 8:01 AM

10

lighting should be lower lumen and closer to the ground to decrease impacts to the community and
natural resources

10/25/2017 6:59 AM

11

Rock gardens

10/24/2017 4:40 PM

12

Dog park

10/24/2017 4:37 PM

13

Soccer Stadium

10/24/2017 4:12 PM

14

bike racks, bike tool station

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

15

Trails

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

16

trash cans, sidewalks

10/20/2017 9:16 AM

17

RE: Lighting for evening use; this is a little scary unless there are personnel on site to monitor the
park use and the safety of the patrons

10/18/2017 4:47 PM

18

Pleasant walking paths to transit stations

10/18/2017 12:24 PM

19

dog park

10/16/2017 2:05 PM

20

Park left natural and quiet.

10/16/2017 11:05 AM

21

Cameras for park ranger to observe area.

10/15/2017 1:07 PM

22

Solar lighting could be used.

10/14/2017 6:49 PM

23

Natural design

10/14/2017 11:19 AM

24

water feature, fountain

10/13/2017 8:22 PM

25

generous parking (not overnight) for excess community meetings; generous size park stalls;
pedicab area and trails within park; bibycle parking areas and more

10/13/2017 6:33 PM

26

Picnic benches

10/13/2017 6:05 PM

27

Kid friendly/safe

10/13/2017 4:34 PM

28

Lighting & guard for security purposes is high priority.

10/13/2017 2:51 PM

29

outdoor stage

10/13/2017 1:36 PM

30

Dog park with grass

10/13/2017 7:20 AM

31

concrete pads for personal grills

10/13/2017 7:09 AM

32

Respect the neighboring homes. Please do not include night activities.

10/12/2017 8:42 PM

33

Park Ranger

10/12/2017 4:36 PM
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34

Small Dog Park

10/12/2017 4:01 PM

35

drinking, fountain, benches

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

36

All structures built w/LM design in mind craftsman

10/12/2017 3:28 PM

37

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 3:33 PM

38

Bathroom doors

10/2/2017 3:07 PM

39

Charge a fee to use Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:54 PM

40

Pickle ball courts.

10/2/2017 2:36 PM
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Q30 Reservable Group Picnic AreasÁreas de picnic para grupos
reservable
Answered: 476

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 191

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,605

476

Total Respondents: 476
#
1

DATE
4

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 7:02 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

9

5

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

14

3

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

16

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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Q31 Outside Special Event Rental SpaceEspacios de alquiler para
eventos especiales
Answered: 477

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 190

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,627

477

Total Respondents: 477
#

DATE

1

4

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

3

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

4

10/27/2017 7:02 AM

5

5

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

4

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

9

4

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

10

3

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:51 PM

14

3

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

15

1

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

17

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

18

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:38 PM
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Q32 Concessions / RestaurantTiendita o restaurante
Answered: 493

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 174

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,673

493

Total Respondents: 493
#

DATE

1

5

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

1

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

3

10/27/2017 7:02 AM

5

3

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

6

5

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

4

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

9

3

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

11

1

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

12

1

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

3

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

14

3

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

15

4

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

5

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

20

3

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

5

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

1

10/26/2017 7:55 PM
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Q33 Aquatics FacilityCentro acuático
Answered: 488

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 179

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
4

10

RESPONSES
1,736

488

Total Respondents: 488
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

4

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

5

10/27/2017 7:02 AM

5

1

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

6

1

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

2

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

8

1

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

9

2

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

11

3

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

12

3

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

5

10/26/2017 10:51 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

15

5

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

18

4

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

4

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

20

5

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

21

1

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:33 PM
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Q34 Disc GolfDisco golf
Answered: 429

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 238

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
2

10

RESPONSES
1,062

429

Total Respondents: 429
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

2

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

1

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

6

3

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

7

1

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

8

5

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

9

1

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

10

5

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

11

4

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

12

5

10/26/2017 10:51 PM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

14

1

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

15

5

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

16

2

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

4

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

2

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

1

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

5

10/26/2017 8:09 PM
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Q35 Adventure / Ropes CourseCurso de aventuras o obstáculos
Answered: 469

0

ANSWER CHOICES

1

2

3

4

Skipped: 198

5

6

AVERAGE NUMBER

7

8

9

TOTAL NUMBER
3

10

RESPONSES
1,346

469

Total Respondents: 469
#

DATE

1

1

10/27/2017 9:49 AM

2

2

10/27/2017 8:32 AM

3

5

10/27/2017 7:07 AM

4

2

10/27/2017 7:02 AM

5

4

10/27/2017 6:50 AM

6

4

10/27/2017 6:40 AM

7

3

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

8

3

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

9

4

10/27/2017 5:08 AM

10

1

10/27/2017 5:02 AM

11

5

10/27/2017 4:33 AM

12

4

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

13

1

10/26/2017 10:48 PM

14

2

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

15

2

10/26/2017 9:01 PM

16

3

10/26/2017 8:55 PM

17

5

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

18

3

10/26/2017 8:50 PM

19

3

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

20

1

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

21

3

10/26/2017 8:33 PM

22

3

10/26/2017 7:55 PM
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Q36 OtherOtro
Answered: 60

Skipped: 607

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Pickleball

10/26/2017 10:51 PM

2

Bring USA pickleball tournaments to 8 dedicated courts. Tournaments are money makers for the
city. And local merchants

10/26/2017 8:38 PM

3

bike park

10/26/2017 9:31 AM

4

BMX/pump track entrances

10/25/2017 5:43 PM

5

Bicycle, mountain bike, BMX oblstacles / courses

10/25/2017 5:18 PM

6

Did I hear mention of a bike course? Maybe some sort of MTB skills course? I would frequent that.

10/25/2017 2:00 PM

7

Bike park

10/25/2017 1:18 PM

8

Bike Park

10/25/2017 11:43 AM

9

bike park

10/25/2017 11:40 AM

10

Pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:47 AM

11

Mountain Bike park

10/25/2017 8:26 AM

12

Local business contributions resulting in free advertising at the park facilities

10/25/2017 8:04 AM

13

Toddler balance bike track

10/25/2017 5:05 AM

14

Bike park

10/24/2017 10:34 PM

15

Tennis Court Reservations and Instruction Classes

10/24/2017 8:29 PM

16

Tennis courts,pickle ball

10/24/2017 6:44 PM

17

Bike park

10/24/2017 6:15 PM

18

Jump lines for mountain bike

10/24/2017 4:41 PM

19

pickle ball

10/24/2017 4:20 PM

20

Biking area.

10/24/2017 4:15 PM

21

Soccer Stadium

10/24/2017 4:12 PM

22

Bike parks

10/24/2017 3:51 PM

23

Off road bicycle features, natural surface perimeter trail

10/24/2017 3:42 PM

24

Archery/firearms range

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

25

Bike Park

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

26

Dog Park

10/24/2017 2:41 PM

27

Why aquatics when a pool next door?

10/24/2017 2:07 PM

28

i don't like the idea of charging for reservable picnic spaces - that makes the space less equitably
accessible to the community.

10/24/2017 2:07 PM

29

Rent groomed area to outside classes.

10/24/2017 2:06 PM

30

Golf

10/20/2017 10:42 AM

31

Pickleball

10/20/2017 10:36 AM

32

Zipline

10/20/2017 10:32 AM

33

Zipline

10/20/2017 10:29 AM
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34

Is this truly revenue generating for the parks or general fund? City council policy that keeps park
generated funds in park.

10/20/2017 9:17 AM

35

Community facilities with OPERABLE air conditioning

10/19/2017 4:58 PM

36

Lighted walking pathways through garden, performance and natural spaces.

10/18/2017 7:49 PM

37

Reservable areas should not restrict drop-ins from enjoying the park and utilizing the facilities
available to the public; Adventure / Ropes Course should be well-constructed in a corner area and
not infringe much on the greater park use; aquatic facility already exists; disc golf...whatever.

10/18/2017 4:50 PM

38

Leave the park as it is.

10/16/2017 11:06 AM

39

Not a restaurant (keep those in the village), just a concession area for coffee, muffins, smoothies,
ice cream, sorbet for after running at the park or swimming. No alcohol.

10/15/2017 1:10 PM

40

I think the concessions at waterfront park is a great example. Or look up the boneyard at doheneyit's a dream

10/14/2017 8:48 AM

41

Restaurant/ Bar ; Amphitheater and Stage

10/13/2017 6:57 PM

42

Amphitheater and Stage

10/13/2017 6:49 PM

43

competition and family; cardio (repetition) not strenuous work-out; more

10/13/2017 6:42 PM

44

Bicycle rental, La Mesa tours

10/13/2017 6:05 PM

45

Activities that you normally pay for in the community can perhaps have a proportional charge.

10/13/2017 3:01 PM

46

Have some special events at the park (art and craft festival, plays, concerts, etc.) where the
proceeds benefit the park.

10/13/2017 1:40 PM

47

I would support community fundraising efforts as well. Restaurants could give percentages on a
certain night. A fundraising concert. Music in the park would also be awesome!

10/13/2017 1:22 PM

48

No homeless

10/12/2017 5:39 PM

49

Membership for dog park - in order to get grass

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

50

Park ranger

10/12/2017 4:38 PM

51

zipline

10/12/2017 3:44 PM

52

Local school sporting events, or league play - basketball, water polo

10/12/2017 3:32 PM

53

Pickleball courts

10/2/2017 4:15 PM

54

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 3:59 PM

55

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 3:18 PM

56

Charge a fee to use the pickle ball courts.

10/2/2017 2:55 PM

57

Pickle ball leagues and tournaments

10/2/2017 2:13 PM

58

Pickle ball tournments?

10/2/2017 1:32 PM

59

Reservable only if low cost

10/2/2017 12:41 PM

60

Fee ($5) for pickleball

10/2/2017 11:51 AM
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Q37 What do you particularly like about MacArthur Park?¿Qué te gusta
especialmente de MacArthur Park?
Answered: 384

Skipped: 283

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Location

10/27/2017 9:51 AM

2

Convenience to get to

10/27/2017 8:39 AM

3

Open space

10/27/2017 7:03 AM

4

Open space, swimming pool, Rec classes, rentable rooms

10/27/2017 6:51 AM

5

Size

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

6

It’s natural open space

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

7

Location. (I live nearby.)

10/27/2017 5:12 AM

8

The green space near downtown and residential area

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

9

The location and the history

10/26/2017 10:52 PM

10

Location, accessibility.

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

11

Location

10/26/2017 9:04 PM

12

It's in a beautiful area and for me i can walk there

10/26/2017 8:57 PM

13

Location

10/26/2017 8:51 PM

14

Pickle ball and nice park

10/26/2017 8:44 PM

15

Location, amount of space and need for modernization. Bring dedicated pickleball courts to La
Mesa

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

16

Enclosed playground for kids (safe and fun)

10/26/2017 7:56 PM

17

Proximity to our house and opportunities for passive recreation.

10/26/2017 7:44 PM

18

Large Park.....multi-use

10/26/2017 7:41 PM

19

There's nothing there to like right now, but it seems to have a lot of space.

10/26/2017 7:40 PM

20

Location and peacefulness

10/26/2017 7:36 PM

21

Trees, shrubs and little league field

10/26/2017 3:08 PM

22

Open space

10/26/2017 2:02 PM

23

Green area.

10/26/2017 1:11 PM

24

Not much at present

10/26/2017 1:00 PM

25

It's a great place to play disc golf. And coming out to play disc golf I'll often visit other locally
owned businesses while in the area.

10/26/2017 12:57 PM

26

the locaton and diverse landscape

10/26/2017 12:48 PM

27

It has potential to be a place where people of all ages can meet and enjoy the beauty of nature.

10/26/2017 11:12 AM

28

Trees

10/26/2017 10:09 AM

29

There are many activities close together. If my son plays baseball my daughter can go swimming.

10/26/2017 9:59 AM

30

Nearby! So much potential with land from the golf course.

10/26/2017 9:32 AM

31

Being outside!

10/26/2017 9:30 AM

32

Proximity to home. Hills and shady trees. Current fence to deter vagrancy.

10/26/2017 9:27 AM
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33

Location

10/26/2017 8:17 AM

34

The trees and the breeze! I walk my dog there everyday, and both of these things make it so
pleasant in the hot weather that we have seem to be having more and more of.

10/26/2017 7:27 AM

35

A suburban open-space habitat.

10/26/2017 5:37 AM

36

Location is central

10/25/2017 10:16 PM

37

The space and secludedness

10/25/2017 9:49 PM

38

The trees, and accessibility near houses and apartments

10/25/2017 9:18 PM

39

Grassy areas, play equipment, baseball field, Rec Center for dance lessons, pool for swim
lessons, sidewalks, availability for weddings.

10/25/2017 9:15 PM

40

its location ,topography and size

10/25/2017 9:06 PM

41

Location.

10/25/2017 7:02 PM

42

Location

10/25/2017 6:45 PM

43

not much, I just walk through with my dogs, there is nothing that attracts me.

10/25/2017 6:19 PM

44

Tot lot, picnic areas with tables

10/25/2017 5:52 PM

45

The grass setting on the old golf course

10/25/2017 5:11 PM

46

Fenced Park

10/25/2017 4:43 PM

47

the rolling grounds and multi use potential.

10/25/2017 4:36 PM

48

Don't know, never been there

10/25/2017 4:31 PM

49

Community area,location,$

10/25/2017 4:00 PM

50

Trees, trail, quiet

10/25/2017 3:41 PM

51

It's a large area off the beaten path

10/25/2017 3:33 PM

52

Proximity to your urban center, and the wide variety of resources and amenities available.

10/25/2017 2:02 PM

53

If I am correct in what constitutes the park, I like that it has such a large variety of facilities- the rec
center, the pool, the enclosed playground, the cottage, ball fields, and now that giant open space.

10/25/2017 1:52 PM

54

Openess, multiple use, all ages.

10/25/2017 1:39 PM

55

close proximity to my home and work.

10/25/2017 1:36 PM

56

Walking trails and more rental space

10/25/2017 12:21 PM

57

Rolling hills

10/25/2017 11:41 AM

58

Easily accessible

10/25/2017 11:40 AM

59

Like the terrain and the openness.

10/25/2017 11:08 AM

60

I like how it is the "hub" of the parks--it provides everything from kids play areas to walking trails,
classes and rentable space for events.

10/25/2017 10:50 AM

61

I did like the golf course.

10/25/2017 10:48 AM

62

It being in La Mesa, and it is a large area

10/25/2017 9:48 AM

63

The location is very central and close to everyone in La Mesa.

10/25/2017 8:37 AM

64

Central location and close to home

10/25/2017 8:27 AM

65

It is an open space in a city with very little open space

10/25/2017 8:08 AM

66

vicinity to our house. pool. driving range and putting green. playground.

10/25/2017 7:51 AM

67

It’s location and that it feels private.

10/25/2017 7:47 AM

68

It is a beautiful, hilly area and close to downtown

10/25/2017 7:01 AM

69

The proximity to my house.

10/25/2017 6:57 AM

70

Location, geography, open space and trees

10/25/2017 5:22 AM
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71

Location and open space

10/25/2017 5:06 AM

72

View, size, location, great outdoor space

10/24/2017 10:44 PM

73

Open space

10/24/2017 10:25 PM

74

Large, conveniently located park.

10/24/2017 10:12 PM

75

near us.

10/24/2017 9:59 PM

76

It's location

10/24/2017 9:57 PM

77

I love the toddler playground area and would like to see additional facilities for young children such
as a splash pad.

10/24/2017 9:17 PM

78

It's location - a quiet, green space to walk around. The public pool is a great asset and hopefully
the golf course open space will be preserved in size.

10/24/2017 9:02 PM

79

We use the current Tot Lot on occasion.

10/24/2017 8:49 PM

80

Nothing right now except it's potential.

10/24/2017 8:34 PM

81

the pool facility and mature trees

10/24/2017 8:25 PM

82

Location and geography

10/24/2017 8:19 PM

83

The location within the city

10/24/2017 7:58 PM

84

I love the fact that it’s walking distance from my house

10/24/2017 7:58 PM

85

Location

10/24/2017 7:54 PM

86

It's very close to our house and in walking distance. It has potential to be a great place !

10/24/2017 7:40 PM

87

Classes, pool, playground, ease of parking

10/24/2017 7:30 PM

88

open spaces

10/24/2017 7:25 PM

89

I appreciate it is a part of a multi recreational design. Baseball, swimming, bicycling.

10/24/2017 7:14 PM

90

Location, open space

10/24/2017 7:11 PM

91

green area

10/24/2017 7:03 PM

92

Central location.

10/24/2017 6:49 PM

93

Location, quiet, safety, kid-friendly

10/24/2017 6:41 PM

94

The park

10/24/2017 6:39 PM

95

has a lot of potential, great location

10/24/2017 6:26 PM

96

lots of space

10/24/2017 6:22 PM

97

The location to my home.

10/24/2017 5:59 PM

98

I like the tot lot. Although small, it's clean and well maintained.

10/24/2017 5:55 PM

99

Close to my house

10/24/2017 5:48 PM

100

Close to my house, safe area, swimming pool.

10/24/2017 5:41 PM

101

Open space with multi use area. Indoor and outdoor spaces. Multigenerational use.

10/24/2017 5:34 PM

102

That it is in the middle of the city.

10/24/2017 5:28 PM

103

location

10/24/2017 5:23 PM

104

Open space

10/24/2017 5:23 PM

105

Central location

10/24/2017 5:18 PM

106

I liked it as a golf course

10/24/2017 4:52 PM

107

The age range of kids the park is designed for as well as the cleanliness and condition of the
equipment.

10/24/2017 4:50 PM

108

Proximity

10/24/2017 4:42 PM

109

The pool!

10/24/2017 4:39 PM
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110

Location, elevation

10/24/2017 4:36 PM

111

Close to home. Central to downtown La Mesa.

10/24/2017 4:30 PM

112

Centrally located.

10/24/2017 4:29 PM

113

It's our park, the residents of La Mesa

10/24/2017 4:26 PM

114

family values no smoking

10/24/2017 4:24 PM

115

The kids playground is OK right now, but it's really only for little kids.

10/24/2017 4:20 PM

116

Size and location

10/24/2017 4:16 PM

117

Close to home

10/24/2017 4:16 PM

118

Close to downtown La Mesa perfect to have a soccer Stadium and semi pro soccer team.

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

119

Location, community pride. Safe area for play for kids and adults who also like to play.

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

120

Location

10/24/2017 4:12 PM

121

Proximity to my home

10/24/2017 4:11 PM

122

It’s a great area to do something in the outdoors.

10/24/2017 4:10 PM

123

Location

10/24/2017 3:58 PM

124

Location

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

125

Convenient location

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

126

swimming pool // ball parks although I'm not sure they're part of the park

10/24/2017 3:56 PM

127

Location

10/24/2017 3:46 PM

128

I probably should not be doing a survey monkey with a park I am not familiar with.Just moved to
La Mesa. Looking forward to it. Think it would be wonderful to have a section of the park for dogs.
La Mesa is very dog friendly and I think this would be a great asset

10/24/2017 3:45 PM

129

Good location, varied landscape would make for nice walking trails.

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

130

Location

10/24/2017 3:39 PM

131

Location and size of the park, so much potential.

10/24/2017 3:38 PM

132

Open space

10/24/2017 3:33 PM

133

It is close to my home

10/24/2017 3:31 PM

134

Close by

10/24/2017 3:30 PM

135

That it is a quiet open space

10/24/2017 3:30 PM

136

It is close to my home

10/24/2017 3:26 PM

137

diversity

10/24/2017 3:24 PM

138

Location

10/24/2017 3:22 PM

139

The closeness to my house and natural terrain elevation change of the area

10/24/2017 3:16 PM

140

The open space

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

141

Close by and a COMMUNITY park

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

142

Close the village.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

143

For me it's the location to my home and to The Village. I also appreciate the size and how 'hilly' the
park is.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

144

The playground is nice and not too busy.

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

145

Open space No Homless allowed

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

146

The terrain and wide variety of activities.

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

147

The pool! The aquatics center is such a great benefit to the community! It's reasonable priced,
high quality teachers/coaches and a great community activity

10/24/2017 3:04 PM
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148

The location, the grounds, trees, plants, etc.

10/24/2017 3:03 PM

149

It’s a beautiful location and space.

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

150

Topography, opportunities for pockets of different uses

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

151

Open space, some shade.

10/24/2017 2:57 PM

152

Nice open space, hiden in La Mesa

10/24/2017 2:53 PM

153

Lots of open space

10/24/2017 2:46 PM

154

Location and green space

10/24/2017 2:42 PM

155

Location, open space

10/24/2017 2:40 PM

156

Centrality

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

157

The open space of MacArthur Park is wonderful. I would like to see it remain as open as possible.

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

158

the central location to the City of La Mesa

10/24/2017 2:36 PM

159

Could be the "Central Park" of La Mesa

10/24/2017 2:33 PM

160

Accessibility

10/24/2017 2:32 PM

161

It's a nice community area. It's one of La Mesa's hidden gems.

10/24/2017 2:32 PM

162

Fenced in playground for the little ones

10/24/2017 2:28 PM

163

Greenery

10/24/2017 2:26 PM

164

Walking distance from village. Green grass, trees, shade.

10/24/2017 2:24 PM

165

Location!

10/24/2017 2:23 PM

166

Dog park

10/24/2017 2:22 PM

167

Proximity and variety of facilities.

10/24/2017 2:15 PM

168

Right now that nobody is there. I can take Dogs to play

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

169

Disc golf

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

170

Nice, central area in La Mesa for community use

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

171

The open space that was the golf course could be wonderful if not overly impacted by
development

10/24/2017 2:12 PM

172

The enclosed play ground that my children cannot escape

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

173

location

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

174

I like the potential that the space offers. It has a great deal of land that could be developed into a
unique and forward-looking set of public amenities that would draw people to the area and create
more opportunities for building community.

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

175

Central location

10/24/2017 2:09 PM

176

Close by. Community feel with the pool, baseball, community center.

10/24/2017 2:08 PM

177

Available banquet spaces. The pool.

10/24/2017 2:07 PM

178

Location

10/24/2017 2:04 PM

179

It’s a great park that I’ve taken and continue to take all my kids too. We love the pool for heartland
swim team

10/24/2017 11:31 AM

180

Hidden gem

10/23/2017 4:04 PM

181

The aquatic center and recreation classes

10/23/2017 1:37 PM

182

The huge space

10/22/2017 3:20 PM

183

Central location

10/21/2017 6:14 PM

184

multi-generational golf course/ frisbee golf, rolling hills, green space

10/20/2017 10:43 AM

185

Need to have utilization data on other rec centers in area before decisions are made

10/20/2017 10:40 AM
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186

USGA Golf for kids development, pickelball courts have high use at Collier Park

10/20/2017 10:37 AM

187

the pool, the classroom areas for kids, rec classes, we have parking, trees are nice, usable open
space. Please protect wildlife

10/20/2017 10:35 AM

188

The open space, the wildlife, affiliation with La Mesa National Little League

10/20/2017 10:31 AM

189

club house, frisbee golf, generate revenue, food, music, bar, room rental

10/20/2017 10:28 AM

190

the open space, trees, grass, lack of obstructions for walking

10/20/2017 10:25 AM

191

the location in La Mesa, the topography, the potential for anything for La Mesa

10/20/2017 9:29 AM

192

Open space

10/20/2017 9:27 AM

193

location, place to spend time outside in the community pool

10/20/2017 9:24 AM

194

Accessible to neighborhood, open space in middle of city, generally quiet, not a lot of vehicle traffic

10/20/2017 9:22 AM

195

the open space, the bunnies, the trees, the rolling topography

10/20/2017 9:17 AM

196

Location

10/19/2017 7:23 PM

197

The baseball field

10/19/2017 11:35 AM

198

openness

10/19/2017 7:16 AM

199

The shade, playground

10/18/2017 8:50 PM

200

I like the dynamic nature of the terrain. There's so many sections of the park that feel separate that
I think there can be a lot of different groups using the park at the same time and not feel like
they're on top of each other. I also like the combination of indoor and outdoor spaces in one
location.

10/18/2017 8:47 PM

201

It is two blocks from our house. We walk to the playground three times a week. The people there
are friendly and kind.

10/18/2017 8:36 PM

202

I like it's geographic proximity to downtown La Mesa. Also, I like that the topography of the park,
allows for different settings of the park to be naturally utilized.

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

203

It’s spacious and beautiful with lots of potential.

10/18/2017 5:50 PM

204

It is a potential jewel within a Jewel; a natural greenbelt offering peace and serenity in the middle
of a busy small city; a place to relax and calm down.

10/18/2017 4:53 PM

205

Last open space area close to village. Must be preserved in the manner which it exists or as close
to it.

10/18/2017 3:40 PM

206

The pool. rec center, meeting rooms, children's playground

10/18/2017 1:46 PM

207

Proximity to the village. It would also be great to build a library that connects to community
gathering spaces on this property.

10/18/2017 12:34 PM

208

Large open space within city limites

10/18/2017 11:38 AM

209

The open green spaces and the opportunity to make the space into the premier outdoor family
area in La Mesa. I also like the diversity in geography with all of the hills.

10/18/2017 11:22 AM

210

Large older trees, hilly landscape

10/17/2017 7:47 PM

211

It's right where we need a park in this area of La Mesa. Walking distance for many of us.

10/17/2017 7:23 PM

212

Location

10/17/2017 2:09 PM

213

Community center and classes offered

10/17/2017 1:23 PM

214

It has a great view of La Mesa and is easily accessible.

10/17/2017 1:12 PM

215

I love all of the trees and, the canyon layout.

10/17/2017 1:06 PM

216

The trimmed trees look great!

10/17/2017 1:02 PM

217

Interesting terrain

10/17/2017 12:15 PM
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218

It's beautiful and part of keeping La Mesa quaint. When people ask me if I live here, they tell me
how much they love the feel and how for being in "San Diego", we are like a small home town
without being in the Midwest. That's what I love about our community and want to see it stay that
way.

10/17/2017 10:03 AM

219

It's green, open and uncrowded.

10/17/2017 9:17 AM

220

The location, the elevations, the multi useability of it.

10/17/2017 9:09 AM

221

Quiet, openness, walkable and a nice neighborhood park.

10/17/2017 9:08 AM

222

The large trees and open space.

10/17/2017 9:05 AM

223

Established trees, open space

10/17/2017 7:15 AM

224

Location location location!

10/16/2017 4:36 PM

225

The location. Just a few blocks from our house.

10/16/2017 2:19 PM

226

Grass and trees

10/16/2017 1:29 PM

227

Peace and quiet available to all ages.

10/16/2017 11:08 AM

228

The pool. The ease of getting to and parking

10/16/2017 10:50 AM

229

The proximity to my home and ability to walk there. I like that the dead end street keeps the traffic
low. The playground is where we spend most of our time, and we also take advantage of kids
swim lessons at the pool.

10/16/2017 10:14 AM

230

Rolling hills, mature trees, swimming pool, rec center with meeting space, location--walkable from
village neighborhoods.

10/16/2017 9:56 AM

231

I like the running trails and open space for walking/running

10/15/2017 8:27 PM

232

Openness

10/15/2017 7:32 PM

233

It's clean. I've been taking my children there for 8 years.

10/15/2017 6:38 PM

234

Love it!

10/15/2017 3:46 PM

235

location

10/15/2017 2:43 PM

236

The proximity to the neighborhood, and the terrain

10/15/2017 1:36 PM

237

The openness

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

238

Location. Opportunities to make this area into a showcase park for exercise, family gatherings,
ecology education by using native and drought resistant plants.

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

239

I like the proximity to my house, the amount of space available, and the idea of a future off leash
dog area

10/15/2017 10:12 AM

240

The location is central for many people and has a lot of potential.

10/15/2017 6:19 AM

241

The municipal pool

10/14/2017 11:12 PM

242

Location

10/14/2017 7:18 PM

243

I like having the park adjacent to city community facilities. It’s been a safe place to come and go
into the evening hours, by having fee-based activities and gated access to keep transients and
drug dealers from favoring this parcel of land after hours.

10/14/2017 6:57 PM

244

The pool.

10/14/2017 6:50 PM

245

Calm and quite. A great place to take my kids.

10/14/2017 4:04 PM

246

The class of people - no or very little riff-raff. We feel safe and unthreatened.

10/14/2017 3:39 PM

247

Love it. Excited for next phase. Love the topography too.

10/14/2017 11:59 AM

248

It's natural setting, rolling hills, trees, facilities

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

249

I like it that it's a neighborhood gathering area and its close by. I like it that there are not a lot of
homeless people and delinquients roaming the park and causing trouble. I hope with all of the new
additions and renovations that this remains the case.

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

250

old trees location secret location

10/14/2017 11:10 AM
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251

Location, outdoor recreation space, community center, classes, summer camp, event space

10/14/2017 8:38 AM

252

That it’s an enclosed park

10/14/2017 7:39 AM

253

The tots playground and the shade. Convenient parking and the classes offered.

10/14/2017 6:46 AM

254

Swimming pool; classes; quietness

10/14/2017 5:46 AM

255

Nearby and vast

10/14/2017 3:31 AM

256

location and ease of access

10/13/2017 11:49 PM

257

Large area. Close to our home.

10/13/2017 11:00 PM

258

waking distance from my home

10/13/2017 10:07 PM

259

We love MacArthur park, we love the dance/gymnastic classes and especially the swim classes!

10/13/2017 9:57 PM

260

playground and community center

10/13/2017 8:27 PM

261

I loved the golf course!

10/13/2017 7:37 PM

262

The size; it's a great space.

10/13/2017 7:33 PM

263

It's central location and rolling grassy hills.

10/13/2017 7:17 PM

264

Rural character, proximity to downtown and pool

10/13/2017 6:58 PM

265

This park is an out-of-the-way location which renders itself to low key/ family oriented access:
political rallies may be conducted other places (County and state and federal parks used for larger
than two - to three family gatherings.). An emphasis placed on education of all ages in open air
settings with pathway accesses from parking. Keep it small and MANAGED!

10/13/2017 6:57 PM

266

Green space, hilly terrain, proximity to pool and downtown restaurants

10/13/2017 6:52 PM

267

Nice area for walking & getting some exercise.

10/13/2017 6:15 PM

268

Central location. all of the swim and dance and preschool classes offered there. Little valley and
trees.

10/13/2017 6:08 PM

269

walking distance

10/13/2017 5:57 PM

270

hilly, local

10/13/2017 5:42 PM

271

proximity to my house, open space, not alot of foot traffic

10/13/2017 5:06 PM

272

Nice open space. Lots of sky views. Walkability.

10/13/2017 4:58 PM

273

Swimmimg Pool, recreation center

10/13/2017 4:53 PM

274

The trees and large grassy areas. A small but decent play park for kids.

10/13/2017 4:43 PM

275

Location and natural setting

10/13/2017 4:21 PM

276

centrally located

10/13/2017 4:03 PM

277

Playground and rec center

10/13/2017 4:00 PM

278

Central location

10/13/2017 3:57 PM

279

Location and topography

10/13/2017 3:53 PM

280

It's location. The rolling topography.

10/13/2017 3:09 PM

281

The open space. The aqua classes, even though I believe the per class charge is too high. The
indoor sports for young children. The potential for a good walking path around the park.

10/13/2017 3:07 PM

282

The pool area.

10/13/2017 2:13 PM

283

Location is it's best quality.

10/13/2017 1:45 PM

284

Location is central to all of La Mesa

10/13/2017 1:35 PM

285

Proximity to my house and community space

10/13/2017 1:23 PM

286

I like the open natrural space for the public to use.

10/13/2017 1:15 PM

287

It's close to where I live.

10/13/2017 11:47 AM
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288

central location - grassy areas

10/13/2017 11:37 AM

289

The location and greenspace.

10/13/2017 11:08 AM

290

Very large area. Underutilized to this point, presents a lot of opportunities

10/13/2017 10:55 AM

291

I loved the fenced tot lot when my kids were small

10/13/2017 10:17 AM

292

Trees ??

10/13/2017 10:15 AM

293

Pool

10/13/2017 10:00 AM

294

It's size and location.

10/13/2017 9:45 AM

295

The hills

10/13/2017 9:26 AM

296

location, size. we play in little league, so naturally i'd like to see expanded baseball facilities.

10/13/2017 8:47 AM

297

location

10/13/2017 8:37 AM

298

the greens make perfect/easy conversion to picnic areas

10/13/2017 8:08 AM

299

Location

10/13/2017 6:18 AM

300

Rolling hills and trees

10/12/2017 11:31 PM

301

Location, proximity to existing ball field, swimming pool and neighborhoods.

10/12/2017 10:18 PM

302

Proximity to the village and ease of pedestrian access.

10/12/2017 9:31 PM

303

The green open space

10/12/2017 9:27 PM

304

Good size parcel.

10/12/2017 9:25 PM

305

Love the location and hilly park.

10/12/2017 8:47 PM

306

The hill landscaping is beautiful. It is a peaceful place to safely walk. The buildings are great for
events. It is quiet at night.

10/12/2017 8:47 PM

307

Playground

10/12/2017 8:13 PM

308

Seclusion from the city. Feels like you are in Balboa Park.

10/12/2017 8:13 PM

309

Trees and lots of room

10/12/2017 7:49 PM

310

I love there is a pool and a baseball field for kids. I like there are spaces like Nan Couts Cottage for
events

10/12/2017 7:20 PM

311

Walkable from my home

10/12/2017 7:15 PM

312

Location. Could be a great complex. Will miss golf course but please do not sell to developers.
Open spaces!!!

10/12/2017 6:46 PM

313

Historically beautiful area, great location

10/12/2017 6:45 PM

314

Location

10/12/2017 5:43 PM

315

I hope it will be like a mini Balboa Park for locals

10/12/2017 5:41 PM

316

Amount of space available

10/12/2017 5:26 PM

317

I like the how tucked away it is.

10/12/2017 5:20 PM

318

Trees and shade

10/12/2017 5:02 PM

319

Walking distance

10/12/2017 4:59 PM

320

Convenience, a lot of space, potential.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

321

Opportunities for diverse programs.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

322

Open space. Location within the city. Natural beauty. Potential. Oasis in the city.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

323

Open area.

10/12/2017 4:54 PM

324

I live on Pine Street so I like how close it is. I also like the idea of a recreation area that's a bit off
the main road so it doesn't invite as many dangerous people hopefully.

10/12/2017 4:53 PM

325

Location and topography

10/12/2017 4:52 PM
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326

The low key wildlife sanctuary, viewing platform and educational participation.

10/12/2017 4:46 PM

327

The location, the playground, the community center activities and programs, the swimming pool

10/12/2017 4:43 PM

328

It's a great location, has land for many things, diverse attractions for all generations, large hall for
renting for weddings...

10/12/2017 4:39 PM

329

Location and potential.

10/12/2017 4:36 PM

330

Location

10/12/2017 4:33 PM

331

The trees and rolling topography.

10/12/2017 4:29 PM

332

It is located near the village. It is important to have nice signage in the village directing people
along a fun walking path to the park.

10/12/2017 4:26 PM

333

close proximity to downtown la mesa

10/12/2017 4:21 PM

334

Nothing

10/12/2017 4:17 PM

335

We love the small playground there but think there could be more space for small children to play

10/12/2017 4:07 PM

336

Location

10/12/2017 4:05 PM

337

Ease of parking

10/12/2017 4:02 PM

338

I like the different levels of topography. Also the variety of uses of rec. center.

10/12/2017 4:01 PM

339

Centrally located, very scenic, nice blend of outdoor, athletic, and community room spaces.

10/12/2017 3:57 PM

340

The topography- the hilly nature of the area.

10/12/2017 3:56 PM

341

Convenient and known location

10/12/2017 3:55 PM

342

The personnel.

10/12/2017 3:54 PM

343

Location.

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

344

Nice amenity in my neighborhood.

10/12/2017 3:47 PM

345

The trimmed trees look great!

10/12/2017 3:41 PM

346

It's closer to La Mesa Village and can be a great central park for the town.

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

347

History, the footprint, that it's not flat and has vantage points. I think a walking path around the
perimeter, w/shaded benches for resting, leaving the rest of the park useable for whatever

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

348

I like the location. It is walking distance from my home and I have 2 dogs. I also enjoy the different
levels of terrain and the mature trees.

10/12/2017 3:25 PM

349

Space, the pool, the baseball field

10/12/2017 3:09 PM

350

Location - very accessible by walking or biking for many people

10/12/2017 3:07 PM

351

The location. It is close enough that people can use it and then walk to downtown La Mesa to eat.

10/12/2017 2:53 PM

352

Close to downtown, canyon scape

10/12/2017 2:50 PM

353

Location.

10/12/2017 2:32 PM

354

It is very close to our house. We like the open space.

10/12/2017 1:46 PM

355

Open space.

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

356

It's enclosed, safe and has equipment that I've always felt very comfortable allowing my six and
three year-old to explore with the risk of injury. I love the trees and the birds and butterflies they
attract.

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

357

Gang activity and graffiti

10/12/2017 12:39 PM

358

Pretty landscape, great ballfield at Kuhlken.

10/12/2017 11:17 AM

359

The amount of green space available for a variety of uses. The existing meeting/classroom space
available at the community center.

10/12/2017 10:59 AM

360

Its size. Lots of space to have a variety of uses

10/12/2017 10:23 AM

361

Location

10/12/2017 10:21 AM
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362

It’s quiet and has lots of trees. I live next door to it to the West.

10/11/2017 10:07 PM

363

I love the terrain and shape of the property

10/11/2017 3:38 PM

364

Open space nature feels like getting away from the city. Large trees.

10/10/2017 8:10 AM

365

Location

10/2/2017 4:32 PM

366

Children's play area

10/2/2017 4:27 PM

367

Close to my 91942 home

10/2/2017 4:18 PM

368

Easy and close access from home - I live in 91942 Lots of alternatives for seniors

10/2/2017 4:06 PM

369

The large size with a variety of activities available. Small golf area.

10/2/2017 3:47 PM

370

Great location - Spacious - Nice terrain

10/2/2017 3:37 PM

371

The location is perfect!! The small town "feel" is so wonderful. Green space this is well kept giving
a peaceful feeling.

10/2/2017 3:27 PM

372

Location

10/2/2017 3:10 PM

373

Close to home.

10/2/2017 2:56 PM

374

Love the baseball field and pool

10/2/2017 2:49 PM

375

it is a large park offering many different things to participate in.

10/2/2017 2:40 PM

376

The facility can be modified to provide a wide variety of facilities to benefit the community. My
preference is for space for active people, particularly seniors.

10/2/2017 2:25 PM

377

Location and acreage

10/2/2017 1:51 PM

378

Local park

10/2/2017 1:40 PM

379

The public use

10/2/2017 1:17 PM

380

Location

10/2/2017 1:07 PM

381

Large park --good parking around ball field. Good opportunity for walking trails. Good multi-use
park.

10/2/2017 12:50 PM

382

Location

10/2/2017 12:29 PM

383

Available space for dedicated pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 12:21 PM

384

Good Location and good parking.

10/2/2017 12:00 PM
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Q38 What do you particularly dislike about MacArthur Park?¿Qué es lo
que no te gusta de MacArthur Park?
Answered: 322

#

Skipped: 345

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Needs more ammenities

10/27/2017 9:51 AM

2

Parking is limited at peak times.

10/27/2017 8:39 AM

3

Limited activities. Pool is outdated and needs to be updated into a bigger community pool with
more free swim and open hours to enjoy hanging out by a pool

10/27/2017 7:03 AM

4

No lights, space not used appropriately

10/27/2017 6:51 AM

5

Currently under utilized

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

6

Nothing

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

7

Access. ( I'd like access from Pine St.)

10/27/2017 5:12 AM

8

Needs upgrades to pool and landscaping.

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

9

Need parking

10/26/2017 10:52 PM

10

No pickleball.

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

11

Nothing yet

10/26/2017 9:04 PM

12

The playground is too small and not much else to do

10/26/2017 8:57 PM

13

Lack of current sports courts. Need to put East County on the map with a new pickleball sports
complex.

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

14

N/A

10/26/2017 7:41 PM

15

Nothing there, plus seems unsafe. The one time I went to see the park around 5pm there was a
homeless person in the park who watched me.

10/26/2017 7:40 PM

16

There's no place to let my dog's run, and not much room to do anything. The golf course took up a
ton of space, the pool isn't open when I'm home to use it, and there's mostly concrete to walk the
dogs.

10/26/2017 7:36 PM

17

No bathrooms at the little league field

10/26/2017 3:08 PM

18

Grass was left to die, need to maintain to make park welcoming.

10/26/2017 2:02 PM

19

Disc golf.

10/26/2017 1:11 PM

20

Poor facilities

10/26/2017 1:00 PM

21

That they've let things get into a bit of disrepair.

10/26/2017 12:57 PM

22

nothing

10/26/2017 12:48 PM

23

It doesn't have much going for it currently.

10/26/2017 11:12 AM

24

Homeless loitering

10/26/2017 10:09 AM

25

Needs to offer more areas for sports.

10/26/2017 9:59 AM

26

The golf course limited useage.

10/26/2017 9:32 AM

27

Nothing

10/26/2017 9:30 AM

28

Disrepair on fence line and landscaping.

10/26/2017 9:27 AM

29

Bad reputation, crime, drugs

10/26/2017 8:17 AM

30

There is really nothing I dislike about it. My family has been using the park and facilities since we
moved here in 1966.

10/26/2017 7:27 AM
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31

Didn't like all the space designated for golfing only.

10/26/2017 5:37 AM

32

Needs upgrades

10/25/2017 10:16 PM

33

The layout and the pool needs upgrading

10/25/2017 9:49 PM

34

Unsure about security

10/25/2017 9:18 PM

35

current state is not usable

10/25/2017 9:06 PM

36

I can't explain it, its just not welcoming, even with the new landscape.

10/25/2017 6:19 PM

37

There isn't a pump track or a skate park. This is needed in this area.

10/25/2017 5:52 PM

38

The cost to use & hours of the swimming pool.

10/25/2017 5:11 PM

39

Small playground

10/25/2017 4:43 PM

40

The inefficient aquatic center.

10/25/2017 4:36 PM

41

It doesn't have an off leash area

10/25/2017 4:31 PM

42

Nothing

10/25/2017 4:00 PM

43

Lack of landscaping, freeway noise, trash, homelessness

10/25/2017 3:41 PM

44

There is not enough parking at the tops of the hills

10/25/2017 3:33 PM

45

None

10/25/2017 2:02 PM

46

At this point there isn't much unstructured space for kids older than the playground age. The large
open area needs some tables and benches to be more family friendly.

10/25/2017 1:52 PM

47

Would love more walks and shade though know space limited.

10/25/2017 1:39 PM

48

the feces and homeless

10/25/2017 1:36 PM

49

Lack of trails

10/25/2017 12:21 PM

50

Homeless hangout and trash

10/25/2017 11:49 AM

51

No bike park

10/25/2017 11:41 AM

52

No public restrooms, no spaces for parties. No splash pad. No skate park. La Mesa doesn't have
a skate park in the city... would be such a great addition!

10/25/2017 11:08 AM

53

No more golf. ;(

10/25/2017 10:50 AM

54

Nothing

10/25/2017 10:48 AM

55

their not being any pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:48 AM

56

The freeway noise

10/25/2017 8:37 AM

57

Nothing

10/25/2017 8:27 AM

58

The freeway noise from Interstate 8 freeway. Definitely a sound barrier wall must be installed.

10/25/2017 8:08 AM

59

not enough lighting for evening use

10/25/2017 7:51 AM

60

the lack of restrooms and lack of walking trails

10/25/2017 7:01 AM

61

No basketball court. Very dry.

10/25/2017 6:57 AM

62

Homeless, trash, all the dirt

10/24/2017 10:44 PM

63

don't know

10/24/2017 9:59 PM

64

Lack of shade. I live in Pine street and I am concerned that having a large open space may attract
crime.

10/24/2017 9:17 PM

65

There is not enough shade

10/24/2017 8:49 PM

66

That it doesn't have anything for families and teens.

10/24/2017 8:34 PM

67

the poor use of current facilities.

10/24/2017 8:25 PM

68

Lack of bike facilities

10/24/2017 8:19 PM

69

Freeway noise but I can live with it:)

10/24/2017 7:58 PM
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70

People who litter and make a mess

10/24/2017 7:54 PM

71

I know there are some wildlife that live there (coyotes) and so sometimes we are hesitant to walk
our dogs there.

10/24/2017 7:40 PM

72

Playground is too small-needs shaded areas, many more tables, more equipment, bathrooms.
Gym building has an awkward floor plan.

10/24/2017 7:30 PM

73

Freeway exposure.

10/24/2017 7:14 PM

74

Lack of bathrooms

10/24/2017 7:11 PM

75

no play area for families, older kids

10/24/2017 7:03 PM

76

lack of parking sometimes

10/24/2017 6:41 PM

77

It’s small

10/24/2017 6:39 PM

78

no cafe

10/24/2017 6:26 PM

79

too many homeless people

10/24/2017 6:22 PM

80

No bike adminities.

10/24/2017 5:59 PM

81

Parking is limited and no shade at the tot lot makes it unusable on hot days which is most of the
summer.

10/24/2017 5:55 PM

82

The condition it is in now

10/24/2017 5:48 PM

83

Limited parking, few restrooms, no food or beverages near.

10/24/2017 5:41 PM

84

Out dated pool. Inconvenience public hours for pool. Information on use of spaces in Park is
difficult to find.

10/24/2017 5:34 PM

85

It has no personality, nothing to attract me. Ugly landscape, no trails to walk, very outdated and un
inviting.

10/24/2017 5:28 PM

86

underutilization

10/24/2017 5:23 PM

87

Freeway proximitiy

10/24/2017 5:23 PM

88

Too dark at night. Play tot area needs to be shaded and lite at night.

10/24/2017 5:03 PM

89

Lack of mountain biking space

10/24/2017 4:42 PM

90

Lack of dog park

10/24/2017 4:39 PM

91

Located on a hill.

10/24/2017 4:30 PM

92

Borders the freeway.

10/24/2017 4:29 PM

93

homeless not enough light to feel protected

10/24/2017 4:24 PM

94

The hours for open swim at the pool are very limited.

10/24/2017 4:20 PM

95

N/A

10/24/2017 4:16 PM

96

There is not a soccer stadium

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

97

No complaints, but I'd love to see bike specific activities for kids and adults who like to act like kids.

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

98

Size

10/24/2017 4:12 PM

99

The rift raft

10/24/2017 4:10 PM

100

nothing

10/24/2017 3:58 PM

101

N/a

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

102

Needs more variety in activities

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

103

paying so much for disc golf when the golf course was open

10/24/2017 3:56 PM

104

Need to see the park first.

10/24/2017 3:45 PM

105

Proximity to Highway 8 (noise & tire dust)

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

106

The golf course. That space could be used for better activities that more people could use.

10/24/2017 3:40 PM
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107

Lack of parking

10/24/2017 3:39 PM

108

That very few people know about it because it doesn't offers much of what people want now days
like bike trails, bike skills park.

10/24/2017 3:38 PM

109

Kinda lame

10/24/2017 3:33 PM

110

Old playground equipment

10/24/2017 3:30 PM

111

It's got nothing to offer in terms of walking trails or shelters or restrooms

10/24/2017 3:30 PM

112

Unused space.

10/24/2017 3:26 PM

113

hard to see what's there

10/24/2017 3:24 PM

114

Parking at Rec center

10/24/2017 3:22 PM

115

not enough community involvement

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

116

Run down. Will be invaded by homeless and be unsafe.

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

117

Proximity to trolley and hence homeless attraction.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

118

There should be a sidewalk on both sides of the entrance road as you enter the park. Although
there's already an obvious sidewalk on the one side, for whatever reason people seem to use the
actual road when they walk out of the park.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

119

The eucalyptus trees seem hazardous

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

120

The former golf course will turn into another Collier Park if nothing is done. I’m so tired of not being
able to use Collier because of all the drug users and transients.

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

121

The disc golf course

10/24/2017 3:04 PM

122

No Pickleball courts

10/24/2017 3:03 PM

123

Homeless

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

124

Proximity to freeway and noise associated with it

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

125

No organized soccer fields, no pool.

10/24/2017 2:57 PM

126

Aging facilities

10/24/2017 2:53 PM

127

Could be much more dynamic... think Morley field in balboa park

10/24/2017 2:46 PM

128

Well the outdated Community Room and lack of space and parking for large events

10/24/2017 2:42 PM

129

Highway noise

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

130

The bad part of MacArthur Park is the

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

131

thats its currently unusable land

10/24/2017 2:36 PM

132

Homeless hangout

10/24/2017 2:33 PM

133

It's barren

10/24/2017 2:32 PM

134

I wished there was an indoor gym for like basketball, youth sports, or adult basketball leagues.

10/24/2017 2:32 PM

135

Amount of children left unsupervised within the park grounds(playground, parking lots, etc)

10/24/2017 2:28 PM

136

There is nothing there but dirt. The pool could be amazing but is underutilized and needs to be
updated. The playground does not have any shade. It needs shade sails over the structure.

10/24/2017 2:23 PM

137

Large groups taking over the park and playing loud music.

10/24/2017 2:22 PM

138

Limited parking

10/24/2017 2:15 PM

139

Homeless people being aggressive, not enough done to make parks in the area friendly for
families and young people because of them being allowed to harass and scream at people and
throw trash around

10/24/2017 2:15 PM

140

The mud spots

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

141

Poorly maintained

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

142

hilly

10/24/2017 2:13 PM
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143

The playground area is small.

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

144

concern for illegal activities in that area

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

145

That so much of it has been a golf/disc golf course that hasn't been used by a large percentage of
the community. That amount of space could be better used to host activities and spaces for many
more people.

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

146

Run down areas

10/24/2017 2:08 PM

147

Dark

10/24/2017 2:04 PM

148

Needs better lighting

10/23/2017 4:04 PM

149

Lack of shade

10/23/2017 1:37 PM

150

The absence of personality as well as a missing restaurant

10/22/2017 3:20 PM

151

Not usable to those not doing sports

10/21/2017 6:14 PM

152

high water demand

10/20/2017 10:43 AM

153

Access points

10/20/2017 10:40 AM

154

Access, no lights Get utilization of services?

10/20/2017 10:37 AM

155

Needs a restroom, pool could use an upgrade, some types of sports court/drop in gym to
maximize use for families

10/20/2017 10:35 AM

156

The chain link fence must go! Lease free zone for dogs, community garden, Kulhken Fields needs
face lift

10/20/2017 10:31 AM

157

WGA sponsorship funds, 1st Tee, pickleball, 8 tournaments

10/20/2017 10:28 AM

158

lighting, late night activities

10/20/2017 10:25 AM

159

It is dark and there are remote areas, the facility is outdated

10/20/2017 9:29 AM

160

small mailer needed to mail to larger

10/20/2017 9:27 AM

161

old, disrepair

10/20/2017 9:24 AM

162

facilities are old/dated, not enough active activities for adults

10/20/2017 9:22 AM

163

lack of sidewalks, too much traffic

10/20/2017 9:17 AM

164

Depends on outcome of study

10/19/2017 7:23 PM

165

No large open outdoor space for weddings or events with easy access to facility with kitchen

10/19/2017 5:00 PM

166

No lights on the baseball field few restrooms

10/19/2017 11:35 AM

167

nothing

10/19/2017 7:16 AM

168

Multiple times I've felt a little uncomfortable with people smoking or seemingly drunk hanging out at
the park

10/18/2017 8:50 PM

169

The freeway noise is so loud when you're at the back of the park. However I would rather see
every other aspect of the park improved before even brainstorming sound mitigation efforts.

10/18/2017 8:47 PM

170

Not enough shade or picnic tables

10/18/2017 8:36 PM

171

The inability of the park to be effectively patrolled by law enforcement, by the street.

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

172

Safety issues since its so close to the freeway.

10/18/2017 5:50 PM

173

The freeway is right on top of it but that won't change anytime in the future; one must learn simply
to block out the noise as much as possible.

10/18/2017 4:53 PM

174

Lack of golf course maintenance which will no longer be a problem should the City undertake
maintenance of the area.

10/18/2017 3:40 PM

175

No shady place for family picnic

10/18/2017 1:46 PM

176

The lack of access to any food services providers. There are also poor walking connections to
area shops, restaurants and transit stops.

10/18/2017 12:34 PM

177

N/A

10/18/2017 11:38 AM
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178

The limited open swim hours at the pool are frustrating.

10/18/2017 11:22 AM

179

Backside ugliness...forgotten back end of Pine Street. Tumbleweeds and trash accumulates

10/17/2017 7:47 PM

180

Being Next to Highway,

10/17/2017 4:27 PM

181

Directly adjacent to freeway and freeway noise

10/17/2017 2:09 PM

182

Dated swimming pool facilities. Lack of larger playground area

10/17/2017 1:23 PM

183

The park is old and needs a lot of work.

10/17/2017 1:12 PM

184

It just needs to be cleaned up a little.

10/17/2017 1:06 PM

185

The noise from the freeway; please build a wall! The people coming at night to "park" doing illegal
things.

10/17/2017 1:02 PM

186

Not much flat ground

10/17/2017 12:15 PM

187

That the golf course after all of these years is gone.

10/17/2017 10:03 AM

188

No lighting or security.

10/17/2017 9:17 AM

189

Lack of parking

10/17/2017 9:09 AM

190

Too dark at night.

10/17/2017 9:08 AM

191

All of the traffic and the lack of sidewalks. People parking in the adjacent neighborhood to attend
events.

10/17/2017 9:05 AM

192

No grass

10/17/2017 7:15 AM

193

Nothing

10/16/2017 4:36 PM

194

Potential attraction for the homeless. It's next to the Caltrans easement which is a highly traveled
path that indigents use.

10/16/2017 2:19 PM

195

Traffic noise

10/16/2017 1:29 PM

196

Noise from freeway.

10/16/2017 11:08 AM

197

The pool is often down but to its aging equipment

10/16/2017 10:50 AM

198

Lighting at night. Lots of space that I feel could be more developed to be of wider use to the entire
community. We need more events to bring in the community to let them experience the space. I
wish the pool had more space for public access to use the facility for free swim during the summer
or provided memberships where you could easily spend the day at the pool with your family.

10/16/2017 10:14 AM

199

Sound of freeway.

10/16/2017 9:56 AM

200

We can't bring oour dog because there isn't a place for him to go.

10/15/2017 6:38 PM

201

N/A

10/15/2017 3:46 PM

202

potential to attract problems if not policed

10/15/2017 2:43 PM

203

nothin

10/15/2017 1:36 PM

204

No crosswalks from street

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

205

Close to freeway noise and channel for transients.

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

206

Nothing - I can't wait until the changes are complete!

10/15/2017 10:12 AM

207

Nothing particularly notable about the park- wouldn't go out of my way to go there.

10/15/2017 6:19 AM

208

The golf, tot lot, bbq and picnic tables. The bbq and picnic tables attracts people that do not clean
up after themselves. The tot lot because it is enclosed, a lot of parents seem to think they can walk
away from their children and leave them unsupervised! Because there’s really no other playground
equipment, I don’t see why they don’t get rid of it unless they plan to have someone around
watching. I’d rather have a park that encouraged active play, rather than just a place where people
plop their children down and glue themselves to their screens..something like Briercrest, but on a
larger scale

10/14/2017 11:12 PM

209

It feels run down and old.

10/14/2017 6:50 PM
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210

There is not enough to do. A small skate plaza would be nice and it can bring more kids into the
sport and keep them closer to home.

10/14/2017 4:04 PM

211

The restrooms could be a little newer and maintained. However, no major complaints.

10/14/2017 3:39 PM

212

Currently barren.

10/14/2017 11:59 AM

213

Large golf field that's never used

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

214

I wish that it had more to offer-volleyball in the gym for instance.

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

215

no restrooms upkeep of landscape

10/14/2017 11:10 AM

216

That it’s small and they don’t have a playground for older children.

10/14/2017 7:39 AM

217

No bathrooms for the tots playground.

10/14/2017 6:46 AM

218

Old fashioned; pool needs renovation

10/14/2017 5:46 AM

219

Outdated pool facility

10/14/2017 3:31 AM

220

proximity to freeway noise

10/13/2017 11:49 PM

221

playground is tiny. Not enough interest in activities for a family with small children

10/13/2017 10:07 PM

222

sad golf course

10/13/2017 8:27 PM

223

Too much grass

10/13/2017 6:58 PM

224

Very limited access to large majority of park: Let freedom reign to open skies.

10/13/2017 6:57 PM

225

The grass uses too much water, any revisions to the park should focus on water conservation

10/13/2017 6:52 PM

226

Not well maintained currently.

10/13/2017 6:15 PM

227

No coffee. No dog park. Could easily connect culturally to downtown La Mesa.

10/13/2017 6:08 PM

228

small playground

10/13/2017 5:57 PM

229

free way noise

10/13/2017 5:42 PM

230

concerned about rif raf being at the park and too many activities there

10/13/2017 5:06 PM

231

no hiking area

10/13/2017 4:53 PM

232

The golf course takes a lot of space that could be better utilized in an area where we need more
family park space for picnics and play.

10/13/2017 4:43 PM

233

Doesn't feel safe

10/13/2017 4:35 PM

234

Playground is very small. Not enough shade. No space for picnics and bbq

10/13/2017 4:00 PM

235

Needs easier access

10/13/2017 3:57 PM

236

Excessive freeway noise at location of proposed dog park.

10/13/2017 3:09 PM

237

Parking is currently not a problem, but it can be.

10/13/2017 3:07 PM

238

You cannot see it from the outlying streets, which invites transient and criminals.

10/13/2017 2:13 PM

239

The price to use the swimming pool or rent space in the community center is not competitive
considering what you get. Either the price needs to be lowered or both need to be renovated.

10/13/2017 1:45 PM

240

Not being utilized

10/13/2017 1:35 PM

241

The lack of accessible restrooms.

10/13/2017 1:15 PM

242

It's old and not a lot of things to do.

10/13/2017 11:47 AM

243

nothing

10/13/2017 11:37 AM

244

That the use has been limited to most of the public.

10/13/2017 11:08 AM

245

Not much to dislike

10/13/2017 10:55 AM

246

The pool. We'd a major upgrade- awful parking and no comfortable place for parents to watch
swim class. It would be great to allow scouts to use the community center as well. Parking
everywhere is awful.

10/13/2017 10:17 AM
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247

Don't want it to become Homeless hangout.

10/13/2017 9:45 AM

248

lack of things to do.

10/13/2017 8:47 AM

249

safety concerns

10/13/2017 8:37 AM

250

bikes on the trails

10/13/2017 8:08 AM

251

It does not feel like a park. Basketball courts are not well maintained.

10/13/2017 7:15 AM

252

No doggie poop bag stations

10/13/2017 6:18 AM

253

small pool

10/12/2017 11:31 PM

254

No lighting, limited shade

10/12/2017 10:18 PM

255

Limited classes and odd open swim times

10/12/2017 9:31 PM

256

Small play ground, pool with odd hours.

10/12/2017 9:27 PM

257

Golf course. Glad it’s closed.

10/12/2017 9:25 PM

258

No restaurant or coffee options. Would prefer a place to sit comfortably in the shade with coffee or
a glass of wine.

10/12/2017 8:47 PM

259

Lack of shade

10/12/2017 8:13 PM

260

Lack of activation/ li.ited opportunities for the public to engage in the space.

10/12/2017 8:13 PM

261

No grass right now, dog park where you can unleash your dog would be nice

10/12/2017 7:49 PM

262

I wish it was beautiful to look at. I wish it was updated and had gardens. I want it to be classy and
not too artsy or cheesy like the terrible sea horse on Sheldon’s or the gazebo

10/12/2017 7:20 PM

263

Dark at night.

10/12/2017 7:15 PM

264

Secluded, security issue

10/12/2017 6:45 PM

265

Not alot to do there currently

10/12/2017 5:43 PM

266

I don't want it to be a rejuvenated park for homeless. There should be security there to prevent
gangs, crime and homeless encampments

10/12/2017 5:41 PM

267

Old and outdated

10/12/2017 5:26 PM

268

Not enough sidewalks. Not enough classes offered consistently. Rude park staff.

10/12/2017 5:20 PM

269

Parking is hard to find.

10/12/2017 5:02 PM

270

Freeway noise and the park still feels scary to me. Add more entrances/exits.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

271

Wasted potential.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

272

not particularly well-maintained.

10/12/2017 4:54 PM

273

Potential homeless magnet

10/12/2017 4:52 PM

274

Unshielded lights; should be at knee-level. The noise is too much with the skateboards, drones
and cars. All the vandalism that is present.

10/12/2017 4:46 PM

275

Access into the park, potential for transients due to proximity to trolley station (why park ranger is
needed), more open grassy area would be great.

10/12/2017 4:43 PM

276

I dislike that it is underdeveloped or aged. Specifically when I took my nephew to swim lessons I
don't think it has been updated (size or facilities) since I was swimming there 20 years ago!!

10/12/2017 4:39 PM

277

The pool hours for open swim are limited.

10/12/2017 4:36 PM

278

The noise level close to the freeway.

10/12/2017 4:29 PM

279

Walking along University Avenue is not interesting. Need more trees, fun paths, benches, dry
creeks and shade areas connecting the trolley station to the park.

10/12/2017 4:26 PM

280

current access point from memorial/la mesa blvd

10/12/2017 4:21 PM

281

Everything

10/12/2017 4:17 PM

282

Sidewalks only on one side of the street. No shade over the playground equipment.

10/12/2017 4:07 PM
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283

Hilly

10/12/2017 4:05 PM

284

Lack of dog park

10/12/2017 4:02 PM

285

Lack of maintenance in some areas in park.

10/12/2017 4:01 PM

286

Some facilities are in need of infrastructure improvement. Baseball field should be larger and
needs evening lighting (with time use restrictions to respect neighbors) and also a dedicated
restroom for parents/fans.

10/12/2017 3:57 PM

287

Freeway noise is very bad isolated and dark Homeless camp potential high

10/12/2017 3:57 PM

288

Closes early, the swimming pool area.

10/12/2017 3:54 PM

289

Coyotes.

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

290

Traffic, keep cars from speeding. Don't want facilities that cause overflow. Get rid of the Mexican
fan palms.

10/12/2017 3:47 PM

291

The noise from the freeway, please build a wall! The people who come at night to "park," doing
illegal things.

10/12/2017 3:41 PM

292

Nothing in it for me at the moment. Playgrounds and a (non-dirt) dog park would bring in people
and make La Mesa more attractive to younger families.

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

293

The freeway side, be nice to place a sound wall or other buffer landscaping. Bring back a civilized
park life to impart enjoying others in a relaxed space, not ADVENTURELAND.

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

294

Pitch dark at night, freeway noise is loud, freeway ,

10/12/2017 3:26 PM

295

I personally would never drive here but I could see how parking might be an issue.

10/12/2017 3:25 PM

296

Homeless. Last night i walked by and saw 2 homeless inside fenced off park. No bathrooms, not
at baseball field, community center after they close. Why?

10/12/2017 3:09 PM

297

A prime piece of property that is being under utilized

10/12/2017 3:07 PM

298

I'm not sure.

10/12/2017 2:53 PM

299

That there isn't a fenced Dog park

10/12/2017 2:50 PM

300

No dog park

10/12/2017 2:32 PM

301

Noise from special events, especially loud music and DJ. Hope any such events will be limited to 2
or 3 hours. Certainly not during dinner or evening hours.

10/12/2017 1:46 PM

302

Needs exercise facilities

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

303

No restroom, no "big kid" swings

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

304

No bathrooms, needs better parking, ballfield and pool area needs updating.

10/12/2017 11:17 AM

305

The lack of visibility and lighting in the canyon.

10/12/2017 10:59 AM

306

only accessible from one side of La Mesa

10/12/2017 10:23 AM

307

Coyotes

10/11/2017 10:07 PM

308

Nothing

10/11/2017 3:38 PM

309

Not enough parking, flow of traffic on Memorial. Basketball court is in bad location.

10/10/2017 8:10 AM

310

No dislikes

10/2/2017 4:32 PM

311

Need more activities for seniors!!

10/2/2017 4:18 PM

312

Not usable by majority of people

10/2/2017 3:37 PM

313

As you can tell by now I want more pickleball courts. Currently playing at Collier but the wait time
can be excessive. Pickle ball is a fast growing sport for all ages but particularly the mature
generation. The rest of the park has always been a cornerstone of La Mesa,

10/2/2017 3:27 PM

314

Loose dogs Homeless people

10/2/2017 2:56 PM

315

No pickle ball courts or lights

10/2/2017 2:49 PM

316

It doesn't have any pickle ball courts.

10/2/2017 2:40 PM
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317

The terrain.

10/2/2017 2:25 PM

318

Only four pickle ball courts fall severely short to meet the needs of all those who play there, we
play someplace else where we don't have to wait so long, they have 8 there.

10/2/2017 2:06 PM

319

It's not being used to it's full potential

10/2/2017 1:51 PM

320

Needs to be upgraded to include indoor and outdoor activities for all ages.

10/2/2017 1:40 PM

321

No pickle ball designated courts

10/2/2017 1:07 PM

322

Lack of parking at main buildings,. Overall, great venue.

10/2/2017 12:50 PM
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Q39 What new facilities would you recommend for MacArthur Park?¿Qué
nuevas instalaciones recomendarías para MacArthur Park?
Answered: 366

Skipped: 301

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Toddler play equipment. Restrooms, group picnic areas

10/27/2017 9:51 AM

2

Based on my participation in La Mesa, Santee and Lakeside and seeing how many new people
are being drawn to the sport of pickleball and as an active volunteer in the Santee setup at Big
Rock Park the 8 courts that we have available there are nearly all in use during the days we are
open. TWT and Sunday--as a total of 16 supervised hours there are also quite a few people that
bring their own nets and play on additiional days and addition times.

10/27/2017 8:39 AM

3

Bigger community center with more indoor space.

10/27/2017 7:03 AM

4

Dog park with grass

10/27/2017 6:41 AM

5

Great event space. Skate park

10/27/2017 5:39 AM

6

Restroom

10/27/2017 5:35 AM

7

Just grass and shade trees.

10/27/2017 5:12 AM

8

Needs refreshment area, outside cafe

10/27/2017 5:06 AM

9

Pickleball courts

10/27/2017 4:34 AM

10

Looking for dedicated pickleball courts, possibly 8 like Melba Bishop in Oceanside. Would like
them lighted, permanently lined and parking available.

10/27/2017 12:57 AM

11

4-6 Pickleball courts

10/26/2017 10:52 PM

12

Dedicated pickleball courts.

10/26/2017 10:50 PM

13

Sportsplex

10/26/2017 9:44 PM

14

1/8 mile drag strip

10/26/2017 9:04 PM

15

The spalsh pad or water park would be great, a restroom, seating,

10/26/2017 8:57 PM

16

designated pickleball courts.

10/26/2017 8:51 PM

17

I would like to see Pickle ball courts at one of La Mesa's parks.

10/26/2017 8:51 PM

18

8 dedicated pickleball courts with parking and restrooms.

10/26/2017 8:41 PM

19

Pickleball

10/26/2017 8:10 PM

20

Walking and exercise trails.

10/26/2017 7:44 PM

21

Pickleball Courts....Lighted

10/26/2017 7:41 PM

22

Walking trails, shade area, BBQ's, lights and definitely a bathroom.

10/26/2017 7:40 PM

23

Squash court, dog park, volleyball court

10/26/2017 7:36 PM

24

dog run, disc golf, picnic areas.

10/26/2017 5:07 PM

25

Batrooms

10/26/2017 3:08 PM

26

Large gazebo (Open concrete space) with lighting and large stationary BBQ. Great for outdoor
events that need accommodation for 50-100 people for events such as birthday parties, outdoor
weddings or baby showers. (Placed away from the freeway)

10/26/2017 2:02 PM

27

Wedding/event space. Off leash Dog park.

10/26/2017 1:11 PM

28

Walking/running trail; picnic areas; improved meeting spaces

10/26/2017 1:00 PM

29

Restaurant. Updated disc golf.

10/26/2017 12:57 PM
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30

bring back disc golf along with other amenities

10/26/2017 12:48 PM

31

Bike pump track and/or bike skills park

10/26/2017 12:19 PM

32

Decent restrooms (not medieval dungeon-looking ones or prison style with no doors and metal
seatless toilets) Good lighting for safety. Recycling bins. A community art space/creative space.

10/26/2017 11:12 AM

33

Pool

10/26/2017 10:09 AM

34

Basketball, volleyball, tennis and concessions.

10/26/2017 9:59 AM

35

Bike Park!

10/26/2017 9:32 AM

36

A bike playground/bike park would be a great amenity for the community!

10/26/2017 9:30 AM

37

The ideas listed in survey are great.

10/26/2017 9:27 AM

38

Splash pad, water play, lighting, safer

10/26/2017 8:17 AM

39

I don't know how we would accommodate any more facilities there without giving up open space
and the trees that I feel are so vital to my daily use and enjoyment of it.

10/26/2017 7:27 AM

40

Restrooms and food concession.

10/26/2017 5:37 AM

41

Sports complex

10/25/2017 10:16 PM

42

Bicycle features

10/25/2017 9:59 PM

43

Skateboard park and new aquatic facilities

10/25/2017 9:49 PM

44

Fix up nan couts cottage

10/25/2017 9:15 PM

45

waking trails, shade. bathrooms

10/25/2017 9:06 PM

46

I think you have it covered.

10/25/2017 7:02 PM

47

I'd like to see a place where people can go have lunch, or have a picnic, a gathering.

10/25/2017 6:19 PM

48

A pump track and a skate park. These are needed in this area.

10/25/2017 5:52 PM

49

Bicycle, mountain bike, BMX oblstacles / courses

10/25/2017 5:18 PM

50

Picnic areas. Walking trails. Classroom--why not offer adult ed classes there like they do at
Foothills.

10/25/2017 5:11 PM

51

Skate park and new aquatic center

10/25/2017 4:36 PM

52

Off leash area. Concession stand

10/25/2017 4:31 PM

53

Dog park, bathrooms, trails, picnic benches, golf, Frisbee golf,

10/25/2017 3:41 PM

54

Bar, restaurant, new pool facilities.

10/25/2017 3:33 PM

55

- How about a Bicycle Pump Track -Progressive Jump Lines -Tot Tracks for Balance Bikes Balance features (bridges, rock gardens, etc. -Natural surface perimeter trail to allow bikes

10/25/2017 2:02 PM

56

The large open area needs some tables and benches to be more family friendly. Bathrooms

10/25/2017 1:52 PM

57

Drink stand.

10/25/2017 1:39 PM

58

Better swimming pool

10/25/2017 12:21 PM

59

Bike Park

10/25/2017 11:43 AM

60

Progressive bike park for all ages and skill levels.

10/25/2017 11:41 AM

61

Bike park

10/25/2017 11:40 AM

62

Clean restrooms.

10/25/2017 11:08 AM

63

I think the swimming pool, changing area, etc needs an upgrade! We could also use another disc
golf and dog park.

10/25/2017 10:50 AM

64

Outdoor, dirt mountain bike/bmx course. Trails, picnic areas, excersise equipment.

10/25/2017 10:48 AM

65

Pickleball courts

10/25/2017 9:48 AM

66

Disc Golf and unique activity options not available elsewhere in La Mesa.

10/25/2017 8:37 AM
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67

Mountain Bike obstacle course

10/25/2017 8:27 AM

68

Any steps to eliminate/reduce occupation by the homeless

10/25/2017 8:20 AM

69

Modernization of all the buildings and pool facility. Shaded picnic areas.

10/25/2017 8:08 AM

70

driving range and putting green, adventure/obstacle course, tennis courts

10/25/2017 7:51 AM

71

A walking trail.

10/25/2017 7:47 AM

72

nature and walking trails

10/25/2017 7:01 AM

73

Basketball courts.

10/25/2017 6:57 AM

74

Bicycle skills park, pump track, etc.

10/25/2017 5:06 AM

75

Splash pad

10/24/2017 11:27 PM

76

Dog Park with grass!!

10/24/2017 10:44 PM

77

Progressive jump line, bike skill building area, obstacles

10/24/2017 10:36 PM

78

Amphitheater for music and performances

10/24/2017 10:25 PM

79

Dedicated pickle ball courts with shade areas, lighting and fencing. Parking to accommodate 30-40
vehicles.

10/24/2017 10:12 PM

80

grass Dog Park please!

10/24/2017 9:59 PM

81

Off leash dog park with grass and trees

10/24/2017 9:57 PM

82

Bike trails!

10/24/2017 9:36 PM

83

Bike pump track for kids

10/24/2017 9:32 PM

84

Splash pad and a small snack shack/ cafe. A few small fields for outdoor kids activities would also
be nice. I do not think a skate park would be a good fit for the space.

10/24/2017 9:17 PM

85

Dog park, playground

10/24/2017 8:49 PM

86

Bigger playground for small children, more trees, more parking, some (shaded) benches/tables.

10/24/2017 8:49 PM

87

Aquatic center/Splash pad and an attraction.

10/24/2017 8:34 PM

88

Bike pump track, progressive skills park

10/24/2017 8:19 PM

89

Multi use hike,walk/running, biking path.

10/24/2017 8:18 PM

90

A dog park

10/24/2017 7:58 PM

91

Dog park, family park activities, improve pool area, eating establishment’s !!

10/24/2017 7:58 PM

92

Dog Park, walking trails and community garden

10/24/2017 7:55 PM

93

Zip line park and high wires

10/24/2017 7:54 PM

94

Dog park, Dog park, Dog park!!! :)

10/24/2017 7:40 PM

95

pool, dog park,walking trails

10/24/2017 7:25 PM

96

Bathroom near Kuhlken

10/24/2017 7:11 PM

97

Splash pad, disc golf, an area for outdoor yoga classes (flat surface), an area for a large farmers
market.

10/24/2017 6:39 PM

98

Maybe a Sheriffs Sub Station, too keep a visable presence and maybe keep loitering, drug sales
and homeless encampments out

10/24/2017 6:36 PM

99

Mountain bike activities. Trails, jumps, limp track.

10/24/2017 6:29 PM

100

Create a bike park that is accommodating to all skill levels from beginner to expert. However, the
bike park needs to be built by professionals (bike park designers).

10/24/2017 6:28 PM

101

cafe/bar, music venue

10/24/2017 6:26 PM

102

courts, play area for all ages

10/24/2017 6:22 PM

103

Bike skills park

10/24/2017 6:16 PM
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104

As a mountain biker I would like to see a progressive jump line. The park has a nice slope that
would provide the speed for a jump line. A pump track. Balance features. There are a couple La
Mesa bike shops that would benefit from a park with bike adminities.

10/24/2017 5:59 PM

105

Bike park, bike skills area, pump track, balance features for bike. Natural surface perimeter trail for
multi-use

10/24/2017 5:42 PM

106

Rock wall, ropes, restrooms, concessions, nature trails, garden.

10/24/2017 5:41 PM

107

Off leash dog park

10/24/2017 5:35 PM

108

Continue disc golf. Add small dog park. Improve pool and access. Perhaps incorporate YMCA or
Kroc to offer more classes, youth sports. Add arts/crafts area. Classes during more accessible
hours. Place for youth/teens to use and be supervised and safe.

10/24/2017 5:34 PM

109

Alleys with benches and umbrellas, a water feature and lots of art, such as statues to embellish
the whole scenery. Lots of trees and bushes with flowers. Pretty designed kiosks to serve fruit
juices and good quality gelato.

10/24/2017 5:28 PM

110

Art spaces

10/24/2017 5:23 PM

111

Dog park.

10/24/2017 5:03 PM

112

Bike park for mountain bikers

10/24/2017 4:42 PM

113

A dog park

10/24/2017 4:39 PM

114

Restrooms, walking trails, community garden space, shade, tot lot

10/24/2017 4:36 PM

115

Outdoor exercise course.

10/24/2017 4:30 PM

116

obstacle course/par course

10/24/2017 4:29 PM

117

Dog Park

10/24/2017 4:26 PM

118

picnic area

10/24/2017 4:24 PM

119

California Native plants appropriate to our region. something similar to the Cuyamaca water
conservation garden.

10/24/2017 4:20 PM

120

dog park, more lights

10/24/2017 4:16 PM

121

Bike Park, with a mix of conventional facilities.

10/24/2017 4:16 PM

122

A soccer stadium for a professional soccer team.

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

123

Bike park, pump track, bike skills area, natural surface trail, tot tracks for balance bikes, shade
structure, lights for evening play.

10/24/2017 4:14 PM

124

Disc golf and mountain biking

10/24/2017 4:12 PM

125

Open space with shade. Reservable meeting space. Swimming pool.

10/24/2017 4:11 PM

126

Mountain Bike Park

10/24/2017 4:10 PM

127

-Pump Tracks -Progressive Jump Lines -Tot Tracks for Balance Bikes -Balance features (bridges,
rock gardens, etc. -Bike tool stations

10/24/2017 4:02 PM

128

Mountain bike park!

10/24/2017 3:58 PM

129

As listed in the survey

10/24/2017 3:58 PM

130

Dog park

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

131

Bike pump track or skatepark

10/24/2017 3:57 PM

132

#1 At least 8 pickleball courts #2 Storage room to store pickleball nets

10/24/2017 3:56 PM

133

New pool and skate park!

10/24/2017 3:46 PM

134

Pump Track Progressive Jump Lines Balance features (bridges, rock gardens, etc. Natural
surface perimeter trail to allow bikes Bike racks Bike tool stations

10/24/2017 3:43 PM

135

Causal Restaurant with sports bar.

10/24/2017 3:41 PM

136

-Pump Tracks -Progressive Jump Lines -Tot Tracks for Balance Bikes -Balance features (bridges,
rock gardens, etc. -Natural surface perimeter trail to allow bikes -Bike racks -Bike tool stations

10/24/2017 3:40 PM
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137

Off leash dog park

10/24/2017 3:39 PM

138

Get a progressive bike skills park!!

10/24/2017 3:38 PM

139

Restrooms!

10/24/2017 3:33 PM

140

Disc golf and picnic areas

10/24/2017 3:31 PM

141

Shelters, restrooms, walking trails

10/24/2017 3:30 PM

142

Would like to see at least 6 dedicated pickleball courts, with storage facilities.

10/24/2017 3:29 PM

143

Volleyball/basketball and soccer fields, with concession stands.

10/24/2017 3:26 PM

144

??

10/24/2017 3:24 PM

145

Outdoor party venue with music

10/24/2017 3:22 PM

146

Action sport related

10/24/2017 3:16 PM

147

classrooms, rental space, and restrooms

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

148

Indoor shooting range for archery and firearms.

10/24/2017 3:15 PM

149

Walking trails.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

150

Small Outdoor Amphitheater, which could be pointed towards the freeway to keep the noise
pointed away from the residents.

10/24/2017 3:14 PM

151

The pool area could be updated.

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

152

A full bike park including multiple pump tracks, tot tracks for balance bikes, progressive jump lines,
natural surface perimeter trails, balance skills area (bridges, rocks, etc)

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

153

Restrooms police patrolled

10/24/2017 3:10 PM

154

Hiking trails, tennis courts, event space, community garden.

10/24/2017 3:09 PM

155

Shaded playground equipment and an upgraded aquatics center

10/24/2017 3:04 PM

156

Pickleball-with an aging population, a sport that is both fun, easy, and gets people moving and
socializing. All so important for our La Mesa seniors.

10/24/2017 3:03 PM

157

Pump track and skate park. Me Mesa needs New and modern stuff. Give the kids somewhere fun
to go.

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

158

Walking trails and drought tolerant/native plant gardens

10/24/2017 3:02 PM

159

Soccer fields with lights for night, swimming pool.

10/24/2017 2:57 PM

160

Pool, rec facilites/ class rooms for dance, gym etc.

10/24/2017 2:53 PM

161

Gym with sauna and steam

10/24/2017 2:46 PM

162

Much larger meeting/event room and space, better parking and a dog park

10/24/2017 2:42 PM

163

Simpler and better parking

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

164

Updated showers at the La Mesa Municipal Pool and the return of a snack bar that serves "Big
Sticks" Popsicle brand popsicles.

10/24/2017 2:39 PM

165

dog area

10/24/2017 2:36 PM

166

Amphitheatre

10/24/2017 2:33 PM

167

Indoor gym for basketball, volleyball, etc. Maybe even weightlifting.

10/24/2017 2:32 PM

168

I think a splash pad would be amazing! Also I do miss the disc golf but understand that the old
disc golf area requires a lot of maintenance and that equals cost. Something self-sustaining would
be ideal. Also in favor of all opportunities that were listed to offset cost.

10/24/2017 2:28 PM

169

New swim pool

10/24/2017 2:26 PM
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170

A well run and maintained dog park. You could even charge a membership fee to cover the costs
and also to hold individuals responsible for their and their pet's behavior. This will create a dog
community that cares for each other and the space. A pool that can still support lessons at a
reasonable cost to folks who live in La Mesa but that can also have memberships for open swim.
Make the pool more like a swim club with lounge chairs, snack bar, nice shower/locker rooms. Sell
memberships (give residents first dibs) to cover the cost. Keep lessons cheap but make members
pay a little more. Just be sure to balance the schedule. Members should be able to have open
swim at least all summer from like 11am - 8pm. Have lessons in the mornings. Spring and fall can
be more lesson based with a few hours for open swim daily. So much potential for fun and making
money!

SurveyMonkey
10/24/2017 2:23 PM

171

Disc golf

10/24/2017 2:22 PM

172

Anything that makes for stronger families.

10/24/2017 2:15 PM

173

Public use Soccer goals

10/24/2017 2:14 PM

174

Outdoor rock climbing area

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

175

Dog park area, kids sport areas

10/24/2017 2:13 PM

176

Anything that keeps the homeless away.

10/24/2017 2:12 PM

177

restrooms; gymnastics facility

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

178

An aquatic center. Improved facilities for activities and events (the Nan Couts Cottage is outdated
and not attractive for hosting events). A tennis/racquet sport center. Lots of public open space for
picnics, parties and play.

10/24/2017 2:11 PM

179

Dog park, nice walking paths

10/24/2017 2:09 PM

180

Groomed grass for exercise classes outside.

10/24/2017 2:07 PM

181

Disc golf

10/24/2017 2:04 PM

182

Walking trails, dog friendliness

10/23/2017 4:04 PM

183

Splash pad, shaded walking trails

10/23/2017 1:37 PM

184

A RESTAURANT!!! Something more like the Prado. Please no hot dogs and soda concession
stand!

10/22/2017 3:20 PM

185

Dog park on grass

10/21/2017 6:14 PM

186

club house-bar at night with music, camps for kids in the day/summer, multi-generational golf,
USGA sponsor golf course- use by schools

10/20/2017 10:43 AM

187

pickleball courts

10/20/2017 10:40 AM

188

lights, pickleball courts, green space

10/20/2017 10:37 AM

189

walking trails, community garden, outdoor amphitheater

10/20/2017 10:35 AM

190

a pedestrian bridge from the Rec Center over Memorial Dr for direct access

10/20/2017 10:31 AM

191

boce, cornhole, walking paths, leave green space

10/20/2017 10:28 AM

192

updated community center, event spaces/public spaces

10/20/2017 9:29 AM

193

things for seniors, live music events, dancing areas, walking trails, parking by baseball fields

10/20/2017 9:27 AM

194

great kids park, new pool facilities, dog park, walking trails

10/20/2017 9:24 AM

195

create distinct areas and develop naturalized areas between with wide, safe, pedestrian/bicycle
paths connecting them

10/20/2017 9:22 AM

196

Community garden

10/20/2017 9:17 AM

197

Space for cultural activities/citizen meeting, discussion and enrichment - plenty of sports facilities
already

10/19/2017 7:23 PM

198

Wedding amphitheater with permanent seating (like Harry Griffin) with adjacent community room
with kitchen.

10/19/2017 5:00 PM

199

Lights on the field, more baseball fields, a splash pad

10/19/2017 11:35 AM
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200

We are a family with several young children, so anything that brings neighbors together would be
wonderful. We love concerts and movies in the park, playgrounds, splash pads, facilities for a
variety of classes.

10/18/2017 8:50 PM

201

Bike racks, a Rental Station or similar to get sports equipment or a bocce ball set or other lawn
games to use while at the park, perhaps adjacent to or part of the concessions area. Blue light
phones like on University or Hospital campuses for Midpark and at the very rear of the park just for
additional safety.

10/18/2017 8:47 PM

202

Better swimming pool to attract a more competitive team

10/18/2017 8:36 PM

203

Outdoor performance area (maybe utilizing the natural hillsides). Gardens (possibly maintained by
a local High School, colleges, associations etc.). Walking Pathways (lighted - also could be used
for holiday walking light show, pathed to allow for wheelchair accessible, bricks of path can be sold
for engraving, benches and small chair and tables for lunch use, improvements to the existing pool
area, play area for children, gazebos to honor our cities past and an expansion of Summer Camp
facility.

10/18/2017 8:03 PM

204

Outdoor market place for handmade/homemade items.

10/18/2017 5:50 PM

205

I think many of them are already being discussed; dog park, playground, concession/restaurant,
benches and seating, etc.

10/18/2017 4:53 PM

206

open space walking/jogging/fitness trail

10/18/2017 3:40 PM

207

I appreciate the amenities it has now.

10/18/2017 1:46 PM

208

Library, transit hub, restaurant, coffee shop, amphitheater and gardens.

10/18/2017 12:34 PM

209

Walking/Running Trails Pub/Restaurant to replace clubhouse

10/18/2017 11:38 AM

210

Concert venue, kids' obstacle course (American Ninja Warrior type stuff) restrooms and play areas
for kids. Thank you very much for your time and efforts for the park. I live in the Porter Hill
neighborhood and are very excited to see what you design.

10/18/2017 11:22 AM

211

Batting cages

10/17/2017 7:47 PM

212

Outdoor theater with tiered seating

10/17/2017 2:09 PM

213

Updated swimming pool & playgrounds

10/17/2017 1:23 PM

214

Skateboard/roller skate/ bike park track/ padded jogging track, upgraded swim facilities, rock
climbing wall.

10/17/2017 1:12 PM

215

NEW pool, spa, locker / restroom facilities! New playgrounds for multiple age groups with
associated fields.

10/17/2017 1:07 PM

216

Action- sports type activities (ropes, obstacles).

10/17/2017 1:06 PM

217

Pickle ball and tennis courts, both lighted. Bocce ball! Walking trail along the perimeter.

10/17/2017 1:02 PM

218

Dog Park, walking trail, indoor racquetball courts

10/17/2017 12:15 PM

219

A sports complex to keep the generation of kids in our community excited and thriving. The
families that come together as a result of that. The love and joy that comes from it. It's what I think
of when I think of La Mesa and Kuhlken could remain as a welcome into that new complex for a
starting idea. Kind of like what all of La Mesa has been doing, Sheldon's for example. Keep with
that and continue to make La Mesa thrive for everyone to want to be here, grow and our families
thrive!

10/17/2017 10:03 AM

220

Rebuild the activity rooms, upgrade the community center or build an aquatics center.

10/17/2017 9:17 AM

221

A "real" baseball stadium with lights and upgraded bleachers. A good family restaurant. Walking
paths that are lighted and safe at night. Security patrols that keep vagrants out of the bathrooms
and scare off families.

10/17/2017 9:09 AM

222

Botanical gardens.

10/17/2017 9:08 AM

223

A arboretum and a native habitat for the birds. Arroyo at the drainage.

10/17/2017 9:05 AM

224

Walking trails. Gardens. Swimming. Dog exercise/agility

10/16/2017 4:36 PM

225

Dog park with grass.

10/16/2017 1:29 PM

226

Bathrooms, signs posted requiring dogs on leashes only.

10/16/2017 11:08 AM
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227

Dinning, Stage n performance.

10/16/2017 10:50 AM

228

Splash pad would be fantastic! I would really love to see shade structures on the playground and
enhanced playground equipment. Some sort of stage/ amphitheater structure would be nice so
that we could have concerts or other family gatherings. An open playground where dogs were
allowed would also be great. I'd love to see a dog park facility.

10/16/2017 10:14 AM

229

Additional trees, hiking/walking trails, natural (passive) open area, expanded tot lot/playground
with splash pad, dog park area.

10/16/2017 9:56 AM

230

Dog park, playground, restaurant/bar, running trails, family/kid friendly spaces, disc golf, foot golf,

10/15/2017 8:27 PM

231

walking path and benches

10/15/2017 7:32 PM

232

Dog park

10/15/2017 6:38 PM

233

Remove mini golf and set up a walking path

10/15/2017 3:46 PM

234

none

10/15/2017 2:43 PM

235

A nice shaded picnic area

10/15/2017 1:36 PM

236

Safe walking paths

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

237

Park ranger 24/7. Ask neighbors if they would like a sound wall.

10/15/2017 1:14 PM

238

Off leash dog area!!

10/15/2017 10:12 AM

239

New restrooms, splash pad, bike/skate obstacle area,

10/15/2017 6:19 AM

240

More exercise equipment or walking trails. Remodeling the bathrooms in the pool area too

10/14/2017 11:12 PM

241

Better pool

10/14/2017 7:18 PM

242

I would like to see the area attract fitness and sports-minded activities, and integrate leisure /
calming areas. It might even make a good place to house a new public library. I would like to see
the existing rolling hills and good visibility afforded by current landscape use.

10/14/2017 6:57 PM

243

Update the pool and please put in new dressing area that is indoors or at least has a real roof over
the showers.

10/14/2017 6:50 PM

244

A skate plaza or a skate friendly environment. Where the whole park can be skate able. Or you
can just have a small designated skate spot.

10/14/2017 4:04 PM

245

Night time golf (either a lite course or a monthly Glo-Golf event) - zip lining !!!

10/14/2017 3:39 PM

246

Skate park and splash pad.

10/14/2017 11:59 AM

247

Outdoor courtyard setting, eating facility with fountain/splash pad

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

248

Playground, workout stations, dog park, open running spaces for adult runs and for children to run
and play.

10/14/2017 11:24 AM

249

Bathrooms

10/14/2017 7:39 AM

250

A playground for bigger children. I currently love the tots playground, but sometimes there are
older children in there. They need their own playground.

10/14/2017 6:46 AM

251

Bring the aquatics center up-to-date: it looks exactly the same as it did in the 1970s. And staff it
year-round.

10/14/2017 3:31 AM

252

ropes course and fitness trails would be awesome

10/13/2017 11:49 PM

253

Playground, dog park, bathrooms

10/13/2017 11:00 PM

254

Don’t know if it’s new but concerts and movies in the park

10/13/2017 10:46 PM

255

indoors courts (for hot summer days, rainy days). shaded play structures. splash pads because
summer is HOT! Shade, shade, Shade!

10/13/2017 10:07 PM

256

walking trails, picnic areas, flat area for kids to learn to ride bikes etc (we have few of those in la
mesa on the south side of the 8). I would just like more nice park area to take my kids and not have
to worry about homeless dudes hogging up the tables like at the park on palm

10/13/2017 8:27 PM

257

heated pool for older adults, please, and a dog park with grass and shade (not dirt).

10/13/2017 7:17 PM
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258

Amphitheater and Stage for local schools and Theatre groups to perform (this would generate
revenue) Restaurant or Brewery

10/13/2017 6:58 PM

259

Open meeting/ gathering area to small groups under open skies above.

10/13/2017 6:57 PM

260

Amphitheater and stage for outdoor plays, concerts and movies. Space for a restaurant to serve
food for events. Outdoor sculpture garden. Bathrooms too!

10/13/2017 6:52 PM

261

I like the idea of walking trails for La Mesa walks and some activities like tennis & pickleball

10/13/2017 6:15 PM

262

Concert venue. Dog park. Coffer&sandwich stand. More restrooms.

10/13/2017 6:08 PM

263

larger playground, splash pad, space for community events

10/13/2017 5:57 PM

264

labels on vegetation

10/13/2017 5:42 PM

265

large indoor space for classes/rentals/gym use, improved pool area

10/13/2017 5:06 PM

266

Grass field dog park

10/13/2017 4:56 PM

267

Restrooms, picnic areas, and more play equipment.

10/13/2017 4:43 PM

268

Playground

10/13/2017 4:35 PM

269

1. Concrete skate park - free use 2. off road dirt track for bikes 3. New large multi-story senior
center located just north of the baseball parking lot. The ground floor of the building will be
parking. The upper level should be two stories with the top level being fully open ( no columns ) for
dances, meetings, etc.. The building will connect to the existing community center by a cover
bridge.

10/13/2017 4:13 PM

270

More playground space, Green space for picnics, community garden would be great. Walkable,
and kids bike trails.

10/13/2017 4:00 PM

271

California native plants that "fit the space". Not like the new island strips along University. More
thought into the flow and plant selection. Consider the maintenance issues

10/13/2017 4:00 PM

272

Bathrooms. Dog park. Water fountains (drinking).

10/13/2017 3:09 PM

273

Covered picnic table area. Security. Snack/social area.

10/13/2017 3:07 PM

274

I like the idea of a stage which can be used for summer events, school plays, outdoor concerts,
etc. Why be indoors when we live with such beautiful weather?

10/13/2017 1:45 PM

275

Walking trails and restrooms

10/13/2017 1:38 PM

276

I highly recommend pool improvements, including new locker rooms. There needs to be some
shaded playgrounds added for children of various ages, the one near the cottage is too small and
is for younger children. I would like to also have buildings for rentals and use for training for city
employees.

10/13/2017 1:15 PM

277

Cross walk from the parking entrance to the Community Center/Nan Coates to the park.

10/13/2017 11:47 AM

278

already prioritized in above survey

10/13/2017 11:37 AM

279

Make it a family park that all can enjoy. Similar to Aztec Park.

10/13/2017 11:08 AM

280

A large community center for all ages

10/13/2017 10:55 AM

281

Paths, tables, restrooms, parking, upgraded aquatic center, shrlters

10/13/2017 10:17 AM

282

Dog park with grass Children’s play area with shade

10/13/2017 10:15 AM

283

Restrooms, more play equipment, splash pad, and SHADE

10/13/2017 9:32 AM

284

Bmx track and skate park. Additional parking,

10/13/2017 9:26 AM

285

larger playground/splashpad. expanded baseball facility. expanded pool. more trees/plants/trails.

10/13/2017 8:47 AM

286

shade

10/13/2017 8:37 AM

287

inviting the local schools/colleges to use our trails for Cross Country Meets, some kind of visitor
center with the History of La Mesa and her Parks

10/13/2017 8:08 AM

288

Splash pad

10/13/2017 7:15 AM

289

Dog park with grass

10/13/2017 6:52 AM
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290

Restaurant

10/13/2017 6:18 AM

291

expanded pool - more like aquaplex at SDSU or pool at Santee YMCA; trails to take advantage of
rolling hills and trees

10/12/2017 11:31 PM

292

Walking path, restrooms, benches and picnic areas.

10/12/2017 10:18 PM

293

A light fare cafe like the one liberty station golf course across from corvette diner. A great merit h
place for the community

10/12/2017 9:31 PM

294

Better aquatic center, fitness center, larger playground, more open green space.

10/12/2017 9:27 PM

295

Community garden, nature trail, wildlife habitat.

10/12/2017 9:25 PM

296

Restaurant, coffee bar, outdoor events space, spaces for kids and families.

10/12/2017 8:47 PM

297

Day activities that can help people stay active.

10/12/2017 8:47 PM

298

Public restrooms, cafe/bar.

10/12/2017 8:13 PM

299

Gym, beach volleyball courts, dog park area

10/12/2017 7:49 PM

300

Location for wedding ceremonies, possibly a dog park, more even rental spaces, an outdoor
amphitheater

10/12/2017 7:20 PM

301

Walking course with hills and distance markers

10/12/2017 7:15 PM

302

Walking trails, water feature. An alternative to lake murray

10/12/2017 6:45 PM

303

Concessions, bathrooms and no homeless.

10/12/2017 5:41 PM

304

Badminton/table tennis courts

10/12/2017 5:26 PM

305

Food or concession stands with beverages. Updated playground. Skate park. Art installations.
Night lighting.

10/12/2017 5:20 PM

306

Family friendly things to do.

10/12/2017 5:02 PM

307

Grassy fenced dog park

10/12/2017 4:59 PM

308

More restrooms, snack bars, some paved trails would be nicer for kids and scooters.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

309

Shaded play area.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

310

Upgraded pool with decent staff.

10/12/2017 4:58 PM

311

Dog Park, Splash Pad, gardens, playgrounds, kid classes.

10/12/2017 4:53 PM

312

Nice place to bbq, enjoy family events, small scale recreation facilities

10/12/2017 4:52 PM

313

better swimming facilities, utilize more of the space without overfilling the land with buildings

10/12/2017 4:39 PM

314

Cafe

10/12/2017 4:33 PM

315

Landscaped paths.

10/12/2017 4:29 PM

316

Restaurants, coffee carts, view areas, and bridges (pedestrian) across University avenue. Offer
shortcuts to trolley stops and village area. Offer shuttles to village and trolley.

10/12/2017 4:26 PM

317

splash pad, event rental space, playgrounds, sidewalks & ample lighting

10/12/2017 4:21 PM

318

Single family homes / townhomes to increase the tax base and help pay the 60+ million dollar un
funded pension liabilities.

10/12/2017 4:17 PM

319

I would love to see a small splash pad and shade canopies added to the existing playground area.

10/12/2017 4:07 PM

320

dog park

10/12/2017 4:05 PM

321

Small Dog Park

10/12/2017 4:02 PM

322

Areas for lawn bowling or boche ball. Possibly walking paths and limit driving areas.

10/12/2017 4:01 PM

323

Hiking/walking trails in old golf course with native plant/low water garden space for part of it.
Basketball court improvements and possibly move to lower/more accessible area. A bit more
parking.

10/12/2017 3:57 PM

324

Lawn bowling Bochi Ball Shuffle board

10/12/2017 3:57 PM

325

Outdoor arena/small bandstand similar to Harry Griffin Park.

10/12/2017 3:55 PM
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326

Indoor swimming pool and gym.

10/12/2017 3:54 PM

327

Pickle ball! At least 4 courts.

10/12/2017 3:50 PM

328

1. Onsite park ranger- cameras. 2. bathrooms for public using park. 3. Not restaurant, but nice
snack bar or minimum food for people using park/pool. 4. Sound walls against residential area (up
against Nan Couts Cottage).

10/12/2017 3:47 PM

329

I think a splash pad would be amazing and a non wood chip toddler playground!

10/12/2017 3:43 PM

330

Pickle ball and tennis courts, both lighted. Bocce ball! Walking trail along the perimeter.

10/12/2017 3:41 PM

331

Playgrounds and dog park. A path with outdoor exercise equipment (like Lindo Lake has in
Lakeside) would be great, especially for seniors. You need to attract people to the park or it will
quickly be overrun by loiterers.

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

332

NEW pool area, with an entrance in view of parking lot. All structures in same style, for continuity,
and a well thought out space.

10/12/2017 3:39 PM

333

I'm mostly concerned about it being dog friendly. Maybe waste bag dispensers/trash cans and an
off-leash section.

10/12/2017 3:25 PM

334

Bathrooms!

10/12/2017 3:09 PM

335

Lighted walking paths

10/12/2017 3:07 PM

336

The space has so much potential. A real horseshoe pit would be nice ( with people bringing their
own horseshoes). If a gazebo or picnic table area go in as well as a dog park, please keep the dog
park away from the picnic area. Also plenty of trash/ recycling bins. Since high school students
need volunteer hours maybe include some type of cleaning or upkeep day.

10/12/2017 2:53 PM

337

Fenced dog park

10/12/2017 2:50 PM

338

An upscale cafe

10/12/2017 2:32 PM

339

Restaurant and fitness equipment and dog area

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

340

Restroom

10/12/2017 1:23 PM

341

Bathroom, splashpad, sportsplex

10/12/2017 11:17 AM

342

A ropes course/obstacle course would easily generate income from school field trips, school
breaks and corporate team building exercises from all around San Diego.

10/12/2017 10:59 AM

343

Lots of good ideas I’ve seen. Please do not allow homeless, or anyone for that matter, to sleep
there.

10/11/2017 10:07 PM

344

The current meeting buildings are old and need upgrading, this is a great time to build a new
facility, develop a services such as disk golf (I don't play but many do) great place for groups to do
BBQ's and meet

10/11/2017 3:38 PM

345

Aquatics center, gymnasium, high end banquet facility with rooms of different sizes for meetings
and parties to take place simultaneously.

10/10/2017 8:10 AM

346

8 pickleball courts - dedicated

10/2/2017 4:32 PM

347

Pickleball courts, parking, shade, fencing.

10/2/2017 4:27 PM

348

Eight dedicated pickleball courts; shade structure with benches, perimeter fencing, night lights,
restroom access close by, parking space for 3 dozen cars or more. Flat area near ball field ideal
location.

10/2/2017 4:18 PM

349

8 dedicated Pickleball courts, shade structure with benches near by the courts. Perimeter fencing
and lighting for pickleball courts. Restroom access. Parking for at least 36 cars. Flat area near ball
field ideal for pickleball courts.

10/2/2017 4:06 PM

350

We need in La Mesa an area with at least 8 dedicated pickleball courts with sufficient parking for
at least 30-40 cars as well as rest area with shade. Including lighting and fencing as in tennis
courts - then needs to be restroom access. Perhaps the ideal location would be the flat area near
the ball field.

10/2/2017 3:47 PM

351

Dedicated pickleball courts (6-8) with fencing on perimeter and the flat area near the ball field is
ideal.

10/2/2017 3:37 PM
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352

Pickleball, as a regular player at Collier I want more courts to relieve the wait time. The pickleball
community is respectful and will be a great addition to any recreation facility. You would be
bringing in players from all area if the facility was larger. I live in Jamal and come to La Mesa for
pickleball. I stay to shop and eat so increased revenue is a consideration for the City.

10/2/2017 3:27 PM

353

Eight or more pickle ball courts that are dedicated to pickle ball with lighting for evening play,
fences to contain the balls and a spectator viewing area that has benches and is well shaded.
Large parking area close to courts.

10/2/2017 3:10 PM

354

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 2:56 PM

355

8 dedicated pickle ball courts or lights Lights Ample parking Same type of shade structure with
benches

10/2/2017 2:49 PM

356

Dedicated (not for tennis) pickle ball courts - a minimum of 8 with lighting fir night play, Parking for
at least 28 cars. The courts should be in a flat area and only marked for Pickle ball.

10/2/2017 2:40 PM

357

At least 8 dedicated pickle ball courts with seating, shade, water and restrooms. Courts with
individual fencing is also desirable. Look at what RV Parks, Community parks and private facilities
have been doing around the country. Pickle ball is growing at an exponential rate. You can go to
USAPA.ORG to get figures on new court growth per month and they're all fully utilized!! Tennis is a
dying sport. Pickle ball is the future!!

10/2/2017 2:25 PM

358

Better parking Shade More courts

10/2/2017 2:06 PM

359

Courts for pickle ball, basket ball Fencing for courts Lighting Restrooms

10/2/2017 1:51 PM

360

Designated 8 pickle ball courts with adequate lighting and parking. Pickle ball is now a very
popular sport among seniors and many young people. Shade by the courts would be needed. I
understand that the flat area near the ball field would be a great area for courts. As an addicted
pickle ball player it would be wonderful to have dedicated courts for the growing number of seniors
and others to use for great exercise & fun! It would bring many people to the park.

10/2/2017 1:40 PM

361

8 dedicated pickle ball courts with shade and perimeter fencing. Lights for night play and restroom
access would be great. The flat area next to the ball part would be perfect.

10/2/2017 1:17 PM

362

Designated pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 1:07 PM

363

Eight dedicated pickle ball courts with lighting and fencing like tennis, adjacent to ball field parking
on flat area. A couple possibilities, one would be to place two courts of four with the hiking/walking
trail in between. Another would be to place both sets of four courts adjacent with a common fence
separating them.

10/2/2017 12:50 PM

364

Pickle ball, so many players want it.

10/2/2017 12:29 PM

365

Pickle ball courts

10/2/2017 12:21 PM

366

Two new tennis courts and at least two more pads for eight dedicated pickle ball courts. Lights for
all.

10/2/2017 12:00 PM
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